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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Project objectives and process
The PPP TRANSIT project set out to provide
•

documentation of PPP case studies at urban and suburban rail lines, including:
- integrated development of urban rail transit infrastructure and land use
- transit oriented development (urban development at transit stations on the property of
the transit agency or on adjacent properties)

•

a comparative analysis of organisational, economic and legal factors influencing the creation
and success of PPPs:
- organisational and procedural conditions influencing the success or failure of PPPs
- public regulatory conditions to encourage or discourage PPPs
- calculation and evaluation of capital investment risks
- comparison between examples from the USA and Europe

This report presents the project findings. It consists of two volumes. Volume I presents
information on the case studies selected and the contexts in which they developed and
operated. This volume also presents a comparative analysis of the findings and makes
recommendations for practitioners and decision makers involved in similar projects as those
described here. Fourteen case studies from six European countries and four from the USA were
selected and Volume II (found on the enclosed CD-ROM) of this report contains detailed
descriptions of each of these.
The main data sources were interviews with actors involved in the case studies and primary and
secondary literature relating to these projects. This was complimented by literature relating to
issues of public private partnerships and transit oriented or transit joint development more
generally.
Findings and recommendations
Although the term public private partnership is nowadays widely used, there is no commonly
agreed definition of what characterises such a partnership. The following definition was thus
adapted for this project from various sources:
PPPs are a partnership between public bodies on the one hand and legal entities from the
private sector on the other forged for mutual benefit and for the purpose of conceiving, planning,
constructing, financing and/or operating infrastructure projects, which the public sector would
not be able to provide in the same form on its own. PPPs are neither restricted to simple
dialogue between the two sectors nor do they entail full scale privatisation and they can range
from passive private investment over joint ventures to passive public investment.
The external circumstances, under which the projects studied here came into existence varied
in many aspects – such as associated legislation and public strategies – as did the projects
themselves, ranging from transit oriented development over transit joint development to design
build operate maintain projects, which provided new urban rail services. Similarly, the different
roles of the public and private actors lead to varying degrees of involvement and commitment.
However, the experiences of the various actors and the project processes nevertheless
permitted the formulation of some recommendations relating to the process, the form and the
effects of public private partnerships in urban rail transit related development. These are
presented below.
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project process:
both
• Detailed (design) briefs should ideally be part of the tendering and contract procedures to
leave as little room as possible for diverging interpretation later on.
• Individuals involved in the project should be sensitive to the working procedures of each
other’s (sometimes very different) organisations.
• An agreed overall vision can provide a background against which to agree any necessary
compromises or changes.
public
• Financing mechanisms should be considered carefully as long term agreements can often tie
the public sector to a particular partner for several decades.
• Setting firm deadlines (and sticking to them) for key elements of the project helps to provide
secure baselines, which can catalyse the speedier completion of other parts of the project.
private
• As in any other type of development, planning and financing for PPPs should always provide
for potential delays.
project form:
both
• Technical innovation should only be used when necessary to solve a new problem as
developmental difficulties can lead to delays (if they are used, time delays should be provided
for from the beginning).
public
• Land use mixture should be well thought out and not merely oriented towards maximum
benefit for private investors.
• It is important to integrate different uses of the project well and also to think beyond the
immediate spatial and temporal boundaries – good integration into the surrounding area and
accessibility must be ensured.
private
• The most important contributions from the public sector are generally not of a direct financial
nature – private companies generally benefit most from those aspects, which only the public
sector can bring to a PPP.
project effects:
public
• Public benefits can include the provision of rail transit services, associated facilities and
urban development projects, which could not have been financed by the public purse alone.
• Benefits can also be achieving modal shift from the private car to rail transit (though very few
of the case studies have tried to document this), increased income from taxes or rent
revenue and wider synergies for associated urban areas.
private
• Proximity of rail transit almost always makes urban development projects more attractive to
potential users and thus provides added value.
• Rail transit projects themselves generally benefit from great attractiveness to users and
passenger numbers often exceed forecasts.
• Wider synergies of rail transit facilities and rail oriented urban development can often develop
over more than a decade thus long term views are important.

Summary of key project findings from the public and private sector perspectives
Furthermore it was found, that several of the public strategies and policies favouring good PPPs
in this area should be relatively easily transferable between different contexts. This often
depends on the goals and the enthusiasm of the actors and decision makers involved. It should
also be noted, that PPPs can offer a very useful tool for realising rail transit related urban
development which the public bodies might not achieve on their own. But it also has to be kept
in mind that they do have potential disadvantages and the forging of such partnerships should
thus be carefully considered on a case by case basis.
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KURZFASSUNG
Projektziele und Prozess
Das Projekt PPP TRANSIT hatte folgende Ziele:
• Dokumentation von PPP-Fallbeispielen an Bahnstrecken in urbanen und suburbanen

Siedlungsbereichen, einschließlich
integrierter Entwicklung von städtischer Schienenverkehrsinfrastruktur und Landnutzung
- transit oriented development (Stadtentwicklung an Schienenverkehrsknotenpunkten auf
Flächen im Besitz von Verkehrsgesellschaften oder auf angrenzenden Arealen)
-

• eine vergleichende Analyse der organisatorischen, ökonomischen und rechtlichen Faktoren,

die Entstehen und Erfolg von PPPs beeinflussen:
organisatorische und verfahrensrelevante Faktoren, die Erfolg oder Misserfolg von PPPs
beeinflussen
- Gesetze und Regularien, die PPPs fördern oder behindern
- Berechnung und Bewertung von Investitionsrisiken
- Vergleich von Beispielen aus den USA und Europa
-

Im vorliegenden Bericht werden die Untersuchungsergebnisse dieser Studie vorgestellt. Er
besteht aus zwei Teilen. Der erste Teil enthält Informationen über die ausgewählten
Fallbeispiele und den Kontexte ihrer Entstehung und ihres Betriebs. Außerdem werden in
diesem Teil die Untersuchungsergebnisse für die einzelnen Fallbeispiele miteinander verglichen
und Empfehlungen für Akteure sowie Entscheidungsträger bei ähnlichen Projekte
ausgesprochen. Insgesamt wurden vierzehn Fallbeispiele aus sechs europäischen Ländern und
vier aus den USA untersucht, die im zweiten Teil dieses Berichtes (siehe CD-ROM) detailliert
beschrieben werden.
Die Hauptdatenquellen für dieses Projekt waren Interviews mit Akteuren der untersuchten PPP
Projekte, sowie auf die Projekte bezogene Primär- und Sekundärliteratur. Ergänzend wurden
zudem Quellen hinzugezogen, die sich allgemeiner mit Aspekten von Public Private
Partnerships, transit oriented und transit joint development beschäftigen.
Ergebnisse und Empfehlungen
Obwohl der Ausdruck public private partnership mittlerweile ein häufig benutzter Begriff ist, gibt
es dennoch keine einheitliche Definition für eine solche Partnerschaft. Für diese Studie wurde
daher unter Bezugnahme auf verschiedene einschlägige Quellen die folgende Definition
formuliert:
PPPs sind Partnerschaften zwischen öffentlichen Körperschaften auf der einen sowie
juristischen Einheiten des privaten Sektors auf der anderen Seite, die zum beiderseitigem
Nutzen eingegangen werden. Sie dienen der Planung, dem Bau, der Finanzierung und/ oder
dem Betrieb von Infrastrukturprojekten, die die öffentliche Hand alleine nicht in gleicher Form
verwirklichen könnte. PPPs sind weder auf einen einfachen Dialog zwischen den beiden
Sektoren
beschränkt,
noch
bedeuten
sie
eine
völlige
Privatisierung
der
Infrastruktureinrichtungen. Sie reichen vielmehr von passiven privaten Investitionen über
Gemeinschaftsunternehmen bis hin zu passiven öffentlichen Investitionen.
Die Umstände, unter denen die hier untersuchten Projekte zu Stande kamen, unterscheiden
sich in vielen Aspekten – wie z. B. der jeweiligen Rechtslage und den öffentlichen
Planungsstrategien. Auch sind die Projekte an sich sehr unterschiedlich und reichen vom transit
oriented development über transit joint development bis hin zu design build operate maintain
Projekten für neue Schienenpersonennahverkehrs (SPNV) Angebote. In gleicher Weise führen
die unterschiedlichen Rollen der öffentlichen und privaten Akteure zu einem unterschiedlichen
d
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Grad an Beteiligung und Engagement. Dennoch ermöglichten die gesammelten Erfahrungen
verschiedener Akteure und die unterschiedlichen Projektprozesse die Formulierung von
allgemeinen Handlungsempfehlungen zu Ablauf, Form und Auswirkungen von Public Private
Partnerships im städtischen SPNV. Diese Empfehlungen sind im Folgenden zusammengefasst:
Projektablauf:
beide Parteien
• Detaillierte Gestaltungsvorlagen sollten idealer Weise ein Teil der Ausschreibung sowie der
Vertragsabläufe sein, um später so wenig Raum wie möglich für auseinander gehende
Interpretationen zu lassen.
• Alle Akteure im Projekt sollten sich der (manchmal sehr unterschiedlichen) Arbeitsprozesse in
anderen beteiligten Organisationen bewusst sein.
• Eine gemeinsame erarbeitete Vision oder Zielvorstellung, kann als Basis fungieren, auf der
notwendige Kompromisse und Änderungen ausgearbeitet werden können.
öffentlich
• Finanzierungsmechanismen sollten sorgfältig durchdacht werden, da Langzeitverträge die
öffentliche Hand für mehrere Jahrzehnte an einen bestimmten Partner binden können.
• Strikte Fristen für bestimmte Projektbausteine (und deren Einhaltung) schaffen eine sichere
Basis, welche zur schnelleren Fertigstellung anderer Teile des Projektes beitragen können.
privat
• Wie bei jeder anderen Entwicklungsmaßnahme sollten auch in der Planung und Finanzierung
von PPPs stets mögliche zeitliche Verzögerungen eingeplant werden.
Projektform:
beide Parteien
• Technische Innovationen sollten nur dort eingesetzt werden, wo sie zur Lösung eines
bestimmten Problems benötigt werden, da Entwicklungsschwierigkeiten zu zeitlichen
Verzögerungen führen können. falls Innovationen eingesetzt werden, sollten Verzögerungen
von Anfang an mit eingeplant werden.
öffentlich
• Die Flächennutzung sollte ausgewogen und nicht bloß an einer Gewinnoptimierung für
privaten Investoren orientiert sein (Nutzungsmischung).
• Wichtig ist eine gute Integration der verschiedenen Nutzungen des Projektes miteinander
sowie die Planung über räumliche und zeitliche Grenzen hinaus – es sollte eine gute
Einbindung des Projektes in die Umgebung sowie eine gute Erreichbarkeit gewährleistet sein.
privat
• Die wichtigsten Beiträge der öffentlichen Hand sind gewöhnlich nicht finanzieller Art – private
Firmen profitieren generell am meisten von jenen Aspekten, die nur der öffentliche Sektor in
eine PPP einbringen kann.
Auswirkungen des Projektes:
öffentlich
• Vorteile aus gesellschaftlicher Sicht können die Bereitstellung von SPNV-Angeboten sowie
der daran gekoppelten Einrichtungen und städtischen Entwicklungsprojekten sein, welche
nicht durch öffentliche Gelder allein hätten finanziert werden können.
• Vorteile können außerdem eine Verlagerung im Individualverkehr vom Auto auf die Schiene
sein (obwohl nur sehr wenige der Fallbeispiele diese Veränderung zu dokumentieren
versuchten), wachsendes Einnahmen durch Steuern oder Mieten und weitere Synergien für
angrenzende Quartiere.
privat
• Die Nähe zum SPNV steigert die Attraktivität städtischer Entwicklungsprojekte für potentielle
Nutzern und bedeutet daher eine Wertsteigerung.
• SPNV-Projekte selbst profitieren generell von ihrer hohen Attraktivität für Nutzer und
Passagierzahlen übersteigen häufig die Prognosen.
• Synergieeffekte von SPNV-Angeboten und schienenorientierter Stadtentwicklung entwickeln
sich oft über mehrere Jahrzehnte hinweg, weshalb Langzeitperspektiven wichtig sind

Zusammenfassung der Hauptprojektergebnisse aus Sicht des öffentlichen und privaten Sektors
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Zusätzlich zeigte die Untersuchung, dass viele der öffentlichen Strategien und Ansätze, die den
Erfolg von PPPs begünstigten, relativ gut in andere Zusammenhänge übertragbar sein sollten.
Der entscheidende Faktor hierfür sind oft die Zielsetzungen und das Engagement der
betroffenen Akteure und Entscheidungsträger. PPPs können ein sehr nützlicher Ansatz für die
Realisierung von mit Stadtentwicklung integrierten SPNV Angeboten sein, die die öffentliche
Hand alleine so nicht hätte verwirklichen können. Es darf jedoch nicht vergessen werden, dass
PPPs durchaus auch beträchtliche Nachteile haben können. Sie müssen somit jeweils von Fall
zu Fall an die örtlichen Gegebenheiten angepasst und sorgfältig durchdacht sein.
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TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
ADATRIF Association for the Development and the Improvement of Transport in Ile de France
area
AFRA
Austrian Federal Railways Act
APTR
Association Professionnelle des transporteurs routiers, Trade Association of the
Road Conveyors, France
ATM
Metropolitan Transport Authority, Spain
BAI
Bank Austria Immobilien, real estate development subsidiary of Bank Austria
BauGB
Baugesetzbuch, German federal construction and planning act
BEV
Bundeseisenbahnvermögen, Federal Rail Property Fund, Germany
BfU
Büro für Umweltplanung, German architect office of environmental planning
BR
British Rail
CAA
Clean Air Act, USA
CDG
Charles-De-Gaulle (airport)
CfiT
Commission for Integrated Transport, UK
CPO
Compulsory Purchase Orders, UK
CTL
Croydon Tramlink, UK
DB
Deutsche Bundesbahn, West German Federal Railway
DB AG
Deutsche Bahn AG
DBImm
Deutsche Bahn Immobiliengesellschaft, Deutsche Bahn Real Estate Company
DBOM
Design, build, operate maintain – type of project
DETR
Department of Environment, Transport and the Regions, UK
DGPT
Directorate-General for Ports and Transports, Spain
DIY
Do-it-yourself
DLM
Name of a company in France
DLR
Docklands Light Railway, UK
DR
Deutsche Reichsbahn, East German State Railway
DoE
Department of Environment, UK
DoT
Department of Transport, UK
DOT
Department of Transport, USA
DVWG
Deutsche Verkehrswissenschaftliche Gesellschaft, German Transport Science
Society
EBA
Eisenbahn-Bundesamt, Federal Railway Authority
EMT
Metropolitan Transport Entity, Spain
EPA
Publicly-owned French infrastructure construction company
ERDF
European Regional Development Fund
ESSEC Ecole Supérieure des Sciences Economique et Commerciales, Higher School of
Commercial and Economic Science
EPA
Environmental Protection Agency, USA
EZ
Enterprise zone
FEVE
Basque Railroads
FGC
Ferrocarrils Generalitat de Catalunya, Generalitat of Catalonia Railways
FTA
Federal Transit Administration, USA
GDP
Gross Domestic Product
GDR
German Democratic Republic
GIE
Groupement d’Intérêt Economique, Economic grouping of Interest
GLA
Greater London Area
GLC
Greater London Council
GM
Greater Manchester
GMPTE Greater Manchester Passenger Transport Executive
GNER
Great North Eastern Railways, GB
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GNP
GVFG
HEDC
HT
INSEE

Produit National Brut, Gross Domestic Product
Gemeindeverkehrsfinanzierungsgesetz, Municipal Transport Financing Act
Hilsboro Economic Development Corporation, USA
Hors Taxe, Net of tax
Institut National des Statistiques et des Etudes Economiques, National Institute of
the Statistics and the Economic surveys
ISTEA
Intermodal System Transportation Efficiency Act, USA
JD
Joint development
LA
Local authority
Länder
Federal states of Germany
LB
London Borough
LDDC
London Docklands Development Corporation
LRT
Light Rail Transit
LT
London Transport, later reorganised into > TfL
LTP
Local Transport Plan
MaßnG
Maßnahmengesetz, Federal Sanctions Act, Germany
MAX
Metropolitan Area Express, USA
MBC
Metropolitan Borough Council
METEOR Métro Est-Ouest Rapide, East-West Fast Subway
MVA
Consultancy
NAVEG Nahverkehrserrichtungsgesellschaft, regional public transport infrastructure provider
NIMBY
Not-in-my-back-yard
NCA
Notional credit approval
NSCA
Non-scoring credit approval
NS
Nederlandse Spoorwegen, Dutch National Railways
ÖBB
Österreichische Bundesbahn, Austrian Federal Railway
ODELGA Austrian logistics company
OJEC
Official Journal of the EC
OÖ
Oberösterreich, Upper Austria
OVG
Oberhaveler Verkehrsgesellschaft, German local public transport operator
PAZ
Plan d’Aménagement de Zone, Plan of Zone Adjustment
PDI
Infrastructure Master Plan
PF
Points Fixes, Fixed Points
PFI
Private finance initiative, UK
PIR
Parc d’Intérêt Régional, French car park of regional significance
plc
Public limited company (˜ German GmbH)
PM
Points Mobiles, Mobile Points
PPG
National planning policy guidance, UK
PPP
Public private partnership
PSR
Parc de Stationnement Régional, Regional Car Park
PSNCR Public sector net cash requirement
PT
Public transport
PTA
Passenger Transport Authority, UK
PTE
Passenger Transport Executive, UK
public transport
British equivalent of the US (public) transit – the two terms are used in this
study interchangeably
RATP
Régie Autonome des Transports Parisiens, Autonomous control of Parisian
Transport
RENFE
Central Administration Railroads, Spain
RER
Réseau Express Régional, Network Regional Express train in Paris and suburbs
RFF
Railway Network of France
RGP
Recensement Général de la Population, General census of the Population
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RIB
RSG
SAIPO
SAM
SAN
SCHIG
SCP
SDAU
SDRIF
SEM
SHON
SNC
SNCF
STAM
STIF
STP
SYPTE
Tea-21
TCSP
TCL
TfL
TGV
TIFIA
TMB
TOD
TÖB
TJD
transit
TriMet
UDP
UGB
VFM
VMT
WMATA
ZAC

Railinfrabeheer, Dutch public company for rail infrastructure
Government Revenue Support Grant
Station Area Interim Protection Ordinance
French company of the arch of Massy
General census of the Population, Spain
Schieneninfrastrukturfinanzierungsgesetz, Rail Infrastructure Financing Act, Austria
Station Community Plans
Schéma Directeur d’Aménagement et d’Urbanisme, Town planning and development
master plan
Schéma Directeur de la Région Ile-de-France, transport scheme for the area Ile-deFrance
Société d’Economie Mixte, mixed investment company
Surface Hors Oeuvre Nette, overall net area surface
French company of construction
Société Nationale des Chemins de Fer Français, French National Railroad Company
Station Area Master Plans
Syndicat des Transports d’Ile de France, Transport trade union of Ile de France
Transport trade union of Paris
South Yorkshire Passenger Transport Executive
Transportation Equity Act, USA
Transports en Commun en Site Propre, Public transport in Exclusive right of way
Tramtrack Croydon Limited
Transport for London, Greater London strategic transport planning body (was LT)
Train à Grande Vitesse, High Speed Train
Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act, USA
Barcelona Metropolitan Transport
Transit oriented development
Träger öffentlicher Belange, public institutions
Transit joint development
(also public transit) the US equivalent of the British public transport – the two terms
are used in this study interchangeably
Tri-County Metropolitan Transportation District, USA
Unitary Development Plans
Urban Growth Boundary
value for money
Vehicle miles travelled
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Association
Zone d’Aménagement Concertée, Concerted Development Zone
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LIST OF INSTITUTIONS VISITED
Some of the actors involved in PPP TRANSIT case studies preferred not to be named
personally and it was thus decided only to mention the institutions, they belong to. In several
cases more than one person from each organisation participated in the interviews and at this
point the authors of this study would like to express their sincere gratitude to all those, who gave
their time and freely shared their expertise, experiences and opinions.
Some interviews were also conducted with experts not directly involved in any PPP case
studies, who could offer more general expertise on the subject under investigation.
´s Hertogenbosch Town Planning Department
Albert Wimmer, architects
American Public Transit Association (APTA), Washington D.C.
Architects Nehrer, Medek & Partner
Arlington County/VA, Department of Community Planning
Bechtel Enterprises, Portland/Oregon
Bernau Town Council, Planning Department
Bureau Bouwmeester, architects
Deutsche Bahn Netz AG, Hanover
Dockland Light Rail Company
Doncaster Metropolitan Borough Council
Greater Manchester Passenger Transport Executive
Hennigsdorf Town Council, Planning Department
Langenhagen Development Corporation
National Spoorwegen Reizigers
Österreichische Bundesbahn
PacTrust, Pacific Realty Associates, Portland/Oregon
Parsons Brinckerhoff, New York
Rail Infrabeheer
Rutgers University, New Brunswick/New Jersey
Salford Metropolitan Borough Council
South Yorkshire Passenger Transport Executive
Surface Transportation Policy Project, Washington D.C.
Technical University Delft
Technologie Zentrum Verkehrstechnik, Hennigsdorf
Teesland plc
Tramtrack Croydon
Tri-Met, Portland/Oregon
Urban Land Institute, Washington D.C
US Department of Transportation, Federal Transit Adminstration, Washington D.C.
Verkehrsverbund Berlin-Brandenburg GmbH
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA), Washington D.C
Westminster University, London
Wien Ottakring local authority
Wiener Linien
Expert interviews in the United States were conducted by Jochen Schneider, who produced the
study which was the basis of Phase 0 of this project.
•
•
•

American Public Transit Association (APTA), Washington DC
Arlington County/VA, Department of Community Planning
Bechtel Enterprises, Portland/Oregon
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

US Department of Transportation, Federal Transit Adminstration, Washington DC
PacTrust, Pacific Realty Associates, Portland/Oregon
Parsons Brinckerhoff, New York
Rutgers University, New Brunswick/New Jersey
Surface Transportation Policy Project, Washington DC
Tri-Met, Portland/Oregon
Urban Land Institute, Washington DC
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA), Washington DC
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 BACKGROUND
Urban sprawl, congestion and air pollution are among the major problems facing metropolitan
regions today. And since transport systems and land-use patterns are directly dependent upon
each other, it is clear that problems associated with one of these issues cannot be solved
without regard to the other. One of the strategies for achieving sustainable mobility patterns in
metropolitan regions is thus an urban development policy which successfully links high density
land-use with mass transit lines – which due to higher speed and passenger capacity are
generally rail based. However, both quality urban development and quality rail transit require
significant investment and revenue streams, which public bodies often do not have at their
disposal. One way of overcoming this problem is the forging of public private partnerships
(PPPs), which help to capture the maximum benefits of such transit oriented development both
in terms of transportation and quality of urban life, and thus contribute to making “living close to
transit” as attractive to the users as possible.

1.2 OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT
The main objectives of the PPP-TRANSIT project are to provide
•

documentation of PPP case studies at urban and suburban rail lines, including:
- integrated development of urban rail transit infrastructure and land use,
- transit oriented development (urban development at transit stations on the property of
the transit agency or on adjacent properties)

•

a comparative analysis of organisational, economic and legal factors influencing the creation
and success of PPPs
- organisational and procedural conditions influencing the success or failure of PPPs,
- public regulatory conditions to encourage or discourage PPPs
- calculation and evaluation of capital investment risks,
- comparison between examples from the USA and Europe

The information derived from this work will be useful to both public and private actors involved in
similar projects. Decision makers at EU, national, regional and local level should also be able to
use the findings to review their own strategic and legal approaches to the issues discussed.

1.3 STRUCTURE OF THIS REPORT
The following sections of this chapter will place the subject of this study into the wider context of
transport and land-use planning. They will also provide a brief introduction to the concept of
public private partnerships and introduce the most relevant policies of the countries studied.
The following chapter will give an introduction to the organisation of urban rail transit provision
in the countries studied and Chapter 3 introduces the case studies. Chapters 4, 5 and 6
evaluate the findings of the study in terms of the general conditions under which the PPPs
studied have been formed, from the public sector perspective and from the private sector
perspective respectively.
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1.4 WHY IS THE ISSUE OF INTEREST?
In a study for the US Transportation Research Board, Porter (1997) summarises the reciprocal
effects of rail transit and land use on one another and states among others (a.o.) that
• rail transit frequently confers a value premium on residential properties near stations,
especially in areas where transit systems are well developed and well integrated into
the pattern of development
• rail transit also increases the value of non-residential property, in part because
developers build higher-quality projects near rail stations
• rail transit generally is not in itself sufficient to generate development; strong market
forces and supportive public policies are also needed
while higher levels of rail transit use are supported a.o. by
• employment and residences concentrated in transit corridors, with particular attention
given to locating residents near stations linked to employment centres
• higher densities of development that discourage car use and increase personal
accessibility to transit
• a rich mix of land uses that allows users to walk or use transit to replace separate car
trips
• an enhanced environment around stations and in corridors for pedestrians and cyclists
These conclusions are in agreement with the findings of other US and European authors, who
comment on the growing (if not universal) trend towards forging closer links between transport
and land-use planning or provide guidelines on how best to achieve these links (e.g. Apel et al.,
1997; Bernick & Cervero, 1996; Farrell, 1999; Smart Growth Network, 2002) They show that it
should be in the interest of developers, local authorities and rail transit operators to stimulate,
foster and conduct development in association with rail transit facilities. However, there is also
general agreement, that the existence of rail transit is not sufficient to stimulate transit oriented
urban development and that public bodies need to provide a proactive policy framework and
support to developers in order to optimise the connection between land use and rail transit. In
this context PPPs are generally seen as one of the best mechanisms for reconciling public and
private objectives (Farrell, 1999).

1.5 THE CONCEPT OF PPPS AROUND URBAN RAIL TRANSIT
1.5.1 What are Public Private Partnerships (PPPs)?
The origin of the idea of (part)-privatising public facilities and services is generally ascribed to
the Thatcher-Reagan era of the 1980’s and early 1990’s, but in 1993, Heinz still stated that it
was not possible to find a commonly accepted definition of the concept of public private
partnerships. And even though the term public private partnership is nowadays used very
readily, it was found the course of the study, that different individuals and organisations have
different ideas of what actually constitutes such partnership. Definitions in the literature show a
similar divergence – or simply a lack of detail, which would allow a clear distinction between
what is a PPP and what is not. A sample of definitions found in the literature is provided in Table
1.1.
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1. Irish Business and
Employers Confederation
(1998, p.3)

“a partnership between public sector organisations on the one hand
and private sector investors and businesses on the other, for the
purpose of designing, planning, financing, constructing and/or
operating an infrastructure project or a service normally provided by
the State.”

2. EU Select Committee
Final Report on the
Financing Options for the
Trans European Networks
(1997

“a partnership forged between different public bodies on the one
hand and legal entities from the private sector on the other for the
purpose of conceiving, planning, constructing, financing and/or
operating infrastructure projects”.

3. Kyrein (1998)

“PPP is the organised co-operation of persons and institutions from
very different areas of the private and the public sector for the
common solving of complex problems in urban and regional
development, which none of the actors involved could solve on their
own.”

Table 1.1 Possible definitions of Public Private Partnerships (PPPs)

For the purpose of this study, the first definition is too narrow as rail based urban development
projects, which are incorporated into the scope of a PPP are not necessarily limited to facilities
normally provided by the public sector – such as e.g. railway stations – but can include
residential and business developments, for example.
This second definition is wider in scope but it does not specify the actual mechanisms, which
make such a partnership work. These mechanisms are not addressed in the following definition,
either, but Kyrein stresses another important aspect of PPPs – that of generating synergies,
which make the whole of the project bigger than the sum of its parts. The idea that a PPP is
always the only solution for the development “problems” at hand is however, not necessarily
supported by the findings of the study (see Chapters 5 and 6). It might also be that a PPP is
seen as the best way to fulfil certain urban development tasks or provide certain facilities and is
thus chosen over alternative solutions.
Hörhager (1998) stated that PPPs could range between the provision of certain services under
the continued full public ownership on a contractual basis and the design, building, operation
and maintenance (DBOM) of structures or services including private investment or full private
ownership and operation. In addition it should be remembered that PPPs are neither a simple
dialogue between the public and the private sector nor full-scale privatisation (Frank, 2000).
Instead they can range from passive private investment over joint ventures to passive public
investment (ibid.). In combination with the definitions already discussed, the partnerships
investigated for this study can best be described in a common definition as follows:
PPPs are a partnership between public bodies on the one hand and legal entities from the private
sector on the other forged for mutual benefit and for the purpose of conceiving, planning,
constructing, financing and/or operating infrastructure projects, which the public sector would not
be able to provide in the same form on its own. PPPs are neither restricted to simple dialogue
between the two sectors nor do they entail full scale privatisation and they can range from passive
private investment over joint ventures to passive public investment.
Box 1.1 Definition of Public Private Partnerships adopted for PPP TRANSIT

The forms of partnerships documented by the PPP TRANSIT case studies and the types of
partners, which participated in them, are described in more detail in Chapter 3.
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1.5.2 What are the potential advantages of Public Private Partnerships?
As the term partnership implies, the different actors in a PPP participate in the expectation to
derive a benefit from the co-operation, which is greater than if they acted alone. In the case of
the private partners this benefit would generally be the speeding-up of the project specific public
decision making processes (such as the processing of planning applications) and a greater
investment security due to increased certainty about planning decisions. The public side might
also be able to contribute some capital and/or land at favourable conditions in return for some
control over the development. These factors would be expected to result in earlier and/or
increased financial profits.
From the public point of view, the potential advantages of PPPs over traditional procurement
are generally thought to include risk transfer, innovation and value for money. A more detailed
list would include:
•

mobilising private resources (financial, managerial efficiencies) – and thus the provision of
facilities and/or services the public sector would otherwise not be able to afford
• the potential to speed up and make more efficient the implementation of large and complex
developments
• creating greater focus and enhancing co-ordination of administrative processes
• a share of profits and benefiting from increased land values
• the parallel implementation of economically viable and uneconomic elements of a project
• the possibility to influence the implementation processes as well as the urban development
and structural qualities of the project
• the possibility to influence the management of the development after completion
• opening up new arenas of activity, which entails a further qualification and professionalisation of the public actors (knowledge transfer and project management)
• politically attractive transparency of the implementation process
(adapted from Schelte, 1999; p.155)
However, this list was drawn up to describe urban development projects and is largely based on
the assumption that such projects would otherwise have been implemented by the private
sector alone. In the case of projects, which were once conducted by public bodies alone (such
as the provision of public transport and associated facilities) it might for example be possible,
that the transparency of certain processes is actually reduced since the sensibilities of the
private sector in this respect are generally considerable.

1.5.3 Who is public, who is private?
One important question in this context is that of which bodies should be considered public and
which private. The deregulation of a number of public services in several European countries –
including public transport – and the national railway reforms in Europe of the last few years
have blurred the distinction somewhat. Thus the answer is no longer as clear as it might have
been ten years ago.
In some cases, the distinction is still obvious. State, regional and local administrations are public
bodies, as are publicly owned, financed and operated public transport providers1 and public
transport operators2. The metropolitan transit authorities involved in the case studies in the
USA3 are such public bodies, which combine the funciton of provider and operator and are
1

those responsible for ensuring the provision of public transport services and co-ordinating fares and
schedules
2
those, who operate such services (i.e. bus or rail transit operators)
3
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Association (WMATA) and the Tri-County Metropolitan Transportation District (TriMet) in Portland, Oregon
4
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ultimately responsible to the regional administration. There are, however, also privately owned
and financed public transport operators. Other clearly private entities are privately owned and
financed developers, construction companies, investment companies or rolling stock
manufacturers.
The distinction becomes less clear when considering national rail service providers in Europe,
which have been organised as a private company and might even have issued shares – but are
fully or majority owned by the state4, which thus also carries the financial risks. Equally there
are sometimes local or regional development companies, which operate as a private entity but
again, the public administration responsible is the sole owner and carries any potential risk.
In the case of this project, the distinction between the public and private partners becomes even
more difficult as in some of the examples, the national rail companies involved were reformed
during the course of the PPP projects documented.
The EU Rail Reform Directive 440/91 stipulated the separation of infrastructure and operation of
national rail transit services. Farrell (1999) distinguished four different approaches to achieving
this separation
•
•
•
•

the creation of an independent rail track authority, usually reporting to the Ministry of
Transport (Germany, France, Netherlands, Finland, Spain);
management of government-funded infrastructure by the national railway on an agency
basis (Portugal, Switzerland);
management of the infrastructure by a separate division of the national railway on its own
account (Italy, Norway, Denmark);
establishment of a debt-free holding company to fund new investment on a project-byproject basis (Austria).

Farrell also concluded that ”none of these measures go as far as the radical reforms which have
taken place in the UK” (ibid, p.89) where both rail infrastructure and rail service provision were
sold to private companies (the latter in different regional and service packages). It should further
be noted that in Germany, the infrastructure company is a daughter of the privatised railway
company (though publicly subsidised), while in the Netherlands it has remained fully public and
separate from the other business units created in the reform (see also Chapter 2 on this issue).
Thus while the partners in the PPP case studies are classified in accordance with their role in
the partnership and while every attempt has been made to keep this classification consistent, it
should be remembered, that in some cases the individual partnering organisations are actually
hybrids and it is not always possible to provide a clear distinction. In fact it was found during the
course of the study that even management level members of the bodies involved were unable
to provide a clear and consistent classification.

1.6 RELEVANT NATIONAL FINANCING POLICIES AND LEGISLATION
1.6.1 USA
Federal Transit Administration’s (FTA) Policy on Transit Joint Development
The general aim of the US DOT Federal Transit Administration’s policy on Transit Joint
Development of 1997 is to encourage transit systems to undertake joint development projects
around transit stations, bus terminals, intermodal facilities and other transit properties, where
such project are physically or functionally related to the provision of transit service and where
4

examples would be the German national rail company Deutsche Bahn AG or the Dutch equivalent
National Spoorwegen
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they increase transit revenues through proceeds from the joint development. The FTA provides
support in the shape of grants and by allowing the transit agency to retain any proceeds from
selling or leasing property as long as they are invested back into the transit system for capital or
operational expenses. To be eligible for consideration as a transit joint development project
under the policy, the project must fulfil the following criteria:
•
•
•

It must include a transit element; and
it must enhance urban economic development or incorporate private investment
including office, commercial, or residential development; and
it must enhance the effectiveness of a mass transit project, and the non-transit element
is physically or functionally related to the mass transit project; or
it creates new or enhanced coordination between public transit and other forms of
transportation; or,
it includes non-vehicular capital improvements that result in increased transit usage,
in corridors supporting fixed guideway systems.

The FTA uses the following financial criteria in assessing joint development projects on land
acquired with FTA funds:
It is FTA's intent that the transit system should be able to negotiate its project benefit
whenever possible, on the basis of the value added to the property by the planning,
design and construction of transit-oriented joint development around the transit facility.
Therefore the project shall generate either a one-time payment or a revenue stream, the
present value of which equals either the current market value or the appraised value of
the property, taking highest and best transit use into account.

Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act, 1998 (TIFIA)
TIFIA allows the US Federal government to guarantee or provide part of the funds to be raised
in the financial markets for eligible projects. The law was passed as a component of the
Transportation Equity Act (TEA-215). TIFIA’s purpose is to support the funding of major
transport infrastructure projects that are potentially economically viable by backing or granting
loans. Projects must cost more than € 114 million in total to qualify and TIFIA’s loan guarantee
or low-cost loan (repayable only from the fifth year after project completion) is limited to a
maximum of one-third of a project’s total cost.
Thus the transport financing policies in the US have not only changed to make more funding
available for transit projects but actually include active provisions for fostering PPPs as well as
transit joint development. In addition, there are a number of transit agencies, which have their
own joint development policies, such as the WMATA (see Appendix B). The WMATA policy
sees joint development as “a means of securing transit compatible public and private
development at, and adjacent to, Metrorail stations to enhance ridership and revenue of the
WMATA and legal jurisdictions”.

5

for an overview of TEA-21 and its predecessor, ISTEA, see Appendix B
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1.6.2 Great Britain
The Private Finance Initiative - PFI
The Private Finance Initiative was announced by the UK government in 1992. As a PPP policy it
is intended to encourage the private sector to invest in public sector projects in order to
leverage private sector skills and initiative into the public sector. The aim of the PFI – as with
most PPPs – is thus to increase capital and service provision in an economic environment that
is dominated by tight spending controls and, at the same time, to achieve value-for-money
savings (Grubb 1998). According to the UK government:
[Public private partnerships] bring benefits to both sectors. The private sector needs to
earn a return on its ability to invest and perform and the public sector wants to deliver
services to the standard specified and to make best use of public resources.
PFI is one of the main mechanisms through which the public sector can improve value for
money in partnership with the private sector. Its aim is to deliver higher quality and more
cost effective public services by encouraging partnerships and involving the private sector
more directly in asset provision and operation6.
(Department of Environment, Transport and the Regions, 1998; para.1.2-1.3)
The PFI policy provides a specific framework for PPPs, which local authorities have to follow in
order to be able to obtain subsidies from the national government for their projects. They need
to prove that a PFI project would provide best value for money when compared with a
conventionally procured alternative (using an indicator called the public sector comparator) and
the contractual procedures as well as repayment modes are also highly structured (see also
Appendix C for a list of the PFI priority tasks). In PFIs, the contractor(s) take(s) the responsibility
for investing in the capital assets required, financing that investment and managing the facilities
to provide the specified level of service to the authority. The private sector takes the business
risk entailed in committing to supply the service for the contracted level of payments. The
arrangements also need to take account of the statutory duty of local authorities to ensure
continuity in the provision of key services. (DETR, 1998). And only when the system or facility is
available for use will the public sector begin to pay the unitary charge to provide the PFI
contractor with funds to service the initial debt. (Hagan 1998). This charge to the public sector
includes the capital cost and a charge of the service with the resulting unitary payment charged
over the life of the contract which may extend beyond 20 years.
The differences between PFI and conventional capital projects are
•

private sector organisations involved not only construct the facility but also take
responsibility for operation and maintenance – the public therefore generally rents
rather than owns an asset (though the contract might specify that through the unitary
charge the asset passes into public ownership in the course of the contract)

6

Hagan (1998) stated that economic benefits from PFI projects were reflected in the better valid for
money (VFM) they brought over the lifetime of the project, not in their immediate impact on expenditure
aggregates. Other authors have looked at operational PFI projects, though, and concluded PFI was not
facilitating significant amounts of new investment the public sector could not otherwise have afforded
(additionally), that VFM remained uncertain (mainly because the level of innovation expected was not
reached) and that there was uncertainty of expected gains over the course of 20-30 year contracts (Ball,
et al. 2000). The authors also considered the risk transfer effect to be doubtful, as VFM only has to be
proven against the public alternative for the time when the contract is signed. However, changes can take
place over the life of PFI contracts, which can have an influence on the public sector charge – since at
this point the private operator will be in a (temporary but long term) monopoly position, public sector can
then no longer rely on competition to reduce its costs – PFI might actually be passing increased costs on
to future generations.
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•

the public sector provides an output specification in which it specifies its requirements
in terms of the services required – private bidders are then responsible for coming up
with a design, that meets these requirements
• some of the risk must be transferred to the private sector, otherwise the project would
still count against public sector net cash requirement (PSNCR), which in turn counts
towards the assessment of meeting the Maastricht convergence criteria (see below)
(from Ball et al., 2000)
On April 1st 1999 the total value of PFI deals signed in the UK was € 21 billion, which showed
widespread adoption of PFI even under the Labour government, who used to be fiercely critical
of the Conservative privatisation policies. This changed approach is thought to be linked to the
Maastricht Convergence Criteria and the associated requirements to have budget deficits no
more than 3% of GDP and a national debt no larger than 60% of GDP (Burkitt, 1999).
No equivalent policies to TIFIA and the FTA’s Joint Development Policy in the USA or PFI in the
UK exist in the other European countries studied. In some areas there are local planning
regulations, which favour transit oriented development but these are discussed in the context of
the individual case studies (see Chapters 5 and 6).

1.7 THE PPP TRANSIT CASE STUDIES
The project documents and analyses case studies in Austria (2), France (2), Germany (3), Great
Britain (4), the Netherlands (1), Spain (2) (see Figure 1.1) and the United States of America (4).
Appendix D provides a brief introduction to these, while Chapters 3 and 4 discuss individual
components of the case studies in more detail. First, Chapter 2 will explain the organisational
and structural context of urban rail transit provision in the countries in which case studies are
located.
•

Doncaster
Manchester

London

Hanover

Berlin Brandenburg

´s Hertrogenbosch

Ile de France
Vienna
Linz

Bilbao

Barcelona

Figure 1.1 Location of European case studies
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2 URBAN RAIL TRANSIT PROVISION IN THE US AND EU CASE STUDY
LOCATIONS
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The PPP TRANSIT project looks at public private partnerships around urban rail transit and in
many cases, the providers and/or operators of the rail service are partners in the project.
However, the systems under which they operate differ between the different countries, as do the
divisions between public and private rail companies and the distinctions between local/regional
and national providers. The current chapter will thus provide the information necessary to
understand the context in which the PPPs were forged. This information will also help readers to
assess transferability of the findings to their own situation.
At this point it is important to restate the distinction between public transport operators and
public transport providers, since in several cases these two functions are fulfilled by different
bodies. Public transport providers are the bodies or organisations responsible for ensuring that
services exist in the first place. They generally also co-ordinate routes, timetables and fare
levels, especially in systems, which operate with several private operators. Public transport
operators on the other hand are those companies, which actually run the vehicles. They can be
public or private.
It must also be remembered, that EU Rail Reform Directive 440/91 stipulated that national rail
infrastructure and operations in European countries had to be separated and maintain separate
accounts. While it was and is possible for example to continue funding the infrastructure
divisions out of the public purse while reorganising operations along commercial principles, both
divisions can still be part of the same holding company, which unites the management and
corporate functions and responsibilities pertaining to both divisions (such as e.g. Controlling and
Accounting, Personnel, Purchasing Management, Information Services, Finance and Equity
Holdings, Auditing and Legal Affairs).

2.2 AUSTRIA
The Österreichische Bundesbahnen (ÖBB) is the national rail service provider and operator in
Austria and one of the project partners in the station redevelopment in Linz. In 1993 the ÖBB
was removed from the federal accounts and converted into an independent legal entity. In
accordance with the EU Rail Reform Directive 440/91 and the Austrian Federal Railways Act
(AFRA) of 1992 Transport Operations and Infrastructure Divisions now maintain separate
accounts. The Transport Operations Division – of which the Real Estate Section is one part (for
an organisational chart see Figure 2.1 at the end of this chapter) – is managed exclusively on
the basis of commercial principles (ÖBB, 2001), which means that in PPPs the ÖBB – even if
classed as the ‘public’ partner – will be interested in gaining financial profits as well as
advantages for the general public. Public-benefit services for the Austrian state or its federal
provinces are provided on the basis of service contracts and are considered ‘Sales’ in the
ÖBB’s accounts. In accordance with Article 2 of AFRA, "the State shall bear the costs for
providing and developing any railway infrastructure that is necessary for fulfilling the operating
purpose, to the extent that these costs cannot be collected from third parties." (ibid.).
In Linz, another one of the partners was also the local public transport establishment company,
NAVEG, which is owned half by the city of Linz and half by the federal state of Upper Austria
(Oberösterreich). Their main brief is the management of public transport infrastructure projects
such as the provision of tram tracks, bus lanes or public transport stops. Public transport
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services in Linz are operated by the Linz Linien AG, which is a full daughter of the Linz AG, the
local public utilities provider7.
Public transport in Vienna – the location of the Ottakring case study – is provided and operated
by the Wiener Linien GmbH & Co KG (˜ plc). As in Linz they are a full daughter of the public
utilities provider Wiener Stadtwerke Holding AG, which is a public/private hybrid. Wiener Linien
operate the tram and bus services as well as the underground (one terminus of the
underground service U3 formed part of the PPP documented in this study).

2.3 FRANCE
There urban public transport financing system in France has several interesting features, in
particular the existence of a contribution taken on the wage bill of the companies of more than
nine employees: the transport payment. Moreover, the intervention of the State in the financing
of the transport infrastructures has always been always significant. The investment by the public
bodies in the road system has always been much greater than for urban public transport.
Nevertheless, the responsibility for different communities, which is held by combined regional
transport authorities has developed for approximately ten years under the dual influence of the
Inland Transport Act (LOTI) and the transfers of competence envisaged by the Decentralisation
Acts of 1982 and 1983. Due to these the French situation is now characterised by an
interdependence and an interpenetration of national and local financing more than this was the
case in the past. In this respect, the Paris area and province tend to display different balances.
The State is more present in the financing of transport in the Paris area than it is it in province
and the local authorities are more committed in the local financing.
This overall structure also masks significant differences between the financing of the
exploitation and that of the investment between the three groups of operating companies:
RATP, SNCF suburbs and other private bus operators. Especially with the RATP, the share of
loan in investment financing is high – about 50% on average – and a relatively low government
subsidy in spite of the assignment of part of the transport payment. Consequence: the
depreciation charges and the expenses weigh heavily on the exploitations where they represent
for RATP for example, between a fifth and a quarter of the operating costs. The public transport
system of the Île de France is thus strongly marked by the history of the networks and the
decisions taken by the authorities in this area.
Following the reform directive 440/91(CEE) of the council of 29/07/1991 relating to the
development of the Community railroads which induce a separation of the management of
infrastructure (maintenance and rail traffic) and services of transport, the State Council created
the Réseau Ferré de France (RFF) as well as Industrial and Commercial operations as well as
the exercise of the missions which are reserved for the state (decree N° 97-444 of May 5,
1997).
Thus, the new structure of the rail-bound transport in France becomes: the SNCF as an
operator integrated from 1990 to 1995, then as a conveyor from 1996 to 2000, RFF as a
manager of the infrastructures from 1996 to 2000 and the RATP (conveyor and manager) from
1990 to 2000 (see also Figure 2.2 at the end of this chapter).
The multiple actors in investments decisions (State, Area, departments) and in the management
of facilities (the SNCF, RFF, the RATP), the absence of a single authority8 the vision of the
whole of collective transport investments of Île de France complex and not very transparent.

7

The privatisation of this enterprise was mainly a response to the liberalisation of the energy markets.
Originally, the STP did not play this role, but its transformation into STIF with the addition of the Area
should give it a better basis.
8
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The installation of plan contract between the STIF and public transport operators over the
period 2000-2003 will contribute however to the provision of greater overall coherence.

2.4 GERMANY
In early 1994 the state owned West German Federal railway (Deutsche Bundesbahn, DB) and
the East German State Railway (Deutsche Reichsbahn, DR) were merged into a public limited
company. New organisational units were created:
•
•

the Deutsche Bahn AG (DB AG), in charge of the business divisions (infrastructure
provision and transport functions), and
an administrative section formed by the Federal Railway Authority (EisenbahnBundesamt, EBA), serving as the highest federal authority responsible for planning
approval and supervision, and the Federal Rail Property Fund (Bundeseisenbahnvermögen, BEV)

During the next stage of the reform independent business branches for freight traffic and railway
infrastructure were created in order to separate technical infrastructure from transport services
according to EU Directive 440/91. The railway monopoly was abolished and the provision of
services was opened to third parties. In 1999, the company was divided into five independent
limited companies:
•
•
•
•
•

DB Reise und Touristik AG (Travel and Tourism – long distance passenger traffic)
DB Regio AG (local passenger traffic)
DB Cargo AG (freight traffic)
DB Netz AG (railway infrastructure)
DB Station & Service AG (passenger train stations)

Further company divisions, which belong to the “Deutsche Bahn Group” and are part of the DB
AG Holding Co., complete other aspects of the groups business (see also Figure 2.3 at the end
of this chapter). As the Austrian Railways ÖBB, the DB AG is managed according to commercial
principles. The German federal government, which is legally obliged to ensure that the provision
and extension of rail infrastructure is to general public benefit (article 87e; German Constitution)
is the sole owner of DB AG. As in Austria, the infrastructure provider – DB Netz – is subsidised
by the federal government and receives revenue income from user access fees. Current levels
of subsidies generally show that the operation is not currently profitable or even economically
self-sustaining.
Of great interest to the issue of PPPs is the management of the real estate owned by DB AG. In
early 1996 the Deutsche Bahn Real Estate Company (Deutsche Bahn Immobiliengesellschaft,
DBImm) was founded, as a part of the DB AG Holding Co. DBImm is in charge of real estate
connected to the DB AG as a business product manager. The DBImm’s first priority is the
commercialisation of the real estate holdings for maximum profit and the greatest part of the
properties are rail stations or the areas surrounding them. DBImm has to contribute to the
financial balance of the DB AG and should therefore in theory relate to its transit goals
(maximisation of the transit impact). However, connection between the development of real
estate owned by DBImm and possible impacts on transit use are virtually non-existent.
In 1996 the so-called regionalisation process shifted the responsibility for providing regional railtransit of the federal states (Länder). The Länder now subsidise infrastructure investment and
rolling stock and passes on regionalisation funding for rail based PT from central government to
the local providers, which have sole responsibility for rail based urban transit services including
planning, organisation, financing and implementation – thus they can put out calls to tender
11
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once the contracts with the DB AG come to an end. Currently, DB AG still operates many local
heavy rail services such as the S-Bahn commuter rail operating in Berlin and Hanover (a.o.).
Different divisions of the Deutsche Bahn AG (DB AG) were involved in all three German case
studies.

2.5 GREAT BRITAIN
In Great Britain, the national railways were only marginally involved in the partnerships studied9
and for understanding these partnerships it is of more interest to look at the way local public
transport is organised.
Since the deregulation of public transport services in the Thatcher era, most local (as well as
national and regional) public transport services are operated by private companies. In some
cases, the local authorities or the public transport providers responsible still subsidise certain
services and/or operators if these are considered to be of fulfilling a public need but cannot be
run on an economic basis. The public transport providers involved in the examples studied were
Transport for London10 (TfL; Croydon Tramlink and Docklands Light Rail), the Greater
Manchester Transport Executive (GMPTE; Manchester Metrolink extension through Salford
Quays) and the South Yorkshire Passenger Transport Executive (SYPTE; Doncaster
Interchange). These bodies are funded through local taxes as well as national subsidies and are
responsible for letting service contracts to public transport operators, co-ordinating the services,
providing the infrastructure (such as e.g. bus or tram stations) and in some cases (such as TfL)
also determining fare levels, which are considered compatible with the aims of local transport
strategies. If and when such fare levels drop below what is economically viable for the
operators, compensation mechanisms set down in the service contracts are activated.
The transport providers are controlled by bodies of elected representatives from the authorities
they are responsible for. In the case of TfL this is the Greater London Assembly, in Greater
Manchester it is the Greater Manchester Passenger Transport Authority and in South Yorkshire
the equivalent South Yorkshire Passenger Transport Authority. Unlike the Greater London
Assembly, the latter two bodies are not elected themselves but are made up of council
members from the relevant local authorities.

2.6 NETHERLANDS
The reorganisation of the Dutch National Railways (Nederlandse Spoorwegen, NS) had similar
results as the railway reform in Germany. Until the early 1990s NS was subject to a high degree
of government regulation. NS did not have the freedom to determine its own fares, levels of
service or investment plans. A government Committee report in 1992 recommended that NS
should operate as an independent business and that separate organisational divisions within
NS be created and European policy measures adopted (Productivity Commission, 1999).

9

It was only the fully privatised railway infrastructure company – Railtrack, created during deregulation
via the Railways Act 1993 – which was involved in the negotiations around the Doncaster Interchange
Project.
10
which before the election of the new General London Assembly in 2000 was called London Transport
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In 1994, NS was separated into track infrastructure and train operations. The train operations of
NS became the NS Group, subdivided into four business units responsible for:
•

NS Reizigers passenger services – established in 1994 operating as an independent
entity (since 1996, NS Reizigers has had the freedom to set fares and establish
timetables);
• NS Cargo freight services – established in 1994 operating as an independent entity;
• NS Stations railway stations – established in 1993 to charge rent to NS businesses
and external agencies and to improve the environment of stations; and
• NS Vastgoed real estate – established in 1994 to pursue the commercial
development of NS property.
(Harris 1998; see also Figure 2.4 at the end of this chapter for the NS organisational
chart).

The track infrastructure is funded by government (Infrafonds, the government infrastructure
fund) and managed by:
•
•

•

NS Railinfrabeheer – a technically focused organisation, responsible for maintenance of
infrastructure and building new infrastructure;
Railned – responsible for managing capacity and regulating access. As part of this
function Railned:
- specifies the future rail infrastructure requirements to government;
- allocates capacity to the different railway operators;
- operates in a transparent, auditable and nondiscriminatory way; and
- supervises safety.
NS Verkeersleiding – responsible for the efficiency and safety of rail traffic management
including signalling and systems control.

Both the NS Group and Rail Infrabeheer were partners in the PPP in ‘s Hertogenbosch.

2.7 SPAIN
The situation of the Spanish Railway is similar to the other European countries. Indeed, the
National Railway (RENFE) is the provider and the operator on the network. The EU Rail Reform
Directive 440/91 induced a separation of the management of infrastructure (maintenance and
rail traffic) and transport services (see Figure 2.5 at the end of the chapter). It became
necessary to induce a mechanism of autonomy in the management of the transport firms in the
EU. The Spanish network belongs to the State and RENFE has the status of transport services
provider. In the different autonomies, there are local rail companies as Euskatren in Bilbao or
the Catalan Regional Railways (our case studies) which use the national network but with
separate accounts.
The important decentralization in Spain give to the Regional Autonomy the possibility to use and
subsidize infrastructure investments. In all cases, the State can give subventions to the
Autonomy to develop their infrastructure. RENFE national rail services provide suburban and
intercity connections to a number of locations in the metropolitan area as well as other cities in
Spain and mainland Europe. Like the Ferrocarrils of Catalunya, RENFE services have been
extensively modernised in recent years in terms of infrastructure and rolling-stock.
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2.8 USA
The US case studies are all based around urban rail transit, of which there are three
generations in the country overall. The first consists of older subway, tram and commuter-rail
systems from before World War II, many from before the turn of the century. Rapid transit or
tram-service existed in almost any larger urban area throughout the country, mainly in the New
York – New Jersey Region, in Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, Cleveland and New Orleans.
Commuter-rail systems reaching far into history still exist in all of these cities except New
Orleans.
The next rail transit wave in the 1970s was propelled by the immense population growth, the
geographic expansion of metropolitan centres in North America and increasing congestion
problems in major metropolitan areas, that never had urban rail-transit systems. Due to high
costs, insufficient federal funding capacities and the lack of powerful lobbying, new urban rail
systems were developed in only three regions: San Francisco (1973), Washington (1976) and
Atlanta (1979). A little later and on a smaller scale, new systems were built in Baltimore (1987),
Miami and Los Angeles. Prior to this, as a result of citizen-campaigns against inner city
highway-projects, comparable systems were built in Toronto (1954) and Montreal.
The third generation started life in the early 1980s and grew in the 1990s. It consisted mostly of
new Light Rail systems, above ground, operated on new lines in city centres and generally on
existing freight tracks or based on existing right-of-way outside of the City centres. These were
San Diego (1981), Buffalo (1985), Pittsburgh (1985), Portland/OR (1986), Los Angeles (1990),
Sacramento (1987), San Jose (1991), Baltimore LRT (1992), Detroit (1993), St. Louis (1993),
Denver (1994) and Dallas (1996).
According to an internal project overview of the Federal Transit Administration (FTA), between
1964 and 1999, a total of € 25.1 billion of federal money has been spent on New Rail Systems
or line extensions, or reintroduction of commuter rail service, which including regional
contributions are worth € 38.8 billion. This is relatively little by European standards but it has
permitted to start new systems that expanded the basis of experience with urban rail-transit and
created the desire to reinvent rail-transit as the basis of a real alternative for urban
transportation.
The major transportation provider in the Washington DC region is the Washington Metropolitan
Area Transit Authority (WMATA), which serves the Area with Metrorail and Bus-service. The
Authority began building its rail system in 1969, acquired the four area bus systems in 1973 and
began operating the first phase of Metrorail in 1976. Many lines are routes along major road and
highway corridors, although some follow railroad rights-of-way for all or part of their length.
Stations were located at existing and future activity nodes. Much of the system in the District
and close-in jurisdictions is underground. The fact that WMATA owned and still owns relatively
large parcels above and around its stations (often in the original shape of P&R lots for up to a
thousand cars or more) has been very helpful in fostering transit oriented development in PPPs.
In Oregon (Orenco Station) the Tri-County Metropolitan Transportation District (Tri-Met) covers
592 sq. miles of urbanized area, including the city of Portland. Originally created to operate the
bus system, which now includes 80 routes extending over 760 route miles, Tri-Met completed
its first Light Rail line in 1986, known as MAX (metropolitan area express), constructed March
1982 to September 1986. The U.S. Department of Transportation funded 83 percent of the
€ 244 million (1983) project; state and local funds paid the remaining 17 percent. Federal
funding for the project came largely from trading in funds for an urban freeway and investing in
transit and smaller road projects.
Thus, although the US local transit associations are officially self-funded, there a number of
federal subsidy programmes available, which can help to support capital investment (see also
Chapter 1, Section 1.6.1). Due to their comparatively significant real estate portfolios, they can
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also fulfil the following roles in transit agency role in creating TOD development (from Bernick &
Cervero, 1994):
•
•
•
•
•

•

commissioning of station area plans that set the framework for development and
provide assurance of a critical mass of development
regular shuttle access from the most distant parts of the development to the
station (if it is large scale)
reduced parking requirements and/or local fees
assembling of land by the transit agency or local development district
financial incentives in reduced costs of land through the local redevelopment
district, in paying for costs of infrastructure through tax increment financing, in
reducing financing costs through tax exempt financing and even in participating as
an equity partner in the development
financial incentives through serving as a guarantor of loans made to the develop

The following chapter will give an introduction to the different PPPs studied and the conditions,
under which the partnerships came into existence.

MANAGEMENT SERVICES
TRANSPORT OPERATIONS DIVISION

INFRASTRUCTURE DIVISION*

Passenger Services
(Rail and BahnBus)

Freight Services

Traction

Technical Services

Real Estate and Legal
Affairs

Power Plants

Network Operator

Infrastructure
(Network) Services
comprising the following units:

• Planning and Engineering
• Roadway
• Signalling and Systems
Engineering

• Telecommunications
• Energy Network
• Buildings and Facility Services

* This division complies with the European Union's (EU) directives on the separation of accounts.

Figure 2.1 Organisational chart of the Österreichische Bundesbahnen (source: ÖBB, 2001)

La réforme ferroviaire en France
institutional separation

State

Regions

RFF
Infrastructure

Services
SNCF

Figure 2.2 Diagram of the structural railway reform in France
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The Railway Reform of the German Railway
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Source: Deutsche Bahn AG (Hg.) (1994) Die Bahnreform; Frankfurth/Main In: Schelte (1999) p. 26

Figure 2.3 The German Railway Reform
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Figure 2.4 Organisational structure of the Dutch National Railways Nederlandse Spoorwegen
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Figure 2.5 Organisational Chart of Spanish National Railways RENFE
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3 EXAMPLES OF PPPS AROUND URBAN RAIL TRANSIT IN THE USA AND THE
EU
Just as there is no single definition of a public private partnership, there is no single form such a
partnership must take. The research for this study found a wide variety of different projects,
which were carried out under the PPP label and the deliverables of these projects differed as
much as the partnerships that had formed to bring them about. In some cases, the partnerships
were structured according to existing rules for such processes (e.g. the Private Finance
Initiative in Great Britain) in others they were a individual response to an individual situation.
The following sections will give an overview over the different types of projects that were
studied, the actual PPP case studies which were selected, the developments they delivered and
the partners which were involved in them.

3.1 WHICH TYPES OF PROJECTS WERE STUDIED?
This section will provide definitions of the types of projects investigated for this study to aid the
reader in understanding the nature of the partnerships and to provide a clearer picture of what
certain projects might look like. The qualitative criteria contained in the definitions will also
provide a baseline for evaluation. It should be noted, however, that other sources than those
cited might define these terms differently. However, no single received definition of the concepts
in question has been found during the course of this study.
Broadly, the projects studied fall into three categories:
1. transit oriented development (TOD)
2. transit joint development (TJD)
3. design build operate maintain projects (DBOM)

3.1.1 Transit oriented development
The public transport provider for Oregon in the USA11 provided the following definition for transit
oriented development in its 1997 model TOD Property Tax Abatement Policy:
[TODs are] multiple unit housing and mixed-use projects that support the public
investment in light rail and fixed route transit (bus) service because they preserve,
enhance or contribute to creating active pedestrian districts within walking distance of
transit. TODs increase the density of people near transit, including residents, employees,
visitors and customers […] projects or areas with a mix of uses are active from early in
the morning to late in the evening, making the environment safer for pedestrians and
providing peak and-off peak customers for transit service. A TOD may be a single
building, a group of buildings or a multiple block district.
Firstly it is notable that the definition stresses the pedestrian scale of TODs. This is an important
aspect as it not only implies that transit ridership is to be maximised but that the need for the
private car – even in a feeder function for public transport – should be minimised. In the USA
the maximum extend of such developments is thought to be within a pedestrian route radius of
about 460m around a transit facility (Federal Transit Administration, 1997). It might be expected
that in many European countries (such as for example Denmark, the Netherlands, Germany or
Belgium), which generally have a much higher share of bicycle use than the US, the
consideration of cycling as a feeder function for public transport should slightly extend the
potential dimensions of TODs.
11

Tri-County Metropolitan Transportation District of Oregon (Tri-Met)
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The second important aspect of this definition is the idea of mixed use, since on the one hand
TODs with office, retail or leisure use give more people the opportunity to walk to their final
destinations and TODs with residential use give more people the opportunity to cover the
distance between their homes and (rail) transit on foot. Mixing these uses, however, increases
the number of people with the opportunity to do both and if the number of (rail) transit stops with
mixed use TODs increases, so will the number of on- and off-peak transit passengers and their
share in the modal split of personal travel (Markus, 1998).
Lastly, it should be noted, that this definition of TODs does not include any concept of
partnership.

3.1.2 Transit Joint Development
The US Federal Transit Administration (1998) has produced a policy on TJDs and their potential
eligibility for federal funding. This policy defined TJDs as follows:
Joint development projects are commercial, residential, industrial or mixed use
developments that are undertaken in concert with transit facilities. They may include
private and non-profit development activities usually associated with fixed guideway (rail
or busway) transit systems that are new or being modernised or extended. Joint
development projects may also be associated with bus facilities, intermodal transfer
facilities (e.g. bus to rail), transit malls and Federal, State or local investment in local
facilities (such as a bus terminal and a tourist facility).
The policy also makes transit enhancement through TJDs a condition for funding eligibility and
requires projects to demonstrate highest and best transit use, which is
that combination of residential, retail, commercial and parking space that results in the
highest level of transit support from a combination of project revenues and increased
ridership.
Thus under this definition TJDs, too, are expected to maximise transit use through their
combinations of uses and spaces, though there is no explicit stipulation about the accessibility
of such developments from the ‘outside’. This could only be seen to be implied in the
requirements for providing parking spaces in a way, which increases ridership. This suggests
that TJDs should be accessed by transit in preference to the private car.
However, in contrast to TOD, the definition also implies a form of partnership in so far at least
that the non-transit element(s) must be joined with a transit facility. The definition also includes
the potential combination of private and public investment, though this is not an essential
requirement.

3.1.3 Design build operate maintain projects
No formal definition of design build operate maintain projects was found, probably because the
term defines itself. In the case of rail transit, one should bear in mind that there has to be a body
or organisation, which selects and commissions the contractor or concessionaire12 to carry out
the DBOM project and that the DBOM element of the facility can relate to different aspects.
Thus for example the concession might be let for the infrastructure (tracks and stops) only in
which case the rail service operator generally pays an access fee to the concessionaire. On the
other hand, the DBOM concession might relate to the entire system and the concessionaire is
either paid by the letting organisation or finances their investment through fare box revenue (or
a combination of both). Rail transit DBOM contracts are generally let for a limited time after
12

most commonly a consortium of different companies, which pool their expertise in different aspects of
such a project
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which the facilities either pass into the transport providers’ ownership (depending on the
financial arrangements) or the contract is re-let. Whether or not a DBOM agreement constitutes
a PPP depends on the terms of the contract.

3.2 INTRODUCTION TO THE PPP TRANSIT CASE STUDIES
All in all, this study looked at 14 different PPP projects in six European countries and 4 projects
in the USA. The partnerships delivered transit joint developments (TJDs), transit oriented
developments (TODs) or design-build-operate-maintain (DBOM) projects. Some examples
contained more than one of these elements. Table 3.1 lists the case studies and their location13
while Table 3.2 provides an overview of the various facilities included in these projects.
COUNTRY

LOCATION & PROJECT

NATURE OF PPP ELEMENT
transit joint development: rebuilding of main railway station;
transit oriented development: associated urban redevelopment
projects
transit oriented development: new residential building incorpoVienna
rating turning point for subway line
transit oriented development. Retail and office building, parking
Cergy, Ile de France
spaces, bus service, residential buildings.
transit joint development: A new footbridge, a new device:
Massy, Ile de France
access room to the quays, two buildings of services, Two road
stations, new equipment of information and travellers orientation, the reorganisation of the public carparks, park for two
wheels.
Bernau-Friedenstal, nr. transit joint development: new commuter rail stop for new
Berlin
suburban residential neighbourhood
Hennigsdorf, nr. Berlin transit joint development: new entrance building for town centre
rail station with commercial and office spaces
transit joint development: new commuter rail station (with
Weiherfeld, nr.
planned service and commercial centre) for new suburban resiHanover
dential neighbourhood
design build operate maintain: new tram service for expanding
Croydon, Greater
London
London borough
transit joint development: new light rail service as catalyst for
London Docklands
redevelopment of derelict docklands (some associated TOD as
well as DBOM for network extensions)
transit joint development: rebuilt combined bus and rail station
Doncaster
with retail space and parking spaces above and connections to
existing shopping centre
design build operate maintain: new tram line extension through
Salford Quays,
Manchester
high quality office, retail, leisure and residential development
transit joint development: rebuilt main railway station and
‘s Hertogenbosch
associated public spaces;
transit oriented development:
redevelopment of run down industrial estate adjoining the
station

LANDS

SPAIN

NETHER-

GREAT BRITAIN

GERMANY

FRANCE

AUSTRIA

Linz

Barcelona – Ciutat
Vella
Bilbao - Abandoibarra

transit joint development: integral rehabilitation of the historical
center, development of mobility, accessibility and town
planning.
transit joint development: reconstruction of a part of the city
mainly: town planning, transport network (road, metro, bus) and
environment

13

A summary table describing the PPP aspects of the projects can be found in Appendix E. For a more
detailed description of the case studies please refer to Volume 2 of this report
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USA

COUNTRY

LOCATION & PROJECT

NATURE OF PPP ELEMENT

Ballston, Washington
DC
Bethesda, Washington
DC

transit joint development: retail, office and residential buildings,
parking spaces, bus facilities and links to metrorail
transit joint development: office and retail buildings, hotel, high
specification urban plaza, links to underground metrorail stop
and existing buildings
transit joint development: retail and office building above new
metrorail stop with connected bus terminal
transit oriented development: new suburban neighbourhood
with residential, retail and office units centred around new
Metropolitan Area Express line and station

Friendship Heights,
Washington DC
Orenco, Portland OR

Table 3.1 The 18 PPP TRANSIT case studies

Most of these projects were set up to deliver not the actual rail transit services themselves but
either TJDs (such as stops or stations), or TODs (such as mixed use or residential
developments) which would contribute to the enhanced accessibility of urban development. The
exceptions are examples from the UK, where DBOM arrangements were used to deliver new
light rail or tram services or extensions of such services.
The urban development activities illustrated by these case studies span a wide breadth of
project types and range in construction cost between € 2.8 million and € 1,357 million. The
overview of the facilities included in the case studies shows that PPPs around urban rail transit
can take very different forms. In some cases they produced completely new facilities such as
new stops or stations or new rail services. Such new facilities were either provided within
existing or growing developments in response to a perceived demand (e.g. Ottakring, Austria;
Salford and Croydon, both GB14) or they were used as a catalyst for urban re-development that
was desired (London Docklands, GB). In some cases the new facilities were also provided in
direct association with a new mixed-use or residential green-field development to provide public
transport accessibility from the beginning (e.g. Orenco, USA; Hanover Weiherfeld and BernauFriedenstal, both Germany).
In other cases the PPP was formed to redevelop and upgrade existing rail transit facilities
(stations and interchanges; e.g. Doncaster, GB; Linz, Austria; ‘s Hertogenbosch, Netherlands
and Hennigsdorf, Germany), these were located within urban areas and in relatively central
locations. Such projects were a response to growing demand for public transport and/or severe
shortcomings of the existing facilities (e.g. buildings had passed their useful life). A desire to
enhance the urban environment associated with the stations was also an important motivating
factor for these projects.

14

The three new rail transit stops described in the Washington DC area also fall into this category but in
these examples the stop itself was not part of the PPP.
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It might be easy to assume that PPPs around rail transit would at the very least aim to increase
passenger numbers for the rail service (if not also to foster more sustainable travel behaviour
more generally by achieving modal shift away from the car). However, it was surprising to find
how few of the interview partners mentioned this idea as a motivating factor for the project they
were involved in. The contribution of the rail transit facilities much rather seemed to be to make
the associated developments more attractive by offering the possibility of using public transport
to reach a destination but car users were generally still catered for. And even in cases where it
was hoped that rail transit use and the modal share of this mode would increase it was often
difficult to obtain figures, which would help to monitor, whether this goal had actually been
achieved. However, such general statements always mask individual differences and Table 3.3
shows to what extend increasing rail transit passenger numbers was part of the motivation
behind the PPPs.

GREAT BRITAIN

GERMANY

FRANCE

AUSTRIA

PROJECT

ROLE OF RAIL TRANSIT USE

main station
redevelopment Linz

passenger numbers are rising and are forecasted to increase further; also the
city of Linz wanted to provide new shopping and office facilities close to the
centre (rather than on suburban sites); main routes into Linz suffer from peak
time congestion and it is hoped that improved station with better interchange will
improve the employment situation through increased accessibility

subway turn-around
Vienna

the extension of the subway line itself was a response to demands made by the
local administration, which was keen to provide a high quality and accessible
urban redevelopment area to improve its economy and local quality of life; PPP
itself is only a reaction to particular lay out of the service

Cergy, Île de France

the extension of the RER line and the realisation of the station in Cergy-le-Haut
were a response to the requests made by the regional administration following
the construction of the various districts constituting the new city of CergyPontoise, which would increase the demand for public transport

Massy, Île de France

the extension of ‘'Pôle des Gares’' belongs to the projects developed within the
framework of the Saclay-Massy-Orly European Centre; it is part of the Massy
station reorganisation project insofar as the economic development cannot occur
without improvement of accessibility and installation of new public transport
facilities, it also takes account of the arrival of the new West-South rail tangential

new commuter rail
stop BernauFriedenstal

the local administration made the provision of a new stop, a condition for
granting planning permission for the new 2000 unit residential development;
traffic impact study predicted sufficient demand; only half of the predicted
passenger numbers has been achieved so far but the development is only about
25% completed

new station entrance
building Hennigsdorf

the re-opening of the commuter rail line into Berlin 9 years after reunification
increased use of the station (previously only regional train services) but main
motivation was to replace a building that was past its useful life and to complete
the urban renewal of the town centre; a large car-park next to the station was
part of the project

new commuter rail
stop Weiherfeld

local zoning regulations only left one area available for the associated residential
development; it happened to be located on an existing rail-line which was to be
upgraded to provide more frequent commuter rail services; local administration
asked for nearby and underused stop to be moved to serve development; rail
transit was subsequently incorporated into mobility concept for the whole
development which includes free one-year transit passes and free membership
in a local car sharing scheme

new tram network
Croydon

a London wide study had identified Croydon as a prime site for light rail
development; in the 80’s the borough featured a growing economy as well as
severe congestion and pollution problems and a lack of town centre car parking;
light rail was considered an alternative to costly road building; the system is said
to have taken 10% of local car journeys off the roads by the operator

London Docklands
Light Railway

central London is very dependent on public transport due to heavy congestion,
very little parking and lack of space for new road schemes; provision of new light
rail service connecting re-development area with existing rail stations and
underground services was thus used as an attractor to bring developers into the
area which was to provide capacities no longer available in the central area;
services soon had to be extended as developments exceeded forecast
capacities and new projects were added (annual passenger numbers: 1993 –
6 million; 2001 – 38 million)
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PROJECT

SPAIN

NETHERLANDS

GREAT BRITAIN

Doncaster
Interchange

two separate local bus stations made interchange with rail difficult, bus
passenger numbers have been falling and regional public transport provider is
aiming to improve the services; city suffers from congestion and air quality
problems; rail station also had no disabled access (which is now illegal); new
facilities are expected to increase bus passenger numbers and interchange with
trains both in absolute terms and compared to car users

new extension of tram first phase of the Metrolink tram network was very successful in attracting
network, Salford
passengers and replacing local car journeys, thus it was decided to proceed with
phase 2; however, Salford Quays development had initially been led by the
market in terms of land use mixture and Metrolink only arrived after many
developments had already been completed (generally with free car parking); a
significant effect on mobility behaviour can not yet be seen but service is well
used by residents living beyond the Salford Quays area
main station
redevelopment ‘s
Hertogenbosch

rising passenger and service numbers created a need for greater capacity at the
rail station (including an extra track and platform); interchange with buses was
not ideal and the station forecourt was badly laid out; town also wanted to
provide a better pedestrian link with the redevelopment area on the far side of
the station (this was in fact a condition for a major new tenant to locate there as
an anchor tenant); there are no figures clearly showing passenger numbers and
modal split before and after redevelopment

Barcelona – Ciutat
Vella

a rail network already exists in Ciutat Vella, but an improvement is considered;
the historical heart of the city requires careful management and coordination of
space and time; thus, the improvement of public transport is an essential
objective in this project just like the development of the soft modes like walking
or the bicycle; major interest in this case is thus to reduce the traffic of vehicles
particular to profit the quoted modes

Bilbao

the redevelopment of the Abandoibarra neighbourhood includes the creation of a
new rail network; indeed, Abandoibarra will be a new town center with a
university, a museum and different spaces for retails and work offices and the
area needs to be connected to the rest of Bilbao; there is also a project to
develop good pedestrian links between bus station, rail station and road network

Metrorail
development Ballston

in the Washington region in general, transit is mostly used to direct land-use and
control urban sprawl by concentrating new developments on rail transit corridors;
this has benefits for the community through providing more lively and pedestrian
friendly developments and it might increase passenger numbers but it is not
generally seen as a measure, which would help to control congestion or reduce
overall car use; this can partly be seen in the fact that two out of three of these
developments have free non-P&R parking associated with them thus giving
people the choice to travel to them by car

Metrorail
development
Bethesda

USA

ROLE OF RAIL TRANSIT USE

Metrorail
development
Friendship Heights
Orenco Station
Development

Portland has an urban development boundary, set up with the aim to control land
use and urban sprawl; the Orenco Station development responded to demand
for affordable housing and transit was used as the focus; design has won major
awards for walkable communities but most residents work locally, so will not
commute by rail; development also features a large greenfield retail area, which
is not connected to rail transit; ridership numbers for the rail station are not
known

Table 3.3 The role of modal shift and increases in passenger numbers in the PPPs

The table shows that considerations of making transport more sustainable were generally at
best co-incidental in the overall concept of the PPPs. Where attracting more people to use
transit did play a role it was generally in response to concrete local problems (such as
congestion, air quality issues or lack of car parking facilities) but even then the impact of the
projects (as far as they have been completed) is not always clearly documented which makes it
difficult to evaluate their success in this area.
It should be added that in the case of the rail services in Salford, Croydon and London
Docklands it is in the interest of the private operators to attract passengers as they carry the
farebox revenue risk.
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3.3 THE PPP PARTNERS AND INITIATORS
A variety of public and private agencies were found to be involved in rail transit related PPPs
and their respective roles generally depended on the relevant regulatory frameworks, local
circumstances and the way public transport was organised in the country and / or the region in
question. Table 3.4 shows, which public and private bodies, companies and organisations were
involved in the case studies and which of these created the original initiative for the projects.
Heinz (1993) concluded that the inititative for PPPs generally comes from the public sector and
the table shows that local administrations, public transport providers and developers were
involved in most examples. It also shows, though, that there is great variation in the make-up of
the public private partnerships studied. Equally, there are differences in which of the partners
initiated the processes leading to the projects illustrated but it is noticeable that in all but one
case at least one of the initiators (in some cases there were several) came from the public
sector. Private companies on the other hand were among the initiators in only three cases. This
shows clearly the importance of the public sector in creating a productive climate for public
private partnerships to thrive in – as well as the importance of the private sector to help realise
project ideas, which the public sector is (or considers itself) unable to put into practice alone.
The motivation of local administrations to initiate PPPs was generally a combined desire to
develop or redevelop a particular area and to make it accessible by public transport or – where
rail transit facilities already existed – to create urban development gains through improving
these facilities.
Public PT providers in Europe initiated projects out of a desire to improve their own facilities,
which were seen to no longer fulfil their function adequately. In Linz this was mostly due to
increasing passenger numbers (as well as relatively unattractive station surroundings), while in
Doncaster the existing connections between bus and rail transit had always been sub-standard
and building fatigue had made it necessary to replace existing structures. In Washington DC on
the other hand the public transport provider15 has an explicit policy to facilitate TJD at its
stations, where it also generally owns land that can be sold or leased for such purposes.
Additionally, the US federal government has a policy to subsidise TJD projects if they comply
with the definition given in Section 3.1.2 (above).
The interest of private developers in initiating a project stemmed from either a desire to find an
investment project (Linz and Hennigsdorf) or in the case of Orenco Station it was the Intel
Corporation, which was looking for a new location for a major production facility. In exchange for
favourable tax concessions it was prepared to contribute some money to a larger project of
which its own new location would be a part.

15

Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Association
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Table 3.4 Public and private bodies, companies and organisations involved in the PPP case studies (¡ = project partner; l = project initiator)
Orenco Station,
Portland OR

Ballston Metro
Centre,
Washington DC
Bethesda Metrorail
Station,
Washington DC
Friendship Heights
Metrorail Station,
DC

Bilbao

NL
Barcelona – Ciutat
Vella

GREAT BRITAIN
‘s Hertogenbosch
Paleis Kwartier

Manchester
Metrolink Salford
Quays extension
‘s Hertogenbosch
main railway
station

Doncaster
Interchange

GERMANY
London Docklands
Light Rail
Development

Croydon Tramlink,
Greater London

FRANCE
Hennigsdorf rail
station building,
Berlin
Hanover
Weiherfeld
commuter rail stop

commuter rail stop
Bernau
Friedenstal, Berlin

Cergy

national
government
Massy

regional
administration
Vienna subway
turn-around

Linz main railway
station

AUSTRIA
USA

¡
¡

¡
¡
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3.4 CONCLUSIONS
Public private partnerships for rail transit and associated developments are receiving increasing
attention but the examples documented for this study show clearly that there is no single
approach either to using PPPs for providing facilities (DBOM or TJD) or for fostering transit
oriented developments. This is partly due to the fact that each project features individual
characteristics, which make it impossible to find a standardised approach that would fit all
situations. It also shows, however, that the PPP process has not yet become routine and that
the partners involved often cover what is for them new ground. It is one of the main purposes of
this study to make this process easier by documenting and evaluating a wide variety of
experiences in this field. The following two chapters will thus look at the projects from the point
of view of first the public and then the private sector and highlight both successful strategies and
potential pitfalls.
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4 EXISTING CONDITIONS AND CONTEXTS OF THE PPP PROJECTS
4.1 INTRODUCTION
There are always factors which determine the shape and success of a PPP (or any) project
which do not depend directly on the PPP process or on the partners involved. These include the
availability and location of land for (re-)development, the real estate market, economic
conditions in general, existing transport issues and travel behaviour, relevant national legislation
and policies. However, the case studies have shown that it is important to read these conditions
well and realise the chances – as well as the constraints – they might present as such an
understanding itself can already convey interesting messages to future PPP actors.
While the following two chapters will present an evaluation of the potential advantages and
disadvantages, which PPPs have conveyed to the public and the private sector respectively the
current chapter will therefore first of all examine the general economic, political and transport
conditions, under which the case study PPPs have come into being.

4.2 GENERAL CONDITIONS
Table 4.1 gives an overview over the conditions under which the case studies came into
existence. It shows, that about half of the projects came into being during the extension of a rail
transit network – or in fact consisted of the provision of such a network (such as the Croydon
Tramlink Project) – while the other half were constructed along existing services. Only one third
were constructed in response to growing travel demand, which mirrors the fact that rail transit
use is only growing in specific situations – such as densely populated urban areas and/or
growing employment centres with congestion or parking problems. This is true for both Europe
and the US. On the other hand there are eight examples in which the PPP development is
intended to serve future travel demand in conjunction with transit oriented land-use policies.
This reflects the effort of (some) planning authorities to co-ordinate public transport and landuse planning and to ensure that new development are well served even before an actual
demand exists.
It should be noted at this point, that while the concepts of smart growth16 and of transit villages17
have been promoted in the USA for some time now, there is also a feeling, that it is not in fact
possible to reduce congestion through transit measures (Dunphy, pers. comm.). This might be
one explanation, why in the US examples existing transport problems were a motivating factor
in only one of the four case studies, Orenco Station. In this specific case, it had in fact been the
Environmental Protection Agency, which had begun to sanction more forcefully violations of the
Clean Air Act of 1990. In the Portland area, such violations were closely linked to urban road
traffic and there was thus a strong incentive to prevent further growth and even attempt to
reduce existing levels.
Urban development demand is clearly a very strong incentive for PPPs, though. In some cases
this demand was generated by local authorities wishing to attract more taxpayers (both
residents and businesses) into their area in competition with other locations by providing
attractive and accessible developments. In other authorities the forecasts predicted population
and economic growth in general and in these cases the development activities were an attempt
to meet such impending demands. Site specific development demand lead by the market was
identified only in two of the European case studies but in all the US examples. In the London
16

“a solution to the concerns facing many communities about the impacts of the highly dispersed
development patterns characteristic of the past 50 years” (Smart Growth Network, 2002; p. i)
17
„a compact, mixed-use community, centred around the transit station that, by design, invites residents,
workers and shoppers to drive their cars less and ride mass transit more“ (Bernick & Cervero, 1996, p.5)
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Docklands this demand was generated by an expanding service economy in central London,
which needed room for physical growth and the Docklands – once well served by public
transport – provided an accessible location not too far from the existing centre. Similar
mechanisms determined the redevelopment of the Salford Quays in Manchester, though the
provision of a Metrolink line was initially less of an issue since personal travel in Greater
Manchester is much less public transport based than in the London area. In the US on the other
hand, there are not only federal financial incentives for transit agencies to facilitate joint
development projects but there is also strong developer interest to secure sites along rail transit
axis, since the market interest in such developments has been very strong in the 1970’s and
1980’s – and in some cases still is. The role of the local authorities and/or the transit agencies in
these cases is mostly to secure a transit compatible development rather than actually attracting
interest from developers.
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Table 4.1 Context of PPP projects (at the time of inception of the project– in some cases these have now changed)

l

l

n.a.
l

Orenco Station,
Portland OR

l

Ballston Metro
Centre,
Washington DC
Bethesda Metrorail
Station,
Washington DC
Friendship Heights
Metrorail Station,
DC

‘s Hertogenbosch
Paleis Kwartier

l

l
l

l

USA

l
l

l

l

SPAIN

l
l

n.a.

‘s Hertogenbosch
main railway
station

l

Manchester
Metrolink Salford
Quays extension

l

Doncaster
Interchange

London Docklands
Light Rail
Development

l

NL

Bilbao
Abandoibarra

l

GREAT BRITAIN
Croydon Tramlink,
Greater London

Hennigsdorf rail
station building,
Berlin

commuter rail stop
Bernau
Friedenstal, Berlin

Cergy

Massy

Vienna subway
turn-around
l

site-specific market
demand for urban
development
planning led demand for
urban development

GERMANY
Hanover
Weiherfeld
commuter rail stop

part of new network or
network extension
part of a wider
programme of similar
projects
response to growing
travel demand
intended to serve future
travel demand
part of solution for
existing transport
problems

FRANCE

Barcelona

rail transit facilities

Linz main railway
station

AUSTRIA
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4.3 LAND
The availability of land is of course a major issue for TJD and TOD projects. Table 4.2 therefore
shows, who originally owned the land on which the PPP projects were built, who purchased it
and how it was brought into the PPP agreement.

SPAIN

NL

GREAT BRITAIN

GREAT BRITAIN

GERMANY

FRANCE

AUSTRIA

COUNTRY

PROJECT

ORIGINAL OWNER OF LAND / BUYER OF LAND FOR PPP

original owner: national rail company
buyer: leased to developer
original owner: public transport operator
Vienna
buyer: district authority, sold on to private developer
original owner: local authority
Cergy, Île de France
buyer: SNCF and private developer
original owner: on both sides of railway (the RER B and C). In
the east, one has a little more than 10 ha pertaining for 60% to
the SNCF, 18% with private individuals, the remainder with the
Massy, Île de France
RATP and the state. In the west, 14 ha belong for half to the
SNCF, other half with private owners.
buyer: SNCF, RATP and private developer.
Bernau-Friedenstal, nr. original owner: national rail company (DB AG), local authority
Berlin
buyer: private developer
original owner: national rail company; very small part owned by
local authority
Hennigsdorf, nr. Berlin
buyer (of local authority portion): rail company, all leased to
private developer
original owner: private owners
Weiherfeld, nr.
buyer: national rail infrastructure provider and rail station
Hanover
operator
original owner: national rail company, private owners
Croydon, Greater
buyer: private consortium (cost-free transfer from rail company,
London
purchase from private owners)
original owner: public development corporation
London Docklands
buyer: land for rail infrastructure transferred to publicly owned
holding company
original owner: local authority, public transport operator,
national rail infrastructure company, small parts privately
owned
Doncaster
buyer: local authority bought rail land and private land (latter
through compulsory purchase order); all land put at disposal of
private developer free of charge for duration of PFI contract
original owner: local authority, private developers
Salford Quays,
Manchester
buyer: land was included in PPP agreements free of cost
original owner: national rail company (NS)
‘s Hertogenbosch,
buyer: rail infrastructure company (transfer financed by national
station
government); also internal transfer within new organisational
units of rail company after re-organisation
original owner: local authority, private developer
‘s Hertogenbosch,
buyer: private developer, subsequently part of public/private
Paleis Kwartier
development company
original owner: local authority, public transport operator
Barcelona
buyer: public and private company
original owner: local authority
Bilbao – Abandoibarra buyer: private developer with capital gains for the local
authority
Linz
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COUNTRY

PROJECT

USA

Ballston, Washington
DC
Bethesda, Washington
DC
Friendship Heights,
Washington DC
Orenco, Portland OR

ORIGINAL OWNER OF LAND / BUYER OF LAND FOR PPP

original owner: public transport operator, private land owner
buyer: private developer
original owner: public transport operator, local authority
buyer: private developer
original owner: public transport operator
buyer: private developer
original owner: many private land owners
buyer: local authority assembled land parcels, sold on at cost
price to private developer

Table 4.2 Who originally owned the land for the development? Who bought the land for the development?

The table shows that in 7 cases, the land was at least partially owned by the local authority (or a
public development corporation) to begin with and in 10 cases the public transport organisation
was the original owner. Only in 2 cases was the land originally completely in private ownership
and in another 3 partly so. There is no example, in which no local authority and/or public
transport organisations were involved in the land transfers. Thus it seems that public bodies
play a very important part in securing land for PPPs. This fact is noteworthy since in theory, the
public partners could also play other roles such as offering financial assistance, favourable
planning conditions or other contributions in kind. The prominent role in land issues should not,
however lead to the conclusion that PPP developments necessarily remain in (partial) public
ownership since in seven cases the land actually passed into complete private ownership.
However, the results indicate that it is of great importance for public bodies (local authorities as
well as public transport operators) to ensure that land parcels, which are in locations that are
expected to be of future importance for urban redevelopment (such as the sites in Vienna and
Orenco station) are not split up or given over to development, which is not well integrated with
existing or future rail transit facilities. Obviously, this partly depends on the interests of the
owners of the land (if it is not a public agency) but it can also be steered through land use
zoning and planning regulations. In this context the advantage of a PPP might be that the local
authority can offer an existing land owner – or potential buyers – favourable conditions for
development (such as accepting higher density or different uses or making the land more
valuable through tax incentives connected to certain types of development) and get in exchange
a development, which furthers goals of integration between land use and rail transit and creates
synergistic effects for the general public.
On the other hand it might pay for the local administration to actively pursue the purchase of
existing land parcels, which can be used for future PPPs. However, if such purchases are only
attempted once the decision for future development has already been taken, the owners are
likely to sell at the expected value to the development rather than the value determined by
current use (as was the case with a five-fold to ten-fold increase in green field land prices in
Weiherfeld, Germany, for example). Such increased prices can even be expected for land
parcels, which will never themselves be built on but will be left for example as compensation
areas, which are a legal requirement in some countries (such as Germany) when greenfield
land is developed.
If, however, the public administration is itself the land owner, the situation is slightly different.
They can then use the property as leverage for attracting the type of development and
developer, which would be best integrated with the existing or planned rail transit facilities. By
entering into a PPP rather than simply selling off the land, the public body might be able to
retain more influence over the nature of the development and its future uses. However, the
example of the Ottakring Neu development in Vienna (of which the Ottakring PPP case study is
only a small element) shows that maintaining a constant dialogue and entering into the planning
process with clear goals can be sufficient to achieve a result, which is judged with enthusiasm
by the PPP actors after its completion.
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All this is of course true for both a public administration and a public transport operator.
However, there was less evidence in Europe of public transport operators actually using their
land to initiate rail oriented PPPs – even though they were often involved in the transfers. In
particular it was found that operators of rail based public transport in Europe had no explicit
policies to do so, while the WMATA in Washington DC for example not only owns large tracts of
land adjacent to its metrorail station but has also developed its own Joint Development Policy
and Guidelines (WMATA, 2002) which deal with issues such as “determining the relative
marketability of various joint development sites and improving prospects for development of less
viable sites” (ibid., p.1). Regional transit agencies in the US generally tend to own large parcels
of land adjacent to their stations as extensive P&R facilities have almost always been included
in the planning of the rail systems. This is an asset, that most regional or local providers and/or
operators in Europe do not possess.
Thus at a local and regional level the absence of such integrative policies can be partly
attributed to the fact that it is largely the national rail company, DB AG, which actually owns land
suitable for TOD or TJD projects. However, at the national level in Europe the restructuring of
particularly the national rail operators in Europe (e.g. in Germany, Great Britain and the
Netherlands) of legislative changes at the EU level (see Chapter 2) have left the organisational
units responsible for real estate management separated from those, which are providing the
actual transit services. As a result of this division and the operation of the newly formed
companies on an economic market basis there is now considerably less incentive for cooperation between them, since they are each individually responsible for their own profit and
loss calculations, which do not necessarily register synergies created through strategic cooperation. In contrast to the situation in the USA, the regional and local operators do not
normally own any land associated with urban rail service networks.

4.4 CONCLUSIONS
The previous and current chapter have shown that some of the important prerequisites for a
successful PPP are
1. the initiative and willingness – or even enthusiasm – of the relevant public
administration
2. or a similar interest on the part of the public transport operator.
3. a perception on the part of the administration that there is a need for a certain project
from an urban development point of view, either because of existing economic and/or
population growth or because of a desire to improve the area as a residential and/or
business location.
The resulting lessons for the developers who are interested in benefiting from the synergies of a
PPP are thus that it is important
A) to locate land parcels with interesting development potential
B) as well as being aware of the readiness of the public agencies to make active
contributions in exchange for a development, which fulfils explicit policy goals of
integrating land use and rail transit.
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5 PPPS FROM THE PUBLIC SECTOR PERSPECTIVE – PROCESSES AND
EXPERIENCES
5.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter will look at the PPP processes and experiences from a public sector perspective.
The evaluation of the case studies will be preceded by a short overview of some of the literature
on this issue, though most of the literature seems to focus on the financing of urban transport
services through PPP.
The purpose of this chapter is firstly to give a closer insight into the individual case studies and
secondly to present experiences, which can be relevant to other PPP actors in the future.

5.2 PPPS IN THE TRANSPORT SECTOR - GENERAL EVALUATION
Hörhager (1998) and Kyrein (1998) list the following potential advantages of public private
partnerships to the transport sector in general, which of course should also apply to PPPs
around rail transit:
1. risk sharing – the public sector deals with the risks it is better able to manage (such as
income from transport revenue or exchange rate risks), private sector contributes more
efficient management and operations
2. realisation of projects, that would not be possible otherwise – the private sector can
provide resources (e.g. capital, expertise, management efficiencies), which the public
sector might be so severely short of that the project would be considered impossible to
carry out on a purely public basis
3. relieving the financial burden of urban planning responsibilities – combining planning and
implementation and incorporating private capital into the urban development processes
can help to provide for example high quality public spaces the public sector might not be
able to fund
4. added value – increase of land value due to the new development is used to finance
infrastructure and consequential costs (such as relocation of service for example)
(adapted from Hörhager, 1998 and Kyrein, 1998)
However, Hörhager (ibid.) also cautions, that studies by both the World Bank and the UK
National Audit Office tried to identify the increases in efficiency achieved through PPPs but did
not find evidence, which would justify generalising this point.
Other authors looked at the specific form of PPP that is the UK Private Finance Initiative (PFI,
see also Chapter 1, Section 1.6). Burkitt (1999) came to the conclusion that while PFIs enabled
public investment to take place in the present without increasing public expenditure, the long
term cost of such policies could be substantial. He estimated that a PFI contract carried an
interest rate which was about 5% higher than if the UK treasury borrowed the money directly
(thus for every € 1 billion spent on PFIs the extra cost to the public purse would be € 50 million
per annum)18.

18

He cites the example of the Edinburgh Royal Infirmary (a hospital), which would have cost € 290 million
pounds if paid directly but under PFI would cost the public purse € 1,452 million (or five times more) over
the 30 years of the contract (Burkitt, 1999).
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Ball et al. (2000) also evaluated PFI projects to enable an assessment of their use to the public
sector. Their criteria for evaluation were:
•
•
•

additionality: does the use of the PFI allow a higher level of capital investment
than would be possible without it, i.e. is it additional to the level of traditional
infrastructure procurement?
value for money: does PFI deliver better value for money enabling the public
sector to deliver more with currently available levels of finance?
risk transfer: can risk in fact be efficiently transferred to the private sector and if
so, how?

(ibid.)
Ball et al. (ibid.) concluded that PFI was not facilitating significant amounts of additional new
investment the public sector could not otherwise have afforded. They also judged that it was
uncertain, whether value for money was achieved. This was firstly because they found no
evidence of the significant levels of innovation, which the private sector had been expected to
bring to PFIs, and secondly it was due to the uncertainty of expected financial gains (or savings)
on the part of the public sector over the course of 20-30 year contracts.
The value for money aspect is of course linked to the concept of risk transfer but the study
called this concept into doubt, as well. Value for money – i.e. contract costs lower than for a
purely publicly financed projects – in PFIs only has to be proven against the public alternative
for the time when the contract is signed. However, changes can take place over the life of the
contract, which can have an influence on the public sector charge – since at this point the
private operator will be in a (temporary but long term) monopoly position, the public sector can
then no longer rely on competition to reduce its costs. Ball et al. concluded that while delivering
savings in the present PFI might actually be passing on increased costs to future generations
(ibid.)
These findings might not apply to all PFI projects, let alone all PPP developments. However,
they show that a long term perspective is important for the overall evaluation of such projects.
Such a perspective is not always possible to present for the case studies documented in this
study as some of them have not existed for long enough or are still in the process of being
completed. And even for the examples, which have already been operational for some years
(such as the Metrorail developments in Washington DC) it is not generally possible to obtain the
figures, which would enable such an assessment. This might partly be due to the fact, that it is
rare to find systematic financial risk assessment associated with PPPs around rail transit, at
least on the part of the transit agency (Dunphy, pers. comm.). And without long term forecasts
there is no baseline against which to measure developments.
However, when considering the critiques of PFI and PPP presented above, two things must be
remembered. Firstly, it is not always possible – or desirable – to measure the advantages or
disadvantages of a project purely in financial terms (though that is usually how they are
presented in the political arena) as the evaluation of the case studies will show. Secondly,
public bodies might simply not be able to spend any money on the projects, which are then
realised through PPPs and can only contribute assets such as land or attractive conditions for
giving planning permission. Thus the question of whether public financing might in the long run
be cheaper could in some cases be irrelevant if projects would simply not happen without
private investment.
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5.3 THE FATIMA PROJECT (FP4 TRANSPORT RTD PROGRAMME)19 – FINANCIAL
ASSISTANCE FOR TRANSPORT INTEGRATION IN METROPOLITAN AREAS
The FATIMA project considered the potential contributions of the private sector to financing
optimal (in terms of economic efficiency and sustainability objectives) transport strategies or
operating services within such strategies. The project started from the premises that public
means of financing transport measures were generally scarce and investigated the long term
effects of different policy measures in general and of implementing them with public money or
private money or a combination of both. Based on the findings, the study recommended the
following strategies for involving the private sector (it must be noted, that FATIMA only dealt
with actual transport policies and measures, not with any associated urban development; thus
only the recommendations relevant to the current study are cited):
1. If city authorities are unable to finance the optimal transport strategies they have
identified, the private sector may be able to finance the strategy and be repaid either
directly by the users (e.g. through farebox revenue) or by the local authority using
payments by users. But user charges should be consistent with the strategy, fares or
charges imposed at higher than optimal levels to satisfy the private sector can
significantly reduce the performance of the strategy.
2. Where the financial costs of the strategy exceed the revenue, it may still be
acceptable for local authorities to finance them. The optimal strategies in FATIMA
were generated assuming that the opportunity costs for generating them would be
fully justified. Where local authorities cannot raise the initial finance, it might be
appropriate to involve the private sector. However, private partners will have to be
reimbursed in part from future tax revenue or from finance generated by reducing
public spending in other sectors.
3. Whether or not the private sector is involved in financing a strategy, there may be
interest in private sector operation of the public transport service. Such involvement
may possibly increase managerial efficiency which would enhance the performance of
an overall strategy or alternatively it may lead to a reduction in social net welfare:
evidence on the scale of these benefits or losses is unclear.
4. Private sector operation has been implemented through deregulation, in which
operators are free to determine service levels and fares, and through franchising,
where the city authority specifies them. If a city authority decides that private
operation is beneficial, it should use, where legally possible, a franchising model in
which it specifies the objectives and the optimal service levels and fares.
5. If a deregulation model is required (in order to comply with national laws), private
operators should not be given complete freedom to determine the operating
conditions which meet their profitability target, even if the level of profitability is itself
constrained as a result. There are typically a number of combinations (e.g. of fares
and frequency) which achieve a given level of profitability, and not all will be equally
effective in terms of public policy objectives.
Thus the recommendations derived from the FATIMA project also stress the importance of
being aware of the future costs of private involvement in public policy provision and they
furthermore encourage the public sector to retain sufficient control to be able to ensure that
economic considerations – the prime motivation of the private sector – do not overrule the policy
aims of the public sector and the social benefits, which should be at the heart of these aims.
The overall conclusion from the sources presented here must be that private involvement in
both public transport provision and in associated urban development can neither as a rule be
expected to be beneficial nor detrimental to public sector interests. A lot of factors influence the
net benefit, which is furthermore not always easy to demonstrate in figures. The PPP TRANSIT
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The final report is available from http://www.its.leeds.ac.uk/research/index.html
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case studies will thus be used to demonstrate specific experiences with PPPs around rail transit
in a variety of European contexts.

5.4 CASE STUDY EVALUATION
The evaluation of advantages and disadvantages of the PPPs studied to the public sector are
largely based on the information received from the stakeholder interviews combined with –
where available – the results of other people’s research on these projects. The interviewees
generally commented on the process of getting the partnership together and implementing the
project since they had first hand experience of these processes. Studies conducted by other
researchers on the other hand provided some insights into the wider impacts of such projects –
in terms of passenger numbers or economic development for example. Naturally, the benefits
and disbenefits discussed are often quite specific to the context and form of the case studies
themselves. It is thus recommended that anyone wishing to fully understand the finer details in
order to assess a comparability with other projects should consult the detailed case study
descriptions in Volume 2.
It should also be noted that the issues mentioned are not necessarily all specific to PPP type
projects. But since they are also important in such projects, it is considered relevant to discuss
them here.

5.4.1 Getting partners together
There was a general agreement, that it was important to get all the partners involved as early as
possible. For the public bodies (as well as for the private partners), this meant they knew from
the beginning, who they were working with and what the interests of the different stakeholders
were. It also helped the public bodies, to secure influential allies (such as the national
government or a specific ministry, the regional planning authority or an important investor) right
from the beginning. Having support from such partners strengthened the public bargaining
position as it demonstrated a wider interest in the aims of the project.
For the Paleis Kwartier development in ‘s Hertogenbosch (NL) it was seen to have been of a
particular advantage to work together with a company, whose main business was actual construction rather than development projects in general. It was said that construction companies
were more action oriented (“their business is to build things”) and less likely to accept or even
cause strategic delays for speculative reasons.
It was stressed several times that it was important to have clear goals and development aims
agreed between the different parties right from the start. In some cases, where this had not
been so, the actors stated very clearly that with hindsight they would have wanted greater
clarification of many issues at the beginning. In the case of the Manchester Metrolink (Salford
Quays extension) for example it was found that the design specifications for the hard and soft
elements (platforms, plantings, etc.) had not been clear enough and this lead to lengthy
discussions with the contractors. If on the other hand both the local authority and the public
transport provider had agreed on these from the beginning, it would have been easier to ensure
high quality results, which satisfied the requirements for such a high profile project.
Furthermore it was seen to be very important not to forget to involve transport and civil
engineers as early as possible since it was not only very useful to harness their expertise in
drawing up plans but also it made communication later on much easier if those directly
responsible in the construction phase were clear about the development aims from the start.
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Lastly the actors in the Washington DC projects found that the clear TJD friendly policies of their
regional planning authority created a good awareness in the private sector for the potential
benefits (to them) of such projects and thus an inherent readiness to become involved in them.

5.4.2 Working with partners and the contract (communication, conflict and
problem solving)
The proceedings for two of the case studies in Europe (Bernau-Friedenstal and
‘s Hertogenbosch) were initiated during a time, when the respective national rail companies
were undergoing restructuring to become a private (but publicly owned) enterprise. In both
cases there were initial difficulties on the side of the local authority to identify the people
responsible for different aspects of the project within the newly formed operators of trains and
stations and the infrastructure companies as responsibilities were shifting. This observation
again points to the importance of identifying all stakeholders as early as possible (both in the
partner organisations but also among ones own colleagues), for example to prevent processes
having to be reiterated if it is found that the person “really” responsible was not consulted.
Similarly it was seen as important to ensure that any contracts between the partners were as
specific as possible and wherever feasible should be based on very detailed brief for the
functions the development should fulfil and the design details, which were expected. Examples,
where a lack of initial clarity lead to unnecessary expense and delay later included:
• specifications for the services a private station operator had to provide – such
as “working toilets” – but uncertainty over the definition of when the service
was running satisfactorily and when it was not
• design specifications for the materials to be used on an on-street light rail
platform and subsequent disagreement on whether access ramps were part of
the platform and should thus be built to the same specifications
Ideally, such details should be incorporated in the brief at the tender stage, i. e. before
concessionaires or contractors were determined, since they could then become part of the
contract.
On the other hand it was also said (‘s Hertogenbosch), that a willingness to be flexible was
important in realising an overall vision without getting too tied down by discussions about
details. However, it is much easier to agree such compromises from a common basis (such as a
detailed brief) should any problems be encountered than when different ideas about certain
issue exist at the beginning of the discussion.
Many of the interviewees stressed the importance of “chemistry” between the people, who
represented the different partners and a readiness to communicate on a common level. It is of
course not necessarily possible to consciously create such conditions but it would be important
to select people, who not only understand the concerns and working mechanisms of their own
organisation but also have – or can develop – a feeling for the often very different operating
structures of the partner organisations. Furthermore an openness towards constructive
communication is – on the evidence obtained – more helpful than a single-minded
determination to push through ones own goals uncompromisingly. Regular communication
between different groups working on the same project (e. g. financial and creative sections) is of
course also necessary.
On the whole it was seen as very important to agree the overall vision, against which any
changes and possible compromises could be measured, as early as possible.
In projects, which extended over several phases (such as for example the Docklands Light Rail)
it was found that overlap between contracts left some of the interface responsibilities unresolved
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and thus lead to disputes between contractors about the allocation of responsibilities for non- or
under-performance.
Several of the case studies involved more than one contract. Thus there might have been an
urban planning contract between a local authority and a developer but also contracts between
developers and operators (of stations or services for example), possibly added to by a
maintenance contract between the operators and another firm. It is very important to ensure
from the outset that these different documents are co-ordinated well in their requirements and in
the obligations places on the contractual partners. Thus the timing of different activities
(operation, maintenance and repair for example) needs to be carefully worked out if the smooth
operation of facilities and services is to be guaranteed.
In the case of the Docklands Light Railway it was found to have been a clear advantage that the
concession holder – the company paid to build and operate most of the system – was also
responsible for the maintenance as this was felt to have been an incentive for providing a
construction that was “built to last”.

5.4.3 The contributions of the partners
It should be noted that this section looks at the qualitative evaluation of the contributions
partners made within the PPP process. The actual financial contributions and contributions in
kind are summarised in Appendix E.
It is generally the added investment capacity, which the private sector brings to urban
development and transport projects, that is considered to be the main advantage from the public
point of view. The second major advantage cited (see Chapter 5) is the fact that the private
sector is assumed to be able to provide greater efficiencies in terms of project management and
delivery since it is geared towards using the twin resources of time and money to its own
greatest possible benefit (which is generally financial).
In the case of Bernau-Friedenstal for example, Strathmann (1999) concluded that it was the
initiative of the private investor – who was interested in using the light rail stop as a marketing
tool for the new housing development – which made the timely completion of the stop (but not
the entrance building) possible. This initiative went further than merely providing funding but
also included very active involvement in the planning process and frequent communication with
the various actors in the public sector. Similar evaluations were made of the Croydon Tramlink
and Docklands Light Rail Projects.
However, there is also evidence, which suggests, that going into partnership with a private
company is not always wholly advantageous for public bodies. Especially in the context of the
PFI process in the UK, there was sometimes a feeling that the formalities of the PFI
agreements, which were dictated by the national government resulted in public sector
expenses, which over time would work out higher than necessary (see also section 5.3.5, this
chapter).
It was further found, that the desire of the private sector to create profits was sometimes in
conflict with the desire of the public sector to achieve certain aims – like attracting a particular
type of business into a new location by offering financial incentives or offering cheap public
transport services20. Such conflicts were generally resolved through compromises but in some
cases remain unsolved. It is thus advisable for the public sector to be clear about its goals from
the beginning and also to be aware of the financial implications these might have for private
partners.

20

which might operate in direct or at least indirect competition with those run by a private company
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It can neither be expected, that the private sector will agree to participate on a minimum profit
basis nor that it will accept all the financial risk. On the other hand the examples examined have
shown that the public sector should be able to get more out of a PPP than simply the
construction of a new facility. In cases like ‘s Hertogenbosch, Hennigsdorf or Orenco Station
there was some up front public investment21 which then facilitated the contributions by the
private sector (or was the condition for such contributions) and resulted in an overall
development benefit that is generally agreed to have far exceeded the initial public financial
input. Thus for example in ‘s Hertogenbosch the construction of the pedestrian link across the
railway tracks (the ‘Passerelle’) was the key to the redevelopment of the run down industrial
estate on the side away from the city centre. In Hennigsdorf, an already completed high quality
urban space served as an attractor to the private investor, whose project then provided the
fourth frontage for the upgraded square as well as an improved pedestrian and cyclists’
connection underneath the rail tracks. And in Oregon, through taking on the complicated
process of land assembly for the Orenco Station Development the public administration ensured
that the resulting package became large enough for the private investors to also be able to
provide the public spaces (streets, parks, etc.) in the new development and still expect to make
a profit.
However, the PFI experience in particular has also shown, that it is important for the public
sector to identify the elements, which are necessary for the safe, continuous and user friendly
operation of a new facility and to specify these in the contracts – linked to financial penalties for
non-compliance with clear allocation of responsibilities. For this is where the potential strength
of PPPs lies: utilising the greater managerial efficiencies of the private sector to ensure public
benefits at a lesser expense to the public purse as well as generate a profit for the private
partner(s).
Another important point in this context is the question of potential bankruptcy of the private.
Ideally, this should of course not happen but there is no way of guaranteeing that it will not. The
case of the commuter rail stop in Bernau-Friedenstal is one example. Here the private
developer of the associated residential quarter went into receivership before either the station or
the development had been fully completed. Fortunately, the main elements of the station had
already been built and it was operational as a stop to be used by those, who had already moved
into the completed units – only the entrance building and associated small shops are still
missing. However, particularly in the case of transit services and associated facilities,
bankruptcy of the private developer or operator might leave the public sector having to take on
all the risk to ensure the continuation of a service it might be legally obliged to provide. If proper
securities are not in place, such an eventuality could burden the public bodies with very
considerable financial and organisational responsibilities they are not prepared for. But even
without such a severe failure as bankruptcy it should be borne in mind that “private enterprises
recognise very well, how they can lure the state […] and where it will not leave them hanging
[…], even if their housekeeping is at fault.” (Jungclausen, 2002) This might sound like a
negative assessment and such a strong feeling was not expressed in any of the case studies.
However, it was made clear that as little room as possible should be left for the post-contractual
interpretation of the specific obligations of different partners.

5.4.4 Project process and form
The issues discussed concerning the process of the project and its overall character broadly fell
into the following categories:
•
•

land use mix
timing

21

for the pedestrian passage across the station and the squares at either end; for the square in front of
the station building and for the purchase of land from over 600 individual owners respectively
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•
•
•

technical aspects
design
overall functionality

Interestingly, the evaluation of these points differed somewhat between the case studies.
Land use mix
In Ottakring and Friendship Heights the provision of a varied land-use mixture was seen to have
provided great benefits to the users (which might also be able to absorb “less valuable” uses
such as an existing lorry filling station) in Doncaster it was felt that the inclusion of so many
different functions in one project had created some difficulties in co-ordinating the planning and
financing. However, it was also acknowledged that elements such as an extension of existing
retail facilities and office spaces was a necessary addition in order to support the public
transport elements of the project within a PPP, which were always considered a top priority by
the local authority and the public transport provider.
In Salford, the fact that extensive car parking had been provided for the new Salford Quays
developments meant that car use had already been established prior to the arrival of Metrolink.
A business survey showed that although businesses in the Quays considered Metrolink an
asset (80% said it enhanced the image of the area; 30% thought it would decrease demand for
car parking; Tym & Partners, 1999) only very few expected to reduce their own car parking
spaces and Metrolink was not mentioned as an important reason for locating in the area – in
contrast to the accessibility of the motorway network (although this was also only mentioned by
15%; ibid.). In fact the local authority representative even thought that the development of the
Salford Quays area would have continued to progress – only potentially at a slightly slower pace
– even if the Phase 2 Metrolink extension through the area had not been realised.
Timing
Timing was mentioned as an important factor in several of the case studies. In Ottakring, it was
stipulated that the new urban spaces and buildings associated with the subway extension
should be completed by the time the service would be opened. This of course necessitated a
set completion date to be given by the public transport operator. The fact that this had been
provided and that it was clear during construction that it would be met made the co-ordination of
the other developments easier. In the Docklands on the other hand it was found that the
opening date had been put too far forward since in this example the service provided was new
to the country (the first computer operated driverless light rail) and not enough time was allowed
for testing the system. The consequence was high unreliability in the initial phase of operation
and an associated negative public image.
Technical aspects
In a similar vein the representative of the Tramtrack Croydon consortium recommended to avoid
technical novelties as often as possible. They had chosen to buy a vehicle, which was already
operating well in another city (Cologne, Germany) and thus only needed minor modifications
rather than having to test and adapt a completely new design. On the other hand they had
decided not to double track parts of the network to avoid some of the associated difficulties of
moving existing structures. However, due to the high demand and increasing service
frequencies, this might now have to be done during operation of the service, which is a much
more costly and time consuming process. Though under the contract any problems with the
vehicles and upgrading the line will be the responsibility of the private consortium it would be
important for the public sector to bear these points in mind as any disruption or delay to the
service is of course a disadvantage for the users.
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Design
Aesthetic and design aspects were also mentioned by several interviewees. On the one hand it
was recommended to ensure high quality design – even if the costs might be slightly higher – as
the aesthetic aspects of a new facility had an important role to play in its reception by the public
and thus its contribution to the urban landscape. In some cases, however it was even found that
clever design could also reduce costs, for example by combining the electricity poles and street
lighting poles along the route of Metrolink in Manchester.
Functionality
Lastly, functionality is an important point in any urban development but might require even more
attention in the case of PPPs as more different elements might have to be brought together as a
functioning unit. In Hennigsdorf, functionality to some degree had to make room to the interests
of the developer as the new building does not offer many passenger oriented facilities (such as
waiting rooms, luggage lockers or toilets) apart from a small ticket office. Equally the transfer
between trains and buses is not very direct as the marketability of floor space in the new
building took precedence over considerations of passenger convenience.
In two US examples it was also found that pedestrian links to the stations remained
unsatisfactory (Ballston, Friendship Heights) while the Orenco Station development on the other
hand received major awards for planned communities and the pedestrian friendliness of its
central area played an important part in these. This shows that it is important as far as possible
to think and act beyond the new development itself. A pedestrian friendly facility, which is not
well integrated with its surroundings will not be very successful. In the case of the Docklands
Light Railway for example, the transit providers consulted wheelchair users and visually
impaired people on the accessibility of every stop and worked in co-operation with the local
authorities to try and maximise accessibility and ease interchange with busses and trains.

5.4.5 Changes to the original plans
Changing plans in the face of developing realities is a normal process in the context of urban
development. An important question is, however, to what extend such changes are allowed for
and on what basis they can be agreed.
In ‘s Hertogenbosch there was strong agreement among the interviewees that co-operation on
such issues had been exemplary. This was attributed to the fact that all participants shared the
same overall vision and that the design brief had been extremely well worked out very early on.
Thus it was possible to move an access road to the bus station underneath the rail station
building instead of it crossing the forecourt as had been the original plan since the overall vision
of an exemplary transport interchange made a fully pedestrianised station forecourt the
preferred option22.
This again points back to the importance not only of having a well worked out brief and
contracts but also of finding partners, who are not merely interested in maximising their own
advantage but share in the overall vision and are prepared to make (some) compromises to
achieve it.
In this context it was pointed out that PFI can sometimes constrain the public partners through
the form and length of the contracts, which are largely dictated at the national level. Thus if the
public transport provider – the South Yorkshire Passenger Transport Executive (SYPTE) – for
example wanted to make changes to the layout or appearance of the bus station, they would
22

The reason this had not been planned in the first place was simply, that it had not occurred to anyone
since buses traditionally pass in front of the station buildings.
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have to pay more than the simple cost of implementing these since under the terms of the PFI
contract the private bus station operator would be entitled to add profit margins to executing
such changes.

5.4.6 Reception by users and other stakeholders
Take-up of new facilities by users of urban development projects and/or passengers of rail
services is an important measure of the impact and potential success of the case studies. From
the point of view of the public partners the public facilities should be well received (such as rail
transit service and associated infrastructure), however, since local tax revenue is also an
important motivating factor for fostering new developments, it is also beneficial for the authority,
if residents and businesses fill up new floor space as quickly as possible.
Austria
In Ottakring, the flats in the residential development as well as the commercial floor space
below have all been let and although the residential units were originally targeted at a relatively
transient market (since it was expected that the subway might cause some noise pollution)
tenants have tended to stay longer than expected. It was also said that the whole of the
Ottakring Neu project had “enormously increased the prestige and attractiveness of the district”
which had previously been relatively run down with a high proportion of migrants and low
income groups. Now more people were moving in than out, particularly young families.
France
The Massy project takes into account the increase in passenger traffic projected by the rail
companies.
§ Commercial activity
- Rivet Western multimodal platform
Research shows that a distance greater than 300 m is dissuasive for daily trips on foot. This is
the distance existing between the Western Square of the project and Sémard Place, where
some local traders are established today. The increase and the diversification of the commercial
facilities should increase the turn-over from the station users, the district inhabitants and the
people working in companies located around. The facilities will also serve the future inhabitants
and employees of the ZAC23 Vilmorin.
- East side of the multimodal platform
The commercial activity of Carnot Avenue concentrates each side of the avenue Ramolfo
Garnier. Trade already moved towards the North-East. This tendency towards displacement,
started right now, will continue in the future, the future building of the RER B station being
envisaged to the east of this zone of commercial concentration. In the future, Carnot Avenue will
preserve its role of principal route for the travellers coming from the car parks. The
concentration of the commercial activity to the east of the eastern service building and the
forecast of trade in this building should meet the needs for local shopping facilities of the
bordering population, the users of collective transport and employed sector of the Champs
Ronds and ZAC Carnot – TGV24 station.
§ Socio-economic impacts
•

23
24

The reorganisation of the platforms aims to achieve:
- an improvement of interchange between the various means of transport,

Zone of Commercial Activity
TGV = Train à Grande Vitesse = High Speed Train
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-

greater safety of travelers and personnel connected to the site with better automatic
surveillance on the platforms
rationalisation of spaces and their management, with the creation of service and waiting
areas

In Cergy-Le-Haut two large types of parking spaces are planned in the sector of the CentreStation incorporating public parking along the streets and avenues for 1300 cars and paid
parking in two car parks of regional interest (PIR) of approximately 1200 places. Two
developments of future offices or hotels are envisaged near the station. The creation of the new
station of Cergy-Le-Haut will allow a better accessibility to the centre of Cergy, to the Défense
and Paris by reducing travel time (the train between Cergy-Le-Haut and Cergy-St-Christophe
(2 min.) being faster than in car or bus).
Germany
Many of the refurbished units near the commuter rail stop in Bernau-Friedenstal have also been
let or sold but the take-up of the flats as well as the retail spaces around the new (and not yet
fully completed) central square of the development had been slower than expected – due partly
to the population growth of Berlin and the surrounding areas (after re-unification and Berlin
becoming the German capital again) having slowed earlier than forecast and due also to the
fact, that some elements of the development have not been fully completed after the original
developer went into receivership. For Hennigsdorf, the evidence is somewhat conflicting. While
Strathmann (1999) states that the take-up of the office spaces in the new station entrance
building was slower than expected (and that the project was only just breaking even for the
investor), the actors at the city council were of the opinion that all office space had been rented
and the project was running at a profit. Since there was a period of three years between the two
statements, both might of course be correct.
In Weiherfeld, the commuter rail station is currently in the middle of a green field as the
development has not been completed. This was the original intention. No figures were available
for passenger numbers at the new stop but the early completion of the new stop must be seen
as an advantage – even if this means that there are some problems with vandalism at the
moment, which are ascribed to the fact that it lies exposed and without passive supervision at
night. But if rail transit is to function well as an alternative to the car, it should be available at a
time when people move home, since at this point personal travel behaviour is generally
reassessed. Furthermore it has been estimated, that car traffic on the main road running
through the site into Langenhagen to the south will increase from 7,300 vehicles per day in
2000 to 15-20,000 a day by the time 3,000 residential units have been built. Since this road
actually traverses a fairly central part of the development, it will be even more important to
ensure, that traffic increase is kept as low as possible. The existence of the new stop should
help to achieve this. However, the development corporation found firstly that the market
demand was much slower than forecast and secondly that there was much less interest in lots
for terraced housing or blocks of flats. Thus, the development will not only be completed several
years later than expected (estimated now to be around 2015 rather than 2006) but the
population numbers will also be lower than originally calculated (4,000-5,000 rather than 7,0009,000).
Great Britain
On the Croydon Tramlink, take up was said to have been very good with 20 million trips made in
2001. 130,000 people live within walking distance of a Tramlink stop and the service has been
estimated to have reduced local car journeys by 10% as well as having reduced journey times
for up to 50,000 passenger per day. On routes, which Tramtrack Croydon Limited have taken
over from British Rail, they now carry more passengers and run a higher frequency service.
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The acceptance of the Docklands Light Railway was in fact so great, that the initial capacity of
1,600 passengers an hour rapidly became insufficient since the associated office developments
were also larger than had been planned. In 2000 a total of 31.3 million passenger journeys were
carried by DLR, which represented a growth of 13.4% compared to 1999 levels. During the
same time the amount of passenger kilometres increased by 19.3% from 144.3 million km to
172.1 million km. The project is now considered a great success by both the provider and the
operator, after the initial problems had been overcome (see Section 5.3.4). This can be
attributed to the fact that development interest for the Docklands was great and land-use
planning was oriented heavily towards the route of the light rail – as well as the rail routes (and
the various extensions) having been planned to provide maximum coverage for the area zoned
for development.
In Doncaster, it is not yet possible to tell, whether the improved facilities will for example
increase interchange between rail and bus or car and either of the two modes, since
construction has not yet begun.
The economic, land use and transport impacts of the Manchester Metrolink have been studied
in great detail – as far as Phase 1 (completed in 1992) is concerned. The impact of the Phase 2
extension to Eccles has only been assessed through a survey of businesses at Salford Quays
(Tym & Partners, 1999) conducted prior to the opening of the service (see Section 5.3.4). For
Phase 1 a study by Law et al. (1994) found that by 1994 peak patronage was below the levels
originally forecast due to prolonged shut down of the rail services previously operating the same
routes and direct competition from buses with much cheaper fares. Off-peak patronage on the
other hand exceeded expectations. Modal shift was estimated at 12.1 million trips per year of
which 3.3 million had shifted from the private car, 2.6 million from buses and 3.5 million from
other rail services25.
A later study on the other hand (Oscar Faber, 1996) considered the evidence on the reduction
of car trips through Phase 1 to be inconclusive: reduction of the share of car based travel had
occurred in two Metrolink corridors but also in at least one other major transport corridor while
overall traffic levels had risen. On the other hand the study did establish that the main complaint
of those, who did use Metrolink were related to overcrowding.
There are no figures describing a possible impact of the ‘s Hertogenbosch station
redevelopment on passenger numbers or modal split but the main aims of the project were
firstly to actually cater for passenger numbers, which were already rising anyway and secondly
to catalyse the development of the Paleis Kwartier, situated behind the station. The original
projections for this area were 10,000 employees, 15,000 students and 2,500 households. These
numbers will now be exceeded as the development plans were changed in view of the success
of early phases.
Spain
In Bilbao, the site of Abandoibarra is a very attractive location, since it features various cultural
facilities (museums, center of congress and university). Many visitors, tourists, students and the
population as a whole use public transport to reach this part of the city. The general idea was to
create an exemplary mixed use area modelled after the examples of other European cities. This
mix shall include office space (public and private), commercial areas, tourism-related
infrastructures (hotel and related activities), a convention center and leisure facilities.
Residential areas and basic infrastructures such as a connecting bridge to the other side of the
river and other transport facilities were also contemplated. Finally, the singular character of this
area will be strengthened by the location of two emblematic facilities one on each end of the
25

A later study calculated the overall net impact of Metrolink at 4.5 million journeys when those that would
have remained or shifted onto the old rail services operating prior to Metrolink were subtracted (Knowles,
1996)
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site: a concert hall and the Palace Congresses on one and the Museum of Science and
Technology on the other. The merging of Abandoibarra within the surrounding neighbourhood
would be achieved through a series of urbanistic operations linked to the redevelopment
scheme. The construction of the underground system which came into service in 1995 also
helped to integrate the Left and the Right Bank railroad lines with a new structure build within
the city itself. However, there are no figures, which precisely quantify the impact of these
various places on the use of private cars or public transport.
Barcelona has a growing population and the metropolitan center thus continually extends its
area of influence. This phenomenon implied an increase in the mobility needs of the population
and as in other European metropolitan areas the distances covered daily by each person
increased. The development and rehabilitation project of Ciutat Vella in Barcelona has brought
about significant changes from an urban development point of view. About 70% of the ground
marked for development have been released and approximately 90% of the planned
construction activity has been completed. 25,000 m2 were dedicated to new public spaces in
agreement with the approved plans for urban reform. The acceptance of the restricted access
system among the neighbourhoods was satisfactory as the system resulted in a significant
reduction of motorised traffic in the area during working days. Therefore, 66% of people
interviewed were for an extension of this experiment to other districts. Also, 400 dwellings were
renovated and 1300 were newly built with space remaining to construct another 750 units.
Parks are created and day centres for the elderly were created. The experiment showed that
good accessibility of goods and services supports non-motorised modes and public transport.
Increased support is given to measures such as for example routes for bicycles. The project
also generated a certain diversity and urban complexity (residence, economic activity, offers of
culture and services), while contributing to the reduction of mobility requirements.
Journeys by urban rail are also increasing. Indeed, the subway is very much used for travelling
in the city and bottlenecks are beginning to show in the system. Thus the Placa Catalunya is to
be equipped with a new interchange node from where people can take the suburban train to the
periphery of Barcelona.
USA
For a long time, the impact on passenger numbers of the development at Ballston seemed
unclear. Daily passenger boardings for the rail station averaged 9,482 in 1991, only modestly up
from 9,352 in 1980 (Parsons Brinckerhoff 1996). In the interim, however, a line extension
opened so that stations farther out on that line captured a substantial part of the park-and-ride
market. The project at Ballston may have at that time forestalled an even sharper drop in
boardings (also a considerable amount of proposed development in the Ballston area was put
on hold during the real estate downturn). During the course of the 90s and after completion of a
number of private office developments though, the Ballston boarding numbers did in fact more
than double and reached 21,892 in 2000 (Brosnan 2000).
For the projects at Bethesda and Friendship Heights, the only figures for daily passenger
boardings found covered the period between 1985 (5,811 and 5,674) daily passenger boardings
to 1995 (7,501 and 8,343). This was however sometime after the completion of the
developments and probably pointed to a general increase in travel activity rather than
necessarily the effect of the developments themselves (compared to a no action scenario).
For the Orenco Station there were no numbers on the initial take up of the rail service but since
most residents worked for the firms, which had located in the area as part of the development
they were not expected to commute by rail. The project was however deemed a great sales
success in real estate terms even prior to completion (despite prices, which were slightly higher
than average and lots, which were slightly smaller – average sales of 8 units per month) and the
town centre element showed that mixed developments (in use and social target groups) could
be not only socially but also economically viable.
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5.5 OVERALL PROJECT EVALUATION BY ACTORS
In most of the case studies, the overall evaluation from a public sector point of view was positive
and in some cases even enthusiastic (e. g. Ottakring, ‘s Hertogenbosch). Only in Doncaster and
Linz it was too early to tell, how well the co-operation with the private developer had worked,
since the whole project was still in the planning stage. In Doncaster it was said that the initial
negotiations with the rail infrastructure company – Railtrack, privatised in 1993 – had been
laborious and had in the end resulted in several changes having to be made to the original
plans in order to keep the project costs realistic. It was also said that with hindsight the public
participants would recommend to go down a normal PPP route rather than PFI as the former
would allow more flexibility to respond to local requirements.
One problem with this idea is of course that many of the national subsidies are reserved for PFI
and would not necessarily have been available to a standard PPP development. However, the
SYPTE had developed a bus station in Rotherham, where the local authority owned an old
office block, which needed redevelopment. The land was contributed to a deal under which the
private developer then built the bus station at a much reduced cost to the SYPTE. They took the
station over after completion and although they now have to carry any long term risks there was
a feeling that this agreement provided more flexibility than the PFI process.
In Ottakring, it was also found, that the wider synergies, which were expected to help upgrade
the district’s main shopping street had failed to appear as people preferred to travel into the
centre – which of course had been made easier through the new subway service. In Doncaster
on the other hand it was expected, that the private partner would also invest in improving the
existing shopping centre next to the bus and rail station (which was to be extended as part of
the project), as this provided the main pedestrian links to the new shops as well as interchange
and it was thus in the interest of the investor to increase its attractiveness.
Generally it should be noted that the evaluation of the case studies by the interviewees – both
from the public and the private sector was largely based on their experience of the process and
their own perception of the finished development (where these already existed). While this is of
course an important insight from which other PPP actors should be able to benefit, it would also
be interesting to evaluate the projects using some other parameters such as development of
passenger numbers, modal shift or some – potentially – qualitative measures of the benefit to
the general public. Some sources have been found, which provide such an assessment.
Law et al. (1994) found no impact of the Metrolink Phase 1 on retailing leisure activities, housing
or office markets. It acknowledged a potential adverse effect of the heavy recession of the early
1990s but also identified a lack of pro-active land use planning to influence developments
towards the Metrolink corridors and of integration of public transport modes since the
deregulation of the bus services. The study in fact pointed to evidence from the US, which
demonstrated, that such initiatives might not show immediately quantifiable results but would
bring long term benefits, sometimes as much as 20 years later.
The Oscar Faber study (1996) found that commuters, who had to pay for workplace parking
were significantly more likely to switch to Metrolink than those who could park for free. This is an
interesting finding in the context of Phase 2 through Salford Quays since the large numbers of
car parks there offered to employees and other users are all free of charge. It is also interesting
to note, that the EU TRANSLAND26 project (final report: Paulley & Pedler, 2000) considered the
Metrolink Phase 2 extension a successful example of integrated transport and land use
planning. Considering the findings that Metrolink only arrived some time after many
developments had already been completed; that the travel concepts of these and later
developments do not necessarily seem to be based on the accessibility through Metrolink and
that the route of the tracks was actually determined by the buildings rather than greatest
26

full name: Integration of Transport and Land Use Planning
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convenience to the users, this finding might have to be disputed. On the other hand, the local
authorities served by Metrolink also found, that developers are more interested in locating near
the service, as they see the increased accessibility as an added bonus – but from the point of
view of offering choice rather than actively wanting to discourage car use since all new
developments also provide car parking and the maximum (instead of minimum) car parking
requirements for new developments, which UK government guidance recommends, was not in
fact being implemented for new projects at Salford Quays.
The Docklands Light Railway (DLR), was judged to have been very successful as a catalyst for
redeveloping the Docklands. It was also found almost from the outset that passenger numbers
exceeded forecasts to such an extend that increased service frequencies became necessary
almost immediately. However, the DLR was also criticised from the outset by the residents living
around the area, who were at the time the concept for the DLR was developed also suffering
from very bad public transport connections. Since the DLR was intended to stimulate private
investment in what had been designated as an Enterprise Zone, the light rail ran through the
middle of this zone but did not serve the existing residential areas, which were situated around
the outside. Local residents’ associations severely criticised this approach at the time together
with the fact that in the early phases of operation the DLR often had to cease service due to the
initial operational and maintenance problems mentioned above. This meant that off-peak users
– who were generally local residents – were left stranded since no other new public transport
provisions were financed at the time (Brownill, 1990).
The Ballston Metro Centre has been described as an “outstanding example of how a community
can use transit for economic development purposes” (McNeal & Doggett, 1999). The entire
Ballston-Rosslyn Corridor, which comprises five Metrorail stations in total, and which was
targeted by the regional administration for intensive, transit oriented growth with planning
incentives such as density/height bonuses is seen as
probably the most successful public-private development corridor in the United
States. Since the stations opened in late 1978 [!] it has achieved 12 million
square feet (1.115 million m2) of new office development in addition to significant
multi-family residential, university and hotel facilities (ibid.)
The Ballston project alone was quoted as having produced €684,000 annual rent revenues to
the local authority and the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Association’s (WMATA) entire
TJD programme (first project completed in 1973, three years before the opening of the Metrorail
system) in the Washington DC area has been calculated to have yielded € 68.4 million in real
estate income for the WMATA, over € 22.8 million in annual taxes to local jurisdictions and
25,000 primary jobs.
In a presentation at a conference about “smart growth” in October 2000 in San Diego, the head
of one of the county planning departments, described what has been achieved since the
Ballston-Rosslyn-corridor was opened: From 1991 to 2000 ridership doubled or tripled at every
station of the corridor, since 1969 office space within a quarter mile radius around the stations
quadrupled from 4.4 Mio sq ft to almost 18.5 Mio sq ft, during the same period the number of
residential units more than quintupled from 2,565 units to 14,346 units and between 1980 and
2000 the employment numbers almost doubled from 73,790 to 128,553 (almost 200,000
expected in 2020) and the employment share in proximity of the Metro stations grew from 51%
of the total county employment to 67% of the employment.
While these can certainly be described as a public benefit, the parameters chosen for
evaluation seem to demonstrate an attitude, which sees transit as an income generator for both
the public and the private sector through TOD or TJD projects – rather than seeing TOD and
TJD as a means of increasing transit ridership, controlling congestion or air pollution and
reducing the use of the private car. Increases in ridership are certainly linked to increased
densities of jobs and housing in proximity to the stations but they might simply indicate an
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overall increase in travel activity. Without any figures on the development of car based travel in
the same time period, effects on modal share cannot be assessed. The lack of focus on actually
integrating transit with non-motorised modes to completely replace some car journeys is also
demonstrated by the fact that pedestrian links and accessibility in all the WMATA TJD projects
are considered to be – at least in part – problematic.

5.6 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE US AND EUROPE
Some interesting differences were also found between case studies in Europe and the USA. In
the USA case studies (with the exception of Orenco) noticeably more problems were reported
with the functionality of interchange between rail and bus services as well as pedestrian
connections – both within the development and with surrounding areas. In Europe on the other
hand, interviewees generally stressed very conscious efforts to maximise pedestrian
accessibility and to make interchange as smooth and direct as possible. One of the reasons for
these differences might be that the three case studies from Washington DC are actually several
years older than those in Europe and that the idea of integrated transport planning had not
taken such a strong hold in the mind of public decision makers27. But even in 1996 Bernick &
Cervero stated that “demonstrating that transit-supportive designs and patterns of development
do encourage people to ride trains and buses, and to walk and bike more often, is important
from a public sector point of view” (ibid. p.73). This indicates that it was even then not an
acknowledged fact. Also, many transit agencies in the US still operate a replacement parking
policy, which stipulates that any development which consumes existing parking must provide at
least enough funding for building an equivalent amount of replacement parking (Cervero, 1998)
This policy arises from the concern, that suburban commuters would not be able to use rail
transit to reach metropolitan areas if they could not use park & ride facilities. On the other hand,
such facilities do of course counteract the effects of trying to concentrate development around
transit stations by encouraging suburban sprawl. In Europe, the closest comparable example is
the Salford Quay development, which operates a similar combination of offering rail based
transit at the same time as free and extensive car parking.
Another difference between Europe and the US was that in the case of the WMATA projects,
the public body (in this case the WMATA itself) always gained direct financial benefit from the
PPP through fees paid by the developers for the land and for access to the transit service as
well as in some cases a share in profits above a set amount per annum – even if the
commercial units were not actually part of a station and thus managed by transit operator. A
similar model was only found in the case of the Metrolink project in Manchester, where the
private consortium operating the service would feed back some revenue income into the public
purse – but only if a certain profit threshold would be breached, which had not been the case at
the time of this study. The most notable difference on both sides of the Atlantic would seem to
be, that in the US the local and regional public transport operators have more of a monopoly
position in terms of owning parcels of real estate in direct association with rail transit facilities. In
some cases, such land ownership was complemented by strong zoning policies (e.g. the urban
development boundary in Portland, OR), though these are still very much the exception and
generally, urban sprawl in the US cotinues more or less unchecked. Where they do exist,
though, the combination makes the land sufficiently attractive to developers (in size as well as
location) to make direct financial contributions from the private to the public partners a feasible
request28.
27

a gradual change in this attitude – at least at state level – was noted by Hersh (2001) “States have
taken an increasingly proactive role in exploring, enabling and promoting smart growth initiatives such as
Transit Oriented Development (TOD) as concerns about land use, air quality and traffic congestion have
grown.” in her study on The Role of State Government in Transit Oriented Development
28
It should be borne in mind, when making comparisons between Europe and the US, that rail transit
ridership in general is very much lower in the US, that 50% of US public transport journeys are made in
New York and 80% in five of the major cities.
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In Europe on the other hand, rail transit operators, which own large amounts of land are
generally the national rail companies (such as the Deutsche Bahn AG in Germany, Nederlandse
Spoorwegen in the Netherlands or the Österreichische Bundesbahn in Austria). Their land is
generally becoming available due to sinking demand for rail infrastructure (rather than existing
in the form of extensive park-and-ride lots with many hundreds or even thousands of spaces as
is the case in the USA) and there seems to be less interest in using it for TOD or TJD. DBImm
for example, the daughter company of Deutsche Bahn AG responsible for real estate
management, does not mention these concepts once in its corporate presentation on the
internet (http://www.dbimm.de/) but instead concentrates on its competence in property
management and sets maximising economic potential as its main goal. The structural railway
reform (see Chapter 2) appears to have broken the link, which might have ensured that real
estate management is seen as one way of maximising ridership, and thus clearly had a
significant effect on the outlook of those, who are responsible for managing real estate portfolios
currently in rail company ownership. Reconnecting the issues of land-use on former rail land
and use of rail transit facilities could help to unlock significant potential benefits for local
communities and users – while not necessarily having to result in economic disadvantages for
the land owners.
Where the effects of rail based PPPs on car based travel or even passenger numbers have
been assessed in Europe, this was usually done by local bodies (administrations and/ or public
transport operators), which have a direct interest in the development of local travel trends, which
fall within their own responsibility.

5.7 CONCLUSIONS
The evaluation of the individual case studies is summarised in Table 5.1. None of the projects
was overall considered to have had a negative impact but the analysis of the case studies has
yielded some important points, which public bodies should consider when entering into a PPP
(see Box 5.1).
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project process:
• detailed (design) briefs should ideally be part of the tendering and contract procedures to
leave as little room as possible for diverging interpretation later on
• financing mechanisms should be considered carefully as long term agreements can tie the
public sector to a particular partner for several decades
• individuals involved in the project should be sensitive of the working procedures of each
others (sometimes very different) organisations
• an agreed overall vision can provide a background against which to agree any necessary
compromises or changes
• setting firm deadlines (and sticking to them) for key elements of the project helps to provide
secure baselines, which can catalyse the speedier completion of other parts of the project
project form:
• land use mixture should be well thought out and not merely oriented towards maximum
benefit for private investors
• technical innovation should only be used when necessary to solve a new problem as
developmental difficulties can lead to delays
• it is important to integrate different uses of the project well and also to think beyond the
immediate spatial and temporal boundaries – good integration into the surrounding area and
accessibility must be ensured
project effects:
• public benefits can include the provision of rail transit services, associated facilities and urban
development projects, which could not have been financed by the public purse alone
• benefits can also be achieving modal shift from the private car to rail transit, (though very few
of the case studies have tried to document this), increased income from taxes or rent
revenue and wider synergies for associated urban areas
Box 5.1 Key findings from a public sector point of view
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key: ++ very good; + good; 0 neutral / none; - negative; -- v. negative; n.k. not known; t.e. too early to tell; n.a. not applicable
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6 PPPS FROM THE PRIVATE SECTOR PERSPECTIVE
6.1 INTRODUCTION
The previous chapter has looked at the PPP processes documented in the case studies from
the public sector perspective. However, private agencies generally have different goals,
different procedures and different organisational structures from public ones. The most basic
difference is the need of the private sector to achieve a relatively short term financial break-even
point and the desire to operate at a profit. The consequences of failure in the private sector are
more visible and the time spans available to deal with it are shorter (Farrell, 1999).
In order to attract private partners, the public sector thus has to provide a framework, which
enables private agencies to participate in a project on a commercial basis (Hörhager, 1998).
This framework is generally influenced by a combination of policies and legislation (see also
Chapter 4) while the potential direct contributions of the public sector are listed by Lefaver
(1997) as land, capital, help in financing or a combination of these. However, there are also
more indirect contributions the public sector can make to the PPP process such as providing
favourable planning conditions or co-ordinating the work of the different partners.
The following sections will investigate the experience of the private sector in the examples
studied. As in the previous chapter, the issues discussed will not necessarily be relevant only to
developments carried out as PPPs but were found to have played a part in the examples
studied.
The question of which of the partners in these projects should be described as private and
which as public has already been discussed in the Chapter 1, Section 1.5.3. As was stated
there the distinction between public and private is sometimes difficult in the case of public
transport operators (particularly the national rail companies in Europe) and local development
corporations. This is especially so, as the structural railway reforms in Europe generally took
place during the life of the case studies described here and the companies changed from being
public to becoming partly or fully privatised – if in some cases still completely state owned. The
use of the terms public and private will refer to the bodies’ status at the inception of the projects.
As in the previous chapter readers should note that those wishing more detailed information on
the individual case studies should consult the table in Appendix E and the case study portraits
in Volume 2.

6.2 CASE STUDY EVALUATION
6.2.1 Working with partners and the PPP contract
It is definitely beneficial for the private sector to work with public partners, which are following a
clear vision and are committed to achieving it. Such impetus will be necessary as and when
problems are encountered to carry the momentum of the project along and it also helps to clarify
common goals right from the start. Several interviewees stressed that while compromises were
a necessary part of working together successfully, these were easier to arrive at when there
was a common goal against which to measure them.
For a similar reason it is not just in the interest of the public sector to provide detailed project
and design briefs and include these in the PPP contract(s). The better the brief, the easier it will
be for the private sector to draw up a realistic budget and to avoid getting to a point later on at
which diverging interpretations of certain elements of the project severely affect the financing.
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In some cases it might be that an approach, which let the private consortium finance its
investment in rail service provision out of fare box revenues is not the most ideal solution if the
public transport providers, which set the fare levels for the private operator is also responsible
for setting the fares of services, which are in potential competition to the new service. The
suggestion is that it might be better from a private sector point of view, if the public bodies took
the revenue and used it to pay the private operators of the system – or even buy the system
outright, once it had been built and financing their own investment out of the revenue income.
However, such problems were not dicussed by all private rail service operators.
When working in partnership with other organisations, particularly ones which operate so
differently, it is important to ensure, that one body takes on the responsibility for co-ordinating
the project. This is generally a public one but they should be committed and have the ability to
understand the way their private partners work.

6.2.2 Contributions of the Public Sector
Land
The original owners of land for the different projects, the purchasers and the way it was brought
into the PPP have already been illustrated in Chapter 4.3, Table 4.2. The table showed, that
land was bought from private owners, who were not partners to the project in only 6 of the 19
case studies and in 2 out of these six cases the area was quite small relative to the size of the
project. In eight cases, the land was originally fully publicly owned and only in two cases was it
originally fully private. In five cases, public bodies owned at least part of the land prior to the
beginning of the project. In the two cases, where the land had originally been completely in
private hands it was the public bodies, which went through the process of purchasing the
individual parcels to allow the project to go ahead.
There were different models for making this land available, once it had been assembled:
• sold to developer (either at cost price or with a profit)
• lease given to developer for duration of PPP/PFI agreement
• land use rights transferred to developer for the duration of PPP/PFI agreement free
of charge
• combining public and private land parcels in a public/private development company
Sale usually occurred if the land was used for transit oriented development, since such
developments, once completed, were generally either sold or rented to other users. A lease was
given for some transit joint development, since at least parts of such developments (such as
station buildings, access, etc.) had to be secured for public use in the long term. In a similar
way, land was included in PPP agreements for the duration of the contract (e.g. the concession
to operate a public transport service) if it was used for the rail transit infrastructure itself.
The benefits of public sector real estate procurement to the private sector are clear. Companies
can avoid having to go through the – potentially lengthy – processes of securing land parcels
from a variety of different owners and also public bodies in some cases have the possibility to
forcibly buy small but important tracts of land if a greater common good can be demonstrated
(for example through compulsory purchase order in Great Britain). Where land was given for
free, it was generally the type of real estate that private developers would not normally have
access to since it was zoned for transit purposes.
Leases or sales were generally made below the free market value of the land since the public
bodies were interested in securing developments which would fulfil some of their own urban and
transport planning goals and would thus place certain restrictions on the use of the land.
Furthermore, if land was purchased or leased as part of a PPP agreement, the developer could
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be certain of the intended use of the area and also of the overall support of this use from the
public side. This is in contrast to a free market situation where land is bought on a speculative
basis and plans for future development depend on being granted planning permission or on
other future developments, which are themselves not assured. In Weiherfeld (Hanover) it was
found, however, that once the development plans for the area around the new station had
become known, the asking price for the greenfield land rose to up to ten times the expected
price. The project had originally been budgeting for land costs related to the current rather than
future use so this cost element was much higher than planned.
In one case – ‘s Hertogenbosch’s Paleis Kwartier – land was privately purchased prior to the
beginning of the PPP but this was also a response to public plans for the development of the
area becoming known. Since the land was a brownfield site next to the station it would also
have represented some development potential even if the PPP had not been initiated and even
if the local authority’s plans had caused some increase in land prices the difference is unlikely to
have been as great as in the case of Weiherfeld.

Capital
The public side provided capital in seven of the case studies investigated and it is particularly
noticeable that this was not the case in any of the US examples (though there are US PPPs
where this does occur). One of the reasons for this comparatively low occurrence of public
capital contribution (and the often low share in overall project cost) will be that one of the
motivations for the public sector to enter into a PPP is precisely to reduce its capital spending.
There are some cases, where public capital was available but was insufficient to realise the
entire project (e.g. the Metrolink extension through Salford Quays). This capital was used as
part of the PPP agreements. But it should be remembered that the most important contributions
of the public sector would generally be those, which the private sector could simply not provide
– such as certain areas of land (particularly near existing rail infrastructure) or favourable
policies, regulation and planning conditions. Similarly, the public sector is generally responsible
for ensuring the provision of rail transit facilities (if not necessarily for actually providing it). It is
thus up to public bodies to give out concessions for such services and as the examples in this
study have shown, private companies generally make a profit out of such projects (e.g.
Metrolink, Manchester; Docklands Light Railway)

Help with financing
The most structured approach to providing finance for PPPs is the PFI procedure adopted by
the national government in the United Kingdom. Under PFI agreements, the national
government pays a local authority participating in a PFI an up-front sum, which the authority
then has to use to cover the cost of the unitary charge paid to the private partner for the
duration of the contract (generally between 20 and 30 years). In the case of the Docklands Light
Rail (DLR) , which was conceived before the PFI concept, this charge was agreed in the form of
a daily fee that first the development corporation and then the DLR company paid the operators
of the service.
In order to secure public interests, payments are generally performance related, though, and
private partners thus should be fairly certain, that they can meet their targets. In the case of
actual public transport services the case studies showed that firstly it pays to use technology,
which is tried and tested and with which at least one of the partners already has some
experience. If innovative (and thus unfamiliar) solutions are called for, both the public and the
private partners should allow sufficient time to test new systems and to deal with operational
problems as unforeseen delays reduce the level of service to the public – and the amount of
money paid to the private side.
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A more indirect way of helping the financing of a project is the provision of tax incentives for
private companies. This can stimulate up-front investment, which is of wider public benefit than
the tax revenue, which might be lost as a result. It might even mean that tax payers (both
businesses and residents) can be attracted into an area, that would otherwise have located
elsewhere. However, in the case of rail oriented development, developers will have to bear in
mind, that their project still has to fulfil policy goals, which are wider than merely increasing tax
revenue.

Planning conditions
Planning authorities, which have an interest in securing development in a certain location and
are interested in speedy completion are sometimes prepared to relax planning conditions or
prioritise certain processes if they see a greater public benefit. There were four examples of this
among the case studies investigated. Two related to granting permission for higher buildings
than originally intended to increase floor space and thus revenue income (Ballston and
Bethesda). In two cases, the local authority ensured a much quicker provision of planning
permission than would normally be the case (Bernau-Friedenstal and ‘s Hertogenbosch).

Project and design brief
As mentioned in Chapter 5, Section 5.3.2, it is very useful to have detailed project and design
briefs or guidelines along which the PPP can be structured. These can be worked out in cooperation with the public partners or they can be provided by the public partner prior to selecting
the private organisations, which are to be involved. It is also possible for the public sector to
organise an urban design competition as the basis for working out such briefs. This type of
contribution occurred in eight of the case studies. Since the process of drawing up such briefs
actually represents a significant investment of time and money, it should also be seen as an
important contribution, which the public sector can make.
The public sector contributions to the PPPs studied are summarised in Table 6.1 at the end of
this chapter.

6.2.3 Project process and form
Timing
The timing of different elements of a PPP is very important, particularly since the private and the
public sector normally operate to very different time scales. Thus it might be possible for the
public sector to provide a firm deadline for the completion of its own parts of the project (such as
the provision of a new rail service) in order to help pull along other parts of the project. If the
provision of certain facilities is conditional for the completion of other elements of the project, it
is also more likely that the deadlines will actually be achieved. Naturally, this mechanism can
pull both ways.
Thus in Ottakring it was the public transport operator, who provided the deadline through the
planned (and actual) opening date of its subway extension. The local authority stipulated that
the surrounding developments should also be finished by this date to avoid loosing impetus for
what was overall a very large urban development project (though not all of it was done as a
PPP). In ‘s Hertogenbosch, the arrival of an anchor tenant for the new urban quarter on the rear
side of the station was conditional on the local authority providing the new pedestrian link
across the railway by a certain date. The deadlines were achieved in both cases.
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In this context it should also be noted, however, that delays are always possible (whether or not
the development project is a PPP) and private developers should not expect public bodies to be
able to provide additional funding to bridge delayed revenue income fro example. Thus
securities for at least a year’s delay should always be built into the budget.

Take-up, attractiveness and wider synergies
The take-up levels of the different case studies have already been discussed in the previous
chapter. At this point it should be stressed, that rail based transit can be more attractive to the
public than bus services, for example, as it tends to be faster and more reliable (comp. Apel et
al., 1997; p.292). Thus in all cases, where new rail services or extensions to such services have
been constructed as part of a PPP (or as a PPP themselves) the acceptance by the public has
been very good and have sometimes even exceeded the forecasts. However, two notes of
caution are appropriate in this context: firstly, this is not necessarily true of regional and intercity
rail services29 (Farrell, 1999) and secondly it is noticeable, that rail use is generally very much
lower in the USA as settlements there are less dense and transit take up is generally not as
rapid as in Europe. Personal transportation culture probably also plays a part in this
phenomenon, though it is harder to quantify.
But both in the USA and in Europe, developments in proximity to rail transit tend to be more
attractive than similar developments without such connections. This is so even though many
people still choose to access such developments by car. But the rail access provides an
element of choice and – particularly in Europe – the fact that on average 20-30% of the
population of European countries do not have access to a private car (DG Tren, 2002) means
that rail access adds significant user potential.
Thus the synergies created through rail transit and rail based development can add significant
value to a development. For this reason it was also found for example that some developers or
private companies were prepared to contribute capital or land to projects such as the Docklands
Light Rail or the Manchester Metrolink as they considered the provision of these services as
close as possible to their own locations desirable.
It must also be remembered, though, that urban development projects cannot only be affected
by delays but also by market developments, which might negatively influence demand. Again
this is the case in most larger developments, which can take ten years or longer from the
inception of the project to the completion. It must therefore be noted at this point, that there
should not be an expectation PPPs could somehow guard against such effects or that the public
sector would always be able to provide financial securities against such eventualities. What
PPPs in rail based development can do is provide conditions, which help the private sector to
combine the benefit of its own efficiencies and the public contribution discussed above.

29

which were not investigated in this project
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6.3 CONCLUSIONS
The most important aspects of the PPP process from a private sector point of view are
summarised in the box below. It will be noted that they are in some instances the same as those
for the public sector. The reason is that there are certain aspects of a PPP, which only one of
the partners can influence but there are also several, which lie in the hands of both sides.
project process:
• detailed (design) briefs should ideally be part of the tendering and contract procedures to
leave as little room as possible for diverging interpretation later on
• individuals involved in the project should be sensitive of the working procedures of each
others (sometimes very different) organisations
• an agreed overall vision can provide a background against which to agree any necessary
compromises or changes
• setting firm deadlines (and sticking to them) for key elements of the project helps to provide
secure baselines, which can catalyse the speedier completion of other parts of the project
• as in any other type of development, planning for PPPs should always also provide for
potential delays, though
project form:
• the most important contributions from the public sector are generally not of a direct financial
nature – private companies generally benefit most from those aspects, which only the public
sector can bring to a PPP
• technical innovation should only be used when necessary to solve a new problem as teething
difficulties can lead to delays (if they are used, time delays should be provided for from the
beginning)
project effects:
• proximity of rail transit almost always makes urban development projects more attractive to
potential users and thus provides added value
• rail transit projects themselves generally benefit from great attractiveness to users and
passenger numbers often exceed forecasts
• wider synergies of rail transit facilities and rail oriented urban development can often develop
over more than a decade thus long term views are important
Box 6.1 Key findings from a private sector point of view
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7 CONCLUSIONS
7.1 INTRODUCTION
The main objectives of this project were to provide
•

documentation of PPP case studies at urban and suburban rail lines, including:
- integrated development of urban rail transit infrastructure and land use,
- transit oriented development (urban development at transit stations on the property of
the transit agency or on adjacent properties)

•

a comparative analysis of organisational, economic and legal factors influencing the creation
and success of PPPs
- organisational and procedural conditions influencing the success or failure of PPPs,
- public regulatory conditions to encourage or discourage PPPs
- calculation and evaluation of capital investment risks,
- comparison between examples from the USA and Europe

The data collection has also provided some insight into the potential advantages and
disadvantages of PPPs around urban rail transit. The following sections will provide an overview
of the most important findings and offer some deliberations of their transferability between
countries as well as continents.

7.2 THE CASE STUDIES
The case studies chosen for this project are documented in detail in the second volume of this
report. Chapters 3 and 4 provide summary information about aspects such as the facilities,
which were included in the examples, the PPP partners and their role in the process and the
overall local conditions, under which the projects have come into being. Chapters 5 and 6
evaluate the findings from a public and private sector point of view respectively.
The case studies themselves cover a wide range of possible partnerships and projects. They
include simple partnerships between a local administration and a private transit operator or
developer as well as far more complex arrangements, which involve several public and private
actors (see Chapter 3, Table 3.4). The projects themselves include small, local scale facilities,
large regional train stations, large scale transit-oriented urban development and also rail transit
services and networks.
The project had in fact not aimed to document only one previously specified type of PPP in rail
based urban development but was instead intended to provide an overview of different
examples. It was considered that investigating a wide variety of different projects would be more
beneficial than trying to find projects, which were as similar as possible to each other. Otherwise
– if greatest possible similarity had been aimed for – the findings would have related quite
specifically to a certain type of project (such as for example local-scale rail transit stops), which
would have limited the relevance of this study to other PPPs in rail based urban developments.
Also, the findings demonstrated that PPPs around urban rail transit were not considered a
routine undertaking, which is a further reason for there not being an internationally standardised
approach to PPPs for transit oriented or transit joined urban development.
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And even in those examples, in which processes were determined by overarching policies or
regulations (PFI projects in the UK, station area development around WMATA metrorail
stations), there were sufficient differences to demonstrate the individuality of different sites and
situations. The decision to attempt the widest possible coverage is thus considered to have
been justified.

7.3 WHAT INFLUENCES THE FORMATION AND SUCCESS OF PPPS?
7.3.1 How were PPPs evaluated?
Before considering the success or otherwise of the PPPs studied, it should be stressed again,
that the actual quantitative evaluation of the examples documented has varied widely in scope
and approach – as has been shown in Chapter 5, Section 5.3.6.
In fact, it was found that the greatest interest in measuring the impact of the PPPs lay with the
private sector, which would focus on the take-up of floor space, commercial turn-over or farebox revenue (in the case of private transit operators), depending on its role in the agreement.
There were far fewer efforts by the public sector (including public rail transit providers) to either
monitor ridership before and after the completion of project for example, and much less data still
was available on the potential effects on modal choice, which the projects might have had. In
fact another EU project, OPTIMUM30, which looked at developer contributions towards
sustainable transport measures (e.g. financing new / improved bus services park and ride
facilities or travel plan co-ordinators), also found that projects were generally based on
economic principles, i.e. the maximum direct or indirect financial benefit for all partners involved
(though even that was not always considered certain for the public bodies, e.g. in the case of
PFI). The project found that public benefit was generally defined by the public agencies (with
very little community involvement or community planning) though the benefit was not always
measured in quantifiable units.
In addition, Libbe et al. (2001) considered that though the general expectation was that any
public profits made through PPPs would be re-invested in the community, in reality many public
bodies (such as e.g. public transport operators) were found to primarily re-invest in themselves
to prepare for (or deal with) financially meagre times. In this respect the authors identified a
growing similarity between public and private enterprises, which came in addition to the
increasing number of hybrids already identified in Chapter 1, Section 1.5.3.
Since one of the fundamental principles underlying TJD and TOD is the intention to reduce the
need for the use of the private car (either to reduce congestion, to improve air quality or to fulfil
wider goals of economical, environmental and social sustainability), it is relatively surprising that
this aspect received so little attention overall. Rarely was increasing transit passenger numbers
a prime motivation of any of the actors involved in the PPPs studied (unless they had an
economic interest in the fare-box revenues) and achieving modal shift away from the private car
was only mentioned once as a motivation for the project. As a result, the development of
passenger numbers in the wake of a TOD or TJD project was rarely monitored very accurately.
In fact, the rail transit facilities on several occasions seemed to be seen merely as another way
of enhancing the attractiveness of a new development and thus increasing its economic
potential. While such an approach may still lead to the provision of improved rail transit facilities
and increased passenger numbers, it is unlikely that these effects will be maximised if the
developments priorities focus clearly on economic success rather than the synergies between
development, economic and transit aspects.

30

OPTIMUM: integrating mobility management in spatial planning; project number 45951, EU Interreg IIc
programme
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Similar comments can be made about the social aspects of TOD and TJD, which are widely
advocated as a means of creating more human scale or ‘liveable’ neighbourhoods (e.g. Bernick
& Cervero, 1996; Smart Growth Network, 2002). They were mentioned in only very few case
studies and the majority of projects did not involve any processes aimed to support community
planning practices.
A general recommendation, which might be taken up at EU level (and which can be extended to
other aspects of transport and land-use planning) is thus greater effort in the research and
development of easily measurable and widely applicable indicators of the impacts of TJD and
TOD on for example urban sprawl, congestion, air pollution and social development aspects.
The monitoring of such indicators (potentially associated with specific national funding, as local
authorities often – and in terms of priorities for action often justifiably – see monitoring as an
optional financial luxury) could then become a national requirement or could at least be
disseminated to local actors to enable them to choose using them31. Such an approach would
also help to assess for example the impacts of the EU Transport White Paper, which without the
necessary feedback on its effects it will be impossible to adapt, should current policies not
achieve the desired results.
The evaluation presented in the following section must by necessity be based on that data,
which was available coupled with the qualitative project assessments provided by the
interviewees.

7.3.2 General considerations from the public and private point of view
The key factors, which public and private partners should consider when deliberating and
executing a PPP were summarised in Box 5.1 (Chapter 5) and Box 6.1 (Chapter 6). The
combined findings are shown below in Box 7.1.
project process:
both
• detailed (design) briefs should ideally be part of the tendering and contract procedures to
leave as little room as possible for diverging interpretation later on
• individuals involved in the project should be sensitive of the working procedures of each
others (sometimes very different) organisations
• an agreed overall vision can provide a background against which to agree any necessary
compromises or changes
public
• financing mechanisms should be considered carefully as long term agreements can often tie
the public sector to a particular partner for several decades
• setting firm deadlines (and sticking to them) for key elements of the project helps to provide
secure baselines, which can catalyse the speedier completion of other parts of the project
private
• as in any other type of development, planning and financing for PPPs should always provide
for potential delays
project form:
both
• technical innovation should only be used when necessary to solve a new problem as
developmental difficulties can lead to delays (if they are used, time delays should be provided
for from the beginning)
public
• land use mixture should be well thought out and not merely oriented towards maximum
benefit for private investors
31

the lack of monitoring activities at the local level related to transport issues is often caused by
uncertainty on how best to use scarce resources rather than an unwillingness to obtain the information
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•

it is important to integrate different uses of the project well and also to think beyond the
immediate spatial and temporal boundaries – good integration into the surrounding area and
accessibility must be ensured
private
• the most important contributions from the public sector are generally not of a direct financial
nature – private companies generally benefit most from those aspects, which only the public
sector can bring to a PPP
project effects:
private
• public benefits can include the provision of rail transit services, associated facilities and urban
development projects, which could not have been financed by the public purse alone
• benefits can also be achieving modal shift from the private car to rail transit, (though very few
of the case studies have tried to document this), increased income from taxes or rent
revenue and wider synergies for associated urban areas
public
• proximity of rail transit almost always makes urban development projects more attractive to
potential users and thus provides added value
• rail transit projects themselves generally benefit from great attractiveness to users and
passenger numbers often exceed forecasts
• wider synergies of rail transit facilities and rail oriented urban development can often develop
over more than a decade thus long term views are important
Box 7.1 Summary of key findings from the public and private sector perspective

7.3.3 The effect of specific financial, land-use, planning, transport and PPP
related legislation and policies
It was found that it was generally (if not exclusively) the key public partner, which had initiated
the PPPs, due partly to the fact that the public sector occupies a central position in transit and
urban development issues (Planungsbüro VIA EG, 1999). Thus public bodies wishing to attract
developer interest to sites close to rail transit should have clear development and transport
policies, which mark out certain sites as favourable for certain types of development, preferably
while at the same time excluding other sites away from transit.
A further step in summarising the findings will thus be an overview of the different public policies
and strategies, which were illustrated by the case studies. The following three tables (Table 7.17.3) will list such financial, land-use and PPP related policies respectively and indicate their
effect on the projects studied (for ease of reference, they will be numbered consecutively
through the tables). It should be noted that these policies are evaluated in so far as they have a
direct influence on PPPs but also with regard to TOD and TJD, as a favourable environment for
such projects can – as noted above – be helpful in attracting developers.
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COUNTRY AND
ADMINISTRATIVE
LEVEL

POLICY/
STRATEGY

1. Austria – federal
rail company

Railway Station Action
Plan (Bahnhofsoffensive)

CONTENT
EFFECT ON PPP(S)

STUDIED

envisages a total investment of € 232.5 million to redevelop
20 Austrian rail stations and their surroundings, which
provide 45% of passengers and 70% of ticket revenue;
helped to attract private investors and developers for
TOD/TJD activities but might have drawn investment away
from the other 98% of smaller Austrian stops and stations

2. Germany –
federal

Municipal Transport
Financing Act, 1988
(Gemeindeverkehrsfinanzierungsgesetz)

provides up to 90% of capital investment cost for e.g.
construction or extension of urban rail services if these
“serve to improve the transport conditions in the community”
if they are in agreement with local land-use plans;
very little direct effect on TOD or TJD activities as benefits
necessary for funding are very loosely defined and land-use
plans need not necessarily favour such projects; some
services, along which TOD or TJD have been constructed
would not have been built without the federal financial
support, though

3. Great Britain –
national

Section 56 of Transport
Act, 1968

enables Secretary of State for Transport to give capital
grants to large new public transport infrastructure projects
where there are considered to be exceptional reasons for
spreading the cost beyond users and local tax payers;
no direct effects of TJD/TOD activities but helped to finance
some new urban light rail systems

4. USA - federal

5. USA - federal

Transportation
Infrastructure Finance
and Innovation Act, 1998
(TIFIA – see chapter 1)

considered a useful tool for leveraging funding (but not
necessarily as part of PPP) for major projects;

FTA Policy on Transit
Joint Development, 1997
(see Chapter 1)

provides financial support for clearly defined TJD or TOD
projects;

no direct effect on US case studies as all projects were
conceived before passing of Act

no direct effect on US case studies as all projects were
conceived before passing of policy

Table 7.1 Financing acts and policies found to have played a part in the PPP examples studied

COUNTRY/
ADMINISTRATIVE
LEVEL

POLICY/
STRATEGY

CONTENT
EFFECT ON PPP(S)

STUDIED

6. Germany –
federal

§ 34 BauGB (building
and development law)

gives planning authorities flexibility to speed up planning
procedures under certain conditions; shorter time spans
attractive for privately financed developments;
positive effect on TOD and TJD

7. Great Britain –
Doncaster (public
transport provider)

South Yorkshire
Passenger Transport
Authority Corporate
Policy

one of the policy aims is to improve public transport access to
town centres; resulted in improvement of several bus and rail
interchanges, generally as PPP to obtain sufficient financing;
positive effect on TJD/TOD activities
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COUNTRY/
ADMINISTRATIVE
LEVEL

POLICY/
STRATEGY

CONTENT
EFFECT ON PPP(S)

STUDIED

8. Great Britain national

Section 6, Town and
Country Planning Act
1990

allows local authorities to designate certain areas under their
control as enterprise zones, where relaxed planning
procedures are supposed to attract developers;
positive effect on TOD activities as both in Docklands and
Salford these areas were provided with rail transit – this is not
a requirement, though

9. Great Britain national

Planning Policy
Guidance 13 Transport,
2001

recommends maximum (rather than minimum) parking
requirements for new developments;
no effect on TODs investigated as these were either conceived
earlier or the recommendation was not followed

10. Netherlands –
national

Article 19 of Dutch
planning regulations

planning permission can be granted even if structure plan has
not been finalised (which is normally a requirement) provided
there are no official public objections; can speed up the
planning process;
positive effect on TJD activities

11. USA – Ballston
(county)

Rosslyn-Ballston
Corridor Alternative Land
Use Patterns, 1972

proposed to concentrate future development around 5
metrorail stations in that corridor, partly to protect existing
neighbourhoods from commercial intrusion;
positive effect on TOD projects

12. USA – Ballston
(county)

Ballston Sector Plan,
1980

designated Ballston as a new mixed use centre with high
density residential and commercial use within 400 m radius
from metrorail station; subsequent zoning provided major
density incentives for half commercial/half residential projects;
street level retail facilities were required in all buildings;
positive effect on TOD projects

13. USA –
Friendship Heights
(county)

Special Zoning District,
1970’s

allowed an optional doubling of density under special hearing
and design review procedures; was supported by Planning
Board;
attracted developer for TOD project

14. USA – Orenco
Station
(metropolitan
authority)

Urban Growth Boundary

lead to a limitation of available and developable land, land
values increased but also real estate development became
more predictable; reduced the risk of greenfield competition to
TOD developments;
positive effect on TOD activities

15. USA – Orenco
Station (public
transport provider)

Strategic Plan 19931998

recommended land-use intensification along bus and light-rail
corridors to increase ridership and accessibility; also
recommended that 85% of new developments should occur
within urban growth boundary and within 5 min. walk from
transit stops;
positive effect on TOD activities

16. USA – Orenco
Station (state)

Oregon Transportation
Rules, 1994

require that vehicle miles travelled are reduced by increasing
development densities and improving pedestrian access to
transit and facilities;
positive effect on TOD activities

17. USA – various
regional transit
agencies

transit joint development
policies

aim to attract TJD or TOD to real estate owned by the transit
agency (often in the form of very extensive park & ride
facilities) to increase transit ridership and bring financial gains
for the agency;
positive effect on TJD/ TODs activities though mostly adopted
after inception of case studies

18. USA – various
regional transit
agencies

1-for-1 parking
replacement policies

require any parking spaces lost to TOD or TJD to be replaced
by the developer; this generally needs very expensive under or
above ground multi-storey constructions;
negative effect on TOD activities as many developers do not
consider this a cost-effective measure

Table 7.2 Land-use, planning and transport policies and strategies mentioned in the case studies
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COUNTRY AND
ADMINISTRATIVE
LEVEL

POLICY/
STRATEGY

CONTENT
EFFECT ON PPP(S)

STUDIED

19. Great Britain –
Doncaster (public
transport provider)

South Yorkshire
Passenger Transport
Authority Corporate
Policy

one of the policy aims is to improve public transport access to
town centres; resulted in improvement of several bus and rail
interchanges, generally as PPP to obtain sufficient financing;
positive effect on PPPs

20. Great Britain –
national

Private Finance Initiative,
1992 (see Chapter 1)

aims to deliver higher quality and more cost effective public
services by encouraging partnerships and involving the private
sector more directly in asset provision and operation; national
government provides help with financing if it can be shown that
there is a financial benefit to the public sector;
positive effect on PPP activities; however, assessment criteria
have been criticised and several PFI projects are expected to
be significantly more expensive to the public sector in the long
run than full public financing would have been

21. Netherlands –
national

National White Paper on
Urban Development

encourages the formation of PPPs (in the form of actual joint
development companies with special conditions for the public
partner to protect confidential business transactions) between
local authorities and private investors;
positive effect on TOD activity – though some loss of
democratic accountability is acknowledged

Table 7.3 General PPP-related policies and strategies

This overview shows, that there are comparatively few policies, which have actively favoured
the inception of the PPP examples studied. Most of the legislation, policies and strategies,
which have influenced the case study processes related to TJD or TOD activities. Not all the
policies, which have been influential, have necessarily achieved the combined effect of fostering
PPP based TOD or TJD activities while also increasing transit ridership and benefiting the public
purse. However, all in all the study has identified a variety of hard (legislative and financing) and
soft (strategic and policy) tools, which could be considered for adoption at national, local or
transport providers’ decision making levels where they do not already exist. There appear to be
few measures, which could be prescribed at EU level in order to ensure successful PPPs
around urban rail transit. In this context it must also be mentioned that such activities should not
be seen as an end in themselves or a panacea for problems associated with public spending
powers and/or sinking rail transit ridership (Hörhager, 1998). Each individual situation requires
careful planning and only if all or most of the conditions set out in Box 5.1 can be fulfilled and if
the public bodies can be sure of the continued provision of benefits to the general public (this
includes public balance sheets) throughout the life of the project should public administrations
consider entering into a PPP. However, if these conditions can be fulfilled, PPPs can provide a
very helpful tool for creating synergies, which are not achievable by the public sector alone.

7.3.4 Financing
Depending on its form and the contributions of the partners involved the PPP approach in itself
can be considered a specific approach to financing transit services and urban development
projects based around them. However, one of the aims of this project was to find out whether
there were any innovative approaches to financing PPPs in the contexts studied which were
different to the way private or public funds were normally raised. Only one public financing
mechanisms relating specifically to PPPs has been identified – the Private Finance Initiative in
Great Britain (see Table 7.3) – all other approaches were not specific to PPP projects (see
Table 7.1). As far as information was made available, private sector capital was also generally
raised through the conventional route of bank loans based on risk assessment, which
considered the real estate market and/ or the forecasts for the development of transit ridership.
As the example of Bernau-Friedenstal (and general experience) showed, such forecasts are not
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always sufficiently accurate to guarantee the financial success of a project nor even the
continued existence of the investors.
The public sector was generally more interested in obtaining the facilities (rail transit services or
elements of urban development) achieved through the PPPs as well as perhaps the associated
revenue streams, fare box earnings and increases in local taxes associated with the projects
(depending on the conditions of the PPP agreement). In this context it was interesting to find,
however, that the overall assessment of the impact of the projects, particularly on transit
ridership and modal shift was often sketchy at best (see also section 5.5)

7.4 MAKING A DISTINCTION BETWEEN TRANSIT JOINT/ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT AND PPP
While the examples of TJD or TOD projects presented here have by definition all been achieved
through PPPs, it should be remembered that PPPs are not a necessary requirement for
successful TJD or TOD (just as it is not necessarily an essential process for providing good rail
transit).
In their report on Transit and Urban Form Parsons Brinkerhoff (1996) stressed the potential
benefits rail transit can have on property values (section 3.1) and on the intensity of
development (section 3.2). However, the factors they identified as distinguishing communities
successful in integrating transit into their urban form from those, where transit had not had the
desired results did not include an approach, which favoured PPPs:
•

Transit oriented development occurs in regions that have a vision of the desired
settlement pattern
• Transit oriented development occurs in regions where the political culture supports
transit
• Transit oriented development requires strong, respected (public) institutions
• Transit oriented development requires the delivery of high quality transit services
• Transit oriented development occurs, when transit investments precede or
coincide with regional growth
• Transit oriented development depends upon having stations with development
potential (i.e. vacant or under utilized land)
• Transit oriented development depends on the use of a variety of public policy tools
to focus growth (directing the location of activities)
(from Parsons Brinkerhoff, 1996; section 3.5)
Only the last two of these points could include PPP oriented strategies (in using public real
estate and/ or in inviting partnerships) and these findings are mirrored by Hersh (2001) in her
study on The Role of State Government in Transit Oriented Development. Thus the decision to
invite a public private partnership should – from a public point of view – not necessarily be a
consequence of the desire to foster TJD and TOD activities. A PPP might be the best way to
deliver such a project but need not necessarily be. In fact on the strength of the findings it might
be argued, that it has not been proven, whether the PPPs did in fact help to achieve the best
possible TOD or TJD solutions. This is partly because there is simply not sufficient evidence
available to support such a statement and partly because important TOD elements such as
reduced car parking were often not considered. Many of the TODs were treated as a more or
less self-contained element in a system in which personal travel is still greatly dependent on the
car and which therefore had to be as accessible as possible to drivers. This did in some cases
go hand in hand with improved conditions for other modes, though, and in some examples
provisions for the private car were reduced in comparison to comparable developments away
from transit.
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A further important consideration is the realisation that TOD and TJD are still development and
that just like any other type of development should be tied into coherent and well integrated
land-use and transportation planning policies – which according to a study on European Best
Practice in the Delivery of Integrated Transport (WS Atkins Transport Planning, 2001) should be
co-ordinated at a regional rather than local level as “the regions provide a forum for closer coordination of transport and land-use planning and agreement on the location of new
development and parking standards that helps to reduce competition between neighbouring
authorities” (ibid. section 5.9).

7.5 TRANSFERABILITY
The final issue to be considered in this chapter is the question of transferability. Can the
experiences made in the course of one project or in the context of one country be transferred to
the conditions and requirements found elsewhere? And if so, would it be desirable to do so?
For the purpose of answering the first question, the LEDA32 project provided a useful
classification of the degree of transferability various measures investigated by the project had
shown (Langzaam Verkehr vzw, 1999; Chapter 3), this is shown in Table 7.4.

1 Measures of
high
transferability

2 Measures of
good
transferability
3 Transferable
measures
requiring certain
political
instruments

Non-restrictive measures not dependant on legal or institutional frameworks (which
may vary greatly in different countries) but political will and public infrastructure
investment and in some cases private financial support; while such support is not
always easy to obtain, it is considered easier to transfer practices which are
dependant on infrastructure investments rather than changing target group behaviour
Mainly restrictive measures (e.g. to reduce car traffic) can be applied to any country,
but were considered a bit more difficult to transfer since restrictive measures are not
always accepted by the public as well as investors and require the right political
environment
Land use measures, which can promote the integration of transport and land use;
these often require certain political and legal instruments which are not always
present in every country. The following are not always present at the local level but
rather on a regional level which reduces direct transferability
• legal planning measures such as redevelopment acts can be used to grant
planning authorities more power and flexibility.
• increasing densities in existing structures often require regional involvement;
such measures are often supported by agreements between public and private
parties
• institutional co-operativism: when land use and transport planning authorities
work together during the planning and implementation phase of municipal
development or redevelopment plans or region wide planning the success rate of
reaching goals increases in most cases.

32

Legal and regulatory measures for sustainable transport in cities; EU DG TREN Research for
Sustainable Mobility Programme
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4 Measures
which might be
difficult to
transfer

The higher a level of government is responsible for implementing a planning policy,
the less transferable such a policy is to other countries. This is in part due to the
need for the central government to dictate policy to local planning authorities of
national spatial policies in a time in which most countries in the EU have protected
the planning sovereignty of local governments in a bottom-up rather than a top-down
approach.
Reorganising the spatial structure of cities in favour of sustainable transport can be
difficult and dependant on several factors. The siting of the right land use at the right
location with respect to sustainable mobility may conflict with the location needs of
businesses and industries and restrictions in site locations may heighten fears by
investors. The temporal factor may also reduce the ability for measures to be
transferred to other countries. There is evidence that adherence to a long-term
development vision can promote the integration of transport and land use planning by
encouraging decentralised urban development. Allowing for a development vision to
be flexible but at the same time adhering to the concepts of the vision regardless of
temporary economic or demographic conditions may require decades and a good
amount of patience until success can be measured.

Table 7.4 Transferability classification developed by the LEDA project

Looking at this classification it becomes clear that transferability was assessed mainly from the
point of view of local actors, the question being, whether they would be able to simply decide to
emulate the measures (rather than necessarily policies or strategies) adopted elsewhere.
However, even when it is assumed, that the findings of this study will also be considered at
higher administrative levels, the classification criteria are still useful. It will be those policies with
the lowest direct transferability, which national and possibly EU administrations should most
strive to foster through their own legislative and strategic activities. Table 7.5 shows the
classification of the policies and strategies presented in Tables 7.1-7.3 as represented by the
numbers used in these tables. It should be noted that policy 18 is not classified as it was seen
to be detrimental to PPPs or TOD, while policy 19 is the same as 7 (since it fitted two
categories) and is thus also only listed once in the following.
high transferability

1, 7, 15, 17

good transferability

9

transferable measures requiring certain political instruments 3, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 21
measures which might be difficult to transfer

2, 4, 20

Table 7.5 Transferability classification of policies and strategies identified in PPP TRANSIT according to
LEDA classification

This evaluation shows that the great majority of policies and strategies identified in this project
are reasonably difficult for local actors alone to emulate – should this be identified as an
appropriate course of action – without political support from their own and often higher level
administrations. And as the LEDA findings stressed, it is often necessary to be prepared for the
measures adopted to take some time, possibly years, to show the desired effects.
In the context of EU enlargement, Hörhager (1998) also cautioned that current EU experiences
with PPPs in the transport sector would be especially difficult to transfer to middle and eastern
European countries as e.g. the transport risk there was much higher – many services and links
are very new and motorisation still has a very high potential. On the other hand, income levels
are reasonably low and although this means that measures such as road user charging are
(even) less politically acceptable than elsewhere, it also points for continued high demand for
affordable public transport services. The problem of these countries could thus also be
considered opportunities – if the chances for learning from the experience in western
industrialised nations are realised.
The second question is, whether it is actually desirable for the policies and strategies identified
in this study to be emulated elsewhere. With the exception of the 1 for 1 parking replacement
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policy practiced by transit agencies in the USA (Table 7.2, no 18), which is clearly
counterproductive for TODs and TJDs and thus an example of bad practice, it is difficult to
provide a universal assessment, which would be appropriate in every context. Actors should
thus bear in mind the recommendations summarised in Box 7.1 and the effects the different
policy tools discussed have had (Tables 7.1-7.3) and consider a course of action, which is most
likely to maximise the synergies between social, urban development, transport and economic
aspects of their projects. A policy’s high level of transferability does not necessarily equal a high
desirability of such a transfer - nor would the opposite always be true.

7.6 THE EU PERSPECTIVE
The study has not identified any areas of legislative or administrative activity at the EU level,
where specific activities could help to increase the future successful utilisation of the public
private partnership approach in urban development around rail transit. It is nevertheless clear,
that PPPs will play a growing role in both provision of public services and the developments
associated with them. This study has identified some aspects of PPPs, which might prevent the
public sector from creating maximum benefits for the general public but the case studies have
also illustrated examples, where PPPs have contributed to creating greater synergies than the
public sector alone would have been able to achieve.
At the EU level, the most important contributions would thus be to embed the principle of PPPs
in its transport and land-use strategies and link these with easily accessible but well researched
guidance on the most important (potential) PPP elements and processes from the public sector
point of view. In addition, public actors should have access to guidance on how best to monitor
the actual effects of PPP activities if there is a serious intention to facilitate further learning from
experiences both within and outside the EU.
The study has shown that the individual local actors and details of the PPP agreements and
processes are at least as important in ensuring successful projects as the larger strategic and
legislative frameworks. Lessons learnt in one PPP could often be relevant in other cases, even
if the external circumstances or even the type and size of the project are not exactly the same.
The most important goal would be to ensure that future PPPs aim to maximise social and
transport benefits alongside the urban development and economic aspects, which often take
precedence. All four aspects need to be considered if balanced rail based urban developments
are to be achieved.
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APPENDIX A – TRANSIT FINANCING LEGISLATION IN THE USA
INTERMODAL SYSTEM TRANSPORTATION EFFICIENCY ACT, 1991 (ISTEA)
The Intermodal System Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) of 1991, introduced some basic
changes to the US approach to financing infrastructure as, the construction of the Interstate
System had been the centrepiece of the national transportation policy since 1954. While on the
one hand the system was completed and on the other hand its efficiency limits became clearer,
transportation decision-makers, practitioners and stakeholders were calling for a more
diversified, multi-modal and intermodal approach.
ISTEA's central elements – strategic infrastructure investment, intermodalism, flexibility,
intergovernmental partnership, a strong commitment to safety and the environment, and an
inclusive decision-making process – has provided the platform from which innumerable policies,
programs and projects have been launched by State and local partners.
ISTEA loosened the once purely highway-related dedication of the gas-tax revenue based
Highway Trust Fund and widened the financial and political frame for state governments to
influence the priorities of federally funded transportation investments. The ISTEA € 140.2 billion
programme for highway and mass transit was important for mass transit in two ways: Firstly it
called for spending an average of € 707 million per year on new rail lines and extensions in two
dozen cities across the nation. This amounted to a 50 % increase over what the federal
government had spent over the preceding five years. Secondly the new legislation gave states,
like New Jersey, which violated the standards of the federal Clean Air Act, much more latitude
to use federal highway aid to pay for mass transit projects and thus fulfil some of their duties
under this act.
ISTEA is generally considered a ground-breaking innovation in transportation policy in the US.

TRANSPORTATION EQUITY ACT, 1998 (TEA-21)
The Transportation Equity Act of 1998 (TEA-21) further promoted ISTEA's investment in both
the transportation system and in people. TEA-21 ensured a guaranteed level of Federal funds
until 2003 for highways and transit. TEA-21 also guaranteed that each State would receive a
minimum of 90.5 % of the amount each State contributed to the Highway Trust Fund. In addition
to guaranteed investment levels, TEA-21 included special programs to ensure mobility and
access to jobs, health care, and recreational activities for all Americans. Numerous
commentators – and State DoTs in particular – noted that the combination of guaranteed annual
funding levels and Minimum Guarantees for each State would facilitate better long term
planning, more certainty in the availability of funds, and better overall management of the
transportation investment programs of states and Metropolitan Planning Organizations.
TEA-21 also facilitated the attraction of private capital to transportation investments. The
Transportation Infrastructure Finance and Innovation Act (TIFIA, explained below) created a
mechanism through which the US DoT could provide credit assistance on flexible terms directly
to public-private sponsors of major surface transportation projects to assist them in gaining
access to capital markets.
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APPENDIX B – THE WASHINGTON METROPOLITAN AREA TRANSIT
ASSOCIATION’S JOINT DEVELOPMENT POLICY (WMATA, 1996 – EXCERPTS)
AND INTRODUCTION TO 2002 AMMENDMENTS (WMATA, 2002)
as of November 16, 1995, revised on June 17, 1996,

INTRODUCTION
Joint development is a means of securing transit compatible public and private development at,
and adjacent to, Metrorail stations to enhance ridership and revenue of the Washington
Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA) and Legal Jurisdictions. WMATA has been
involved in joint development agreements for projects at the following Metrorail Stations:
Rosslyn, Farragut North, Van Ness-UDC, McPherson, Bethesda, Friendship Heights, Metro
Center, Dupont Circle and Ballston.
Joint development at WMATA means the development by lease of land and related interests in
real property owned or controlled by WMATA at or near Metrorail stations. Due to its physical or
functional relationship to the Metrorail station, the property has significant potential for
commercial, residential development, alone or in combination with adjoining real property to
further WMATA’s development-related goals.
The goals of WMATA’s joint development program are:
• Attract new riders to the transit system by fostering commercial and residential development
projects on WMATA owned or controlled land and on private properties adjacent to Metro
stations;
• Create sources of revenue for the Authority to operate and maintain the transit system by
expediently negotiating joint development agreements between WMATA and public or
private development entities; and
• Assist the WMATA local jurisdictions to recapture a portion of their past financial
contributions and to continue making subsidy payments by expanding the local property tax
base and adding value to available local revenue

PURPOSE
The purpose of these policies and guidelines is:
• To provide a process to disseminate information about WMATA’s Joint Development
program to the development community and the general public;
•

To identify the roles and responsibilities of the WMATA Board of Directors, the General
Manager, Local Jurisdictions and developers in the joint development process; and

•

To define the six step joint development process and procedures.

SCOPE OF POLICIES AND GUIDELINES
These policies and guidelines apply to joint development projects to which WMATA is a party.
They do not apply to:
• “System interface” projects: Projects which have direct connections between WMATA’s
facilities and adjacent development owned by others. These projects are managed by
WMATA’s Department of Design and Construction (DECO), Office of Real Estate (REAL).
• “Adjacent construction” projects: Projects which are administered by DECO’s Office of
Engineering and Architecture (ENGA).
•
•

“Interim leasing” of WMATA-owned land. These leases are managed by DECO’s Office of
Real Estate.
“Sale of excess property.” This program is administered by DECO’s Office of Real Estate.
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POLICIES OF LOCAL JURISDICTIONS AFFECTING JOINT DEVELOPMENT
WMATA coordinates closely with local jurisdictions to protect its property interests and to
implement its joint development program. Many of the policies which influence joint
development activity in local jurisdictions are generally contained in various planning, land use
and related documents, such as comprehensive plans, sector or station area plans, zoning
ordinances and maps, adequate public facilities ordinances and capital improvement programs.
Interested parties may obtain these documents and plans by contacting the jurisdiction involved.

MAJOR ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES IN THE JOINT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
The WMATA joint development program is implemented by the combined efforts of the Board,
the General Manager and WMATA staff, Local Jurisdictions and Developers. Their major
responsibilities are outlined below:
The WMATA Board of Directors
The WMATA Board of Directors establishes policies on behalf of WMATA for joint development,
exercises specific approvals within the joint development process, and maintains oversight of
the joint development program. The Board has specific responsibilities to approve the Joint
Development Work Program and the joint development agreement.
General Manager
Jurisdictions in the WMATA Transit District include: the District of Columbia, Arlington, Fairfax,
Montgomery and Prince George’s Counties, and the Cities of Alexandria, Falls Church, Fairfax
and Rockville. Each contributes to the planning and implementation of joint development
projects.
• Copies of the draft Joint Development Work Program are sent to the jurisdiction’s Chief
Executive and relevant Board member for jurisdictional review and comments.
• Jurisdictions participate with WMATA and consultants in conducting joint development
studies.
• WMATA coordinates with jurisdictions in the preparation of the Disposition and Joint
Development Plans and in the preparation and issuance of Offering Documents.
• After approval of the Joint Development Agreement by the WMATA Board, jurisdictions
review and approve (or disapprove) the developers’ site and project plans through local
policies, land use plans, zoning, and development-related capital improvements.
Developers
Public and private development entities, landowners or their agents may participate in early
planning as well as in implementation phases of joint development projects.
•

Developers may propose the introduction of a station or site into the draft Joint Development
Work Program through coordination with local jurisdictions and WMATA.

•

Developers may participate or otherwise cooperate in station area planning conducted by
local jurisdictions and WMATA.
Developers may propose mutually beneficial solutions to local jurisdictions and WMATA
regarding station area development issues such as improved access to Metro, programming
of capital improvements, phasing and land assembly.
Developers may respond to joint development offerings in the form of proposals to WMATA.
Developers or other interested parties may initiate unsolicited proposals for a WMATA
property at any time.
A developer selected to build a joint development project will negotiate agreements with
WMATA based on the Offering Document and the accepted developer’s proposal.

•
•
•
•
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•

•

A selected developer will plan, construct and operate a joint development project in
accordance with pertinent joint development agreements and jurisdictional laws and
regulations.
A selected developer will, with WMATA’s assistance, obtain all necessary zoning and plan
approvals from the local jurisdiction.

JOINT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS AND PROCEDURES
This section describes the “normal” process and procedures followed for joint development. The
six stages are illustrative; they are not mandatory; and may not be necessary for each joint
development project.
Preparation of the Joint Development Work Program
The Joint Development Work Program is prepared on an annual basis in coordination with
jurisdictions. The Work Program includes a list of all joint development sites by jurisdiction, site
descriptions and current joint development status. The draft Joint Development Work Program
is prepared by the General Manager and approved by the WMATA Board of Directors by June
30 of each fiscal year.
Procedurally, a given year’s work program evolves as follows:
• REAL issues a draft Joint Development Work Program to each jurisdiction by March 31, of
each year.
• Jurisdictions review the draft work program and transmit to REAL their comments by April
15 of each year.
• Real discusses the submitted comments with the jurisdiction, if required, to resolve any
issues which may exist. All discussions will be concluded by May 15 of each year.
• During each fiscal year, REAL submits a draft work program, comprised of each
jurisdictional element, to the General Manager for approval by June 1.
In preparing the annual draft Joint Development Work Program, REAL will normally perform
physical inspections, evaluations and internal screening of each potential joint development site.
Board Approval of Joint Development Work Program and Authorization of the General
Manager to Initiate a Joint Development Site Marketing and Procurement Process.
By June 30 of each fiscal year, the General Manager submits to the Board, WMATA’s
recommended Joint Development Work Program and all jurisdictional comments. The General
Manager recommends fiscal year funding authority to the Board for the inclusion of joint
development activities.
A request for authorization to initiate a joint development procurement process is normally
included in the work program package to the Board.
Preparation and Issuance of Offering Document
The Offering Document is intended to solicit joint development proposals from developers on a
competitive basis.
Drafting of the Offering Document is initiated by REAL. Concurrently, WMATA Offices and the
affected jurisdictions are consulted for comments. The local jurisdiction advises WMATA as to
planning, urban design and other guidelines which will apply to the proposed development site.
The Offering Document is transmitted to the General Manager for approval. If approved, the
Offering Document is then issued by WMATA.
Issuance of the Offering follows WMATA’s established joint development procurement
procedures. Normally, these procedures include:
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•
•
•
•
•

Advertisement of the offering in local and national newspapers for two weeks;
A pre-proposal conference, if needed, to respond to questions from prospective
respondents;
A proposal due date, generally 30 to 90 days from the date of issuance of the Offering
Document;
Proposal review and evaluation by a Contracting Officer appointed panel, and
Recommendations from the panel to the Contracting Officer.

Evaluation and Selection of Proposals
The Contracting Officer appoints a panel to evaluate submitted proposals in order to determine
if they are in accordance with the Authority’s established procurement procedures, to determine
the capability of the development entity and the feasibility of the proposal based on the criteria
in the Offering Document. Project evaluation criteria for projects will emphasize the Board’s
stated goals for Joint Development.
Negotiations and Execution
Negotiations shall be conducted with the selected developer or developers by the Contracting
Officer and/or higher representatives. Competitive negotiations will be used in all cases where
WMATA receives more than one acceptable proposal or more than one that can be made
acceptable. Other WMATA offices will be consulted as required. The WMATA Board members
from the affected jurisdiction shall be advised of the status of the negotiations as required.
Board Approval of Selected Development Proposal
The General Manager will recommend selection of the development proposal and approval of
the agreement to the WMATA Board of Directors. Upon ratification and authorization by the
Board of Directors, the Contracting Officer shall execute the joint development agreement, as
negotiated.
After execution of the joint development agreement, the development entity is required to
submit the proposed joint development project site plan for review and approval by DECO and
the Department of Operations, prior to submission to the local jurisdiction, to ensure
compatibility with Authority facilities and operations. All site plans and required subdivision
actions will be subject to approvals by the local jurisdiction in accordance with local ordinances
and regulations.
DECO will develop and administer a program of inspection in accordance with the terms of the
executed agreement. To the maximum extent possible, all inspection and enforcement activity
will be coordinated with local jurisdiction inspections on those private improvements which may
incorporate WMATA facilities.
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Presented & adopted; February 21, 2002
Subject: Joint development policies and guidelines 2002-08, Resolution of the
board of directors of the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority
WHEREAS, the Board approved the Joint Development Policies and Guidelines revising the
Authority’s joint development policies and procedures, by adopting Resolution #95-38 on
November 16, 1995, and a subsequent amendment to the Joint Development Policies and
Guidelines which indicates that “The Authority prefers to lease, rather than sell, its real property
interest if it is in the best interest of WMATA,” by adopting Resolution #96-27 on June 27, 1996;
and
WHEREAS, an Ad Hoc Committee of the Board on Joint Development (“Ad Hoc Committee”)
was formed on March 22, 2001, and asked:
(a) to examine questions and concerns regarding the joint development program;
(b) to develop a process to encourage and maximize the potential of joint development sites;
and
(c) to propose alternative ways to improve public coordination and input under the program; and
WHEREAS, the Ad Hoc Committee identified and focused on the following issues:
1. Achieving transit oriented development as opposed to transit adjacent development;
2. Ensuring appropriate community involvement mechanisms;
3. Expediting time frames for consideration of joint development proposals;
4. Evaluating existing joint development regulations;
5. Determining the relative marketability of various joint development sites and improving
prospects for development of less viable sites; and
WHEREAS, the Ad Hoc Committee reviewed and evaluated the above issues; WMATA’s joint
development process and the existing Joint Development Policies and Guidelines; and
determined that substantial modifications were required in the process to:
(d) reflect organizational changes within WMATA;
(e) to establish clear and concise joint development policies and guidelines; and
(f) to incorporate new policy changes of WMATA and the Federal Transit Administration;
and WHEREAS, the Ad Hoc Committee produced a draft report of its findings which makes
recommendations for improving the joint development program, as well as for revising the
policies and guidelines used when WMATA makes decisions on joint development issues.
Those recommendations include:
1. Promoting “transit oriented development” by adding it to WMATA’s existing Joint
Development Goals;
2. Establishing new procedures to ensure community involvement early in the joint
development project selection process;
3. Encouraging local jurisdictions, at their discretion, to sponsor joint development projects;
4. Securing external, professional analysis of the WMATA joint development parcel portfolio
complete with marketability ratings;
5. Refining developer-competitive selection procedures to meet real estate industry standards
more closely;
6. Establishing a program to enhance the marketability of a small number of sites that have
special development challenges;
7. Developing a process for the use of real estate brokers, where appropriate, to assist in the
marketing of joint development sites; and
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8. Proposing more flexibility in the requirement for replacement parking at joint development
sites; and
WHEREAS, the Ad Hoc Committee solicited public comments on its draft report and the
Revised Joint Development Policies and Guidelines, by mailing copies of the draft report to
local jurisdictions, developers and community organizations and by publishing the report and
revised policies and guidelines on WMATA’s Web site; and
WHEREAS, the Ad Hoc Committee received numerous comments and recommendations
reflecting a wide spectrum of views and evaluated each of the comments received, determined
the disposition of each in relation to the Committee’s draft report and the Revised Joint
Development Policies and Guidelines, and produced a final report of its findings and
recommendations on the joint development program; and
WHEREAS, the Ad Hoc Committee approved the final report which included the revised Joint
Development Policies and Guidelines on February 7, 2002 in a public session.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Directors of the Washington Metropolitan
Area Transit Authority does hereby approve the report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Joint
Development which includes the revised Joint Development Policies and Guidelines and
directs the Chief Executive Officer to implement these policies and guidelines upon the effective
date of this resolution; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Community Involvement Process shall apply to all
development proposals for which the Board has not selected a developer as of the effective
date of this resolution; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that this Resolution be effective immediately. Reviewed as to
form and legal sufficiency.
_______________________________________
Cheryl C. Burke, General Counsel
Motion by Mr. Davey, seconded by Mrs. Mack, and unanimously approved.
Ayes: 6 - Mr. Zimmerman, Mr. Barnett, Mr. Kauffman, Mrs. Mack, Mr, Catania and Mr. Davey
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APPENDIX C – KEY PRIORITY TASKS OF THE PFI PROCESS (FROM HAGAN,
1998)
Planning phase
1. Establish formal PFI project management mechanism
2. Set up PFI task force
3. Determine terms of reference e.g.
• to ensure that projects are designed, maintained and operated safely and satisfactorily
so as to minimise any adverse impact on the environment and maximise benefits to
transport users and residents
• to transfer the appropriate level of risk to the private sector
• to promote innovation, not only in technical and operational matters, but also in financial
and commercial arrangements
• to minimise the financial contribution required from the public sector
4. Appoint external advisers
5. Set up project team
6. Determine existing and potential PFI projects to be market-tested
7. Establish business need
8. Appraise options and clarify objectives
9. Outline business case/output specification
10. Seek parliamentary approval
Procurement process
1. Advertisement in OJEC (Official Journal of the EC)
2. Issue of pre-qualifying information
3. Close expression of interest
4. Announcement of final shortlist
5. Issue of detailed tender requirement
6. Date for submission of tenders
7. Selection of preferred partner
8. Appointment of private sector partner(s)
Contract structure
1. NCA (Notional credit approval) / NCSA (Non-scoring credit approval) issued - required to
meet three criteria
• contract structure test
• value for money test
• reasonable opportunity to reduce ongoing cost (revenue support and nil credit cover
required)
Implementation
1. Finalisation of contract
2. Sign contract
3. Start on site
4. Completion of construction
5. Operational data of new facility
6. Completion of post-project evaluation
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APPENDIX D – INTRODUCTION TO CASE STUDIES
D.1

AUSTRIA

Linz main railway station – redevelopment of existing facilities
The redevelopment of an existing railway station (including
substantial retail facilities) and its surrounding area
situated a few hundred meters east of the city centre.
interchange facilities with bus and tram services will be
improved significantly, as will the associated public
spaces; new office developments around the station are
incorporated in the project plan; the station redevelopment
is part of a larger programme by the national rail service
provider (known as the Bahnhofsoffensive) to improve and
extend its main stations
author: ÖBB

Ottakring Subway turn-around – new subway line extension and re-development of
brown-field site
The PPP (block of flats incorporating a turn-around
area for a subway line extension) is located within a
large urban re-development area in one of the
western districts of Vienna; the overall project
incorporates residential, retail, office and
educational facilities and was made possible
because a large manufacturing company vacated
its site and it was possible to include associated
former low density industrial areas in the concept;
furthermore the district authority had succeeded in
convincing the Vienna public transport provider to
extend an existing subway line into the district,
which had not until then been connected to the
subway network

D.2

FRANCE

Cergy – Le Haut / Val d’Oise
The district of Cergy-Le-Haut is
about to become (after CergyPrefecture and Cergy-SaintChristophe, the third major
centre of the new agglomeration
of Cergy-Pontoise). It was conceived at the beginning like the
"natural" extension of the district
of Cergy-Saint-Christophe. At
the beginning of the Eighties, the
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operation of installation of Cergy-Le-Haut was launched in the form of two concerted
developments. The Concerted Development Zones33 of the "Moulin à Vent" and "Apolline
Saint", located on the communes of Cergy and Courdimanche were created in 1981 and
1982; they cover a total surface of 580 ha and aim to accommodate a population estimated
at 20,000 inhabitants. The installation in the long term of a RER station in Cergy-Le-Haut is
registered in the file of ZAC of the "Moulin à Vent". The policy continued by the EPA through
the simultaneous launching of the two ZAC is clearly defined.

Massy / Essonne
Following the abandonment of the project of an
building arching the rail tracks, the problem of
crossing and servicing of the rail transit facility
remained. A “reflection group” consisting of the
SNCF, the RATP34, the area, the Department of
the Essonne, the commune of Massy and the
SEMMASSY35 proposed a restructuring of the
whole of the multimode platform. The new
organisation is integrated in the general
program of urban development of the town of
Massy with the intention:
• to create an urban connection between
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

D.3

two sides of the rail tracks,
to bring closer the activity poles from the various companies and means of transport,
to optimise the routes by reducing the distances,
to dimension the sites according to the projected traffic,
to improve the legibility of the site,
to establish descriptive and travellers information in real time, complete and coherent on
the whole of the site,
to improve travellers’ comfort: mechanisation, reception, information, trade services ,
to make stations (the RER and bus) accessible to people with reduced mobility
to improve safety

GERMANY

Bernau Friedenstal – new commuter rail stop on existing line to serve new residential
edge of town development
The new stop on the existing commuter rail line
running between Bernau and the centre of Berlin
was fully financed by the private company,
which built the new residential development in
Friedenstal. Most of the development was newly
built but it also included the modernisation of
some existing town houses and apartment
blocks.

33

ZAC = Concerted Development Zone, Zone d’Aménagement Concertée
RATP = Régie Autonome des Transports Parisiens, Autonomous control of Parisian Transport
35
SEMMASSY = Société d’économie Mixte de Massy, Mixed investment company
34
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Hennigsdorf – new entrance building for regional and commuter rail station situated on
town centre development axis
The old station building was not meeting
modern standards and the associated
pedestrian and bicycle tunnel under the
railway embankment was run-down and
unpleasant. The new entrance building
only provides very rudimentary station
facilities (a ticket office, waiting rooms
located on the platforms, no luggage
lockers) but it has opened up the tunnel to
create a more pleasant east-west
connection on the town centre axis. The
building contains office and retail spaces
and provides an important new frontage to
one of the two main town squares.

Weiherfeld – new commuter rail stop for new service to serve new edge of town
residential green-field development
The region of Hanover developed a new
commuter rail network (largely on existing
regional rail lines), one line of which runs
through the new development area
Weiherfeld. The new stop will be in the
centre of this development (expected to
comprise about 5000 residential units when
completed) and will in itself be the focus for
the retail and service area of the new
neighbourhood. A new underpass under the
railway also provides a pedestrian and
bicycle connection between the two halves
of the development.

D.4

GREAT BRITAIN

Croydon – new tram network for the borough of Greater London

The new Croydon Tramlink network was constructed largely on
existing but underused regional rail lines and in addition to
Croydon also connects with two of the neighbouring boroughs
and their regional rail stations; there are no associated TODs or
TJDs but several developers are keen that potential extensions
to the network should link to their sites
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Docklands – light railway network (with three subsequent extensions) provided as a
catalyst for redevelopment of large urban brownfield site
The first phase of the
Docklands light rail service was built long before
most of the current office,
conference, retail, residential and educational
developments were completed or even started.;
Extensions have been
provided to attract more
developers into outer
areas of the Docklands.
Further extensions are
planned to connect to an
airport and a major railway station

author: DLR

Doncaster Interchange – redevelopment of main bus and rail station on the edge of the
town centre to enhance facilities and interchange
The main rail as well as bus station will be
enhanced and rebuilt respectively (also to
incorporate bus services previously terminating at another bus station). Associated
development will be the refurbishment and
extension of an adjoining shopping centre,
some new office buildings and extended carparking facilities.
author: SYPTE

Salford Quay Metrolink extension – second phase of new tram network to serve a large
urban brownfield redevelopment site and a Greater Manchester borough

The new tram line extension serves partially
redeveloped
former
dock
area
(mixed-use
redevelopment is still ongoing) and connects an outer
borough with the centre of Manchester. The tram line
was decided upon and constructed when the
redevelopment had already been started and some
central elements of it were completed.
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D.5

NETHERLANDS

‘s Hertogenbosch main station and Paleis Kwartier – redevelopment of main railway
station and associated redevelopment
The main station needed to be
redeveloped to accommodate increasing
services and passenger numbers,
associated urban spaces were also to be
improved. Furthermore a pedestrian
connection across the rail tracks was
needed between the historic town centre
in the east and the large redevelopment
area in the west of the station. New
station facilities include improved bicycle
and car-parking, better interchange with
buses and major public spaces. Paleis
author: Delft University of Technology
Kwartier is a mixed-use development on
a former run-down industrial estate (residential, office, administrative, educational and some
leisure and retail facilities). Several large blocks have already been completed but the
development is ongoing

D.6

SPAIN

Barcelona – Ciutat Vella
Since 1987 Barcelona has been redeveloping its historical centre, Ciutat Vella. The areas of
activity include town planning, housing, security, social inclusion, economic rehabilitation,
mobility, accessibility and infrastructures. Between 1987 and 1994 approximately € 516.9
million were invested in this area, which is home to 96,000 people with below average
income levels. A significant part of this area is pedestrianised and incorporates a pilot
experiment of restricted car access to the district with an aim of improving the mobility which
will extend to the remainder from the zone. This program also has the financial support of
the EU.
The railway infrastructure capacity could in theory be regarded as sufficient overall but can
present rather serious specific bottlenecks (tunnel of Sants – Plaza Catalonia – RENFE;
tunnel of the street Balmes – FGC; Tramo Sants-Castelldefels – RENFE) because of the
superposition of various services on the same infrastructure. The rail network thus offers
insufficient capacity does not allow competitive speeds36.
This is why within the framework of the project which concerns PPP TRANSIT, the
infrastructure master plan of 2001 – 2010 envisages the modernization of the Placa
Catalonia station exchange (subway line 1, 2, 3, 4, FGC and RENFE). It is also the case for
the exchange of the Triumph Arc station which relates to line 1, the RENFE and the bus
station.

36

Diagnose mobility in the area metropolitan of Barcelona, in Resumen del Plan Director de Infraestructuras 20012010, junio 2001
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Bilbao – Abandoibarra
The project consists of the redevelopment of
derelict areas (greenfield and brownfield) of Bilbao
and it includes measures of urban, transport and
environmental developments. In the case of the
transport’s development, it is planned to create a
metro station, bus stations, interchanges and a
connection with the road network. There will be
associated development of different spaces for
retail, offices and residential facilities. Moreover, the
University of Deusto and the Guggenheim Museum
have to be developed to attract more visitors.

D.7

USA

Ballston Metro Centre – redevelopment of urban site associated with provision of new
metrorail facilities
This site within an urban redevelopment
area gained added attractiveness
through the arrival of the new metrorail
line. The development consists of office,
retail and residential facilities as well as
several links to the metrorail and an
interchange with buses.
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Bethesda Metrorail Station – redevelopment of site located in county business centre
associated with new metrorail facility
The development comprises a major public plaza flanked by
high rise office, retail and hotel facilities. There are large
numbers of car parking spaces and direct links to an
underground metrorail stop.

Friendship Heights – development of urban site located in a growing commercial and
employment area associated with new metrorail facility
The development links the underground
metrorail station with a reconstructed bus
terminal under a new high rise office and
retail building.

Orenco Station – large mixed-use green field development associated with a stop on new
light rail transit line
The large new residential development is rail oriented as well as
pedestrian friendly. It comprises a
retail and service centre, and a large
commercial development and a major
IT manufacturing plant is being
constructed. An IT company provided
some of the finance (as well as new
jobs for the area) in return for tax
breaks.
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APPENDIX E – OVERVIEW OF PPP ELEMENTS OF CASE STUDIES
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Case Study
Name

What is it?

Public
partners

Private
partners

Type of
development

Stage of
development

Total project
cost

Public
contributions

Private
contributions

national rail
company
• € 22.9 million
(plus € 23.3
million federal
subsidies) for
station
• regional PT
infrastructure
provider
• € 5.5 million
for station
local authority
• € 39.6 for tram
stop and bus
station
• federal state
authority
• € 39.6 for
tram stop and
bus station

private investors
• unconfirmed
amount for
station
• € 130.8 million
for new county
administrative
headquarters
• € 35 million for
new office
tower

AUSTRIA
LINZ

Redevelopment • national rail
• developers
of main railway
company
• investors
station and
• regional PT
associated
infrastructure
urban
provider
development
(partnership
including
between
redeveloped bus
regional and
station and new
local authority)
underground
• local authority
tram stop
• federal state
authority

transit joint
development
(station) and
transit oriented
development
(associated
projects)

in construction

approx. € 305
million

Special
features
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Case Study
Name
OTTAKRING,
VIENNA

What is it?

Public
partners

Private
partners

Type of
development

Stage of
development

Total project
cost

Public
contributions
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• developer

transit oriented
development

completed in
1998

€ 14.5 million for
mixed use
building; no
separate figures
for subway
infrastructure
within building
were calculated

• developer
• public
transport
operator
• state
• area Ile de
France
• Trade union of
Transport of
Paris
• Publiclyowned
construction
company

transit oriented
development

completed in
1995

• € 27.4 million • The land was
State
(180 MF value
operation
January 1989)
of work
• € 21.3 million
(140 MF value
January 1989)
of travelling
material

new turn-around • district
area for subway
authority
line extension
• Vienna
within new
municipality
residential
• public
building
transport
operator

Private
contributions

district authority developer
• bought land for • purchased
the building,
land from
then sold on to
district
developer
• financed the
public transport
building
operator
• subway
infrastructure
Vienna
municipality
• subsidies for
subway
extension;
10% of cost for
restructuring
associated
public areas

Special
features
the project is
part of a wider
urban renewal
area which
would not have
developed to its
current state
without the
extension of the
subway line; the
design and
construction of
the PPP project
was closely coordinated but the
finance was kept
separate:

FRANCE
CERGY

• Extension of
the line RER
A and a new
station for a
new district

• SecretariatGeneral of the
Central Group
of the New
Cities

The project is
• construction
and installation part of an
operation of
urbanisation
project, which
has created
several new
cities – e.g.
Cergy-Pontoise.
The station and
the extension of
line the RER A
answer a request
for service road
and a necessary
accompaniment
of the
development of
these new cities.

Case Study
Name
MASSY

What is it?

Public
partners

Private
partners

Type of
development

Stage of
development

Total project
cost

Public
contributions

Private
contributions

Special
features

• the station
and
reorganisation
of its
surroundings:
multimodal
platforms,
buildings for
the stations,
car parks,
etc...

• public
transport
operator
• state
• area Ile de
France
• General
council of
Essonne
• Commune of
Massy

• developer

transit joint
development

The project is
not yet carried
out

300 million
francs (€ 45.7
million) for the
operation of
reorganisation

land belonging
as a majority to
the transport
operators

developer
the station
environment
reorganisation
and the
operation followup

The project aims
at optimising
times of
correspondence
as well as the
comfort of the
users and the
activities around
the station, an
operation which
must be carried
out in synergy
with other
complementary
projects

commuter rail
stop for new
residential
development

• local council

• developer
• commuter rail
operator

transit joint
development

rail stop facilities
completed and
operational in
1997;
further planned
station facilities
not yet started
(associated
development
about ¼
finished)

€ 2.8 million for
the station

• planning
application
was processed
especially
quickly
• co-ordinated
co-operation of
partners

developer
• financing the
station
rail operator
• operating
station

the private
investor went
into receivership
shortly after first
phase of station
was built;
planning option
to complete the
building (and
associated
services) is still
open

GERMANY
BERNAU
FRIEDENSTAL,
BRANDENBURG
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Case Study
Name
HENNIGSDORF,
BRANDENBURG

W EIHERFELD,
HANOVER

What is it?

Public
partners

Private
partners

Type of
development

Stage of
development

Total project
cost

Public
contributions

Private
contributions
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new mixed use
entrance
building for
railway station

• local council

• developer
• commuter rail
operator
• regional rail
service
operator

transit joint
development

completed in
1998

€ 5.1 million

• council
provided fully
redeveloped
urban setting
for new station
• design
competition for
new station
together with
rail operator

developer
• financing the
building
rail operator
• land
• design
competition for
new station
together with
council

commuter rail
stop for new
residential
development

• local authority
development
corporation

• national rail
company

transit joint
development

rail stop
completed and
operational in
2000

€ 4.1 million

development
corporation:
• € 2.2 million

rail operator
• € 1.9 million
• co-ordination
and
supervision of
construction
• maintenance
and service

Special
features
the new station
sits on the main
axis of a town
centre
redevelopment
project
the station
building fulfils
very few
functions
actually geared
towards serving
passengers;
mostly shops
and offices
the stop was
built before the
associated
development
had been
completed

Case Study
Name

What is it?

Public
partners

Private
partners

Type of
development

Stage of
development

Total project
cost

Public
contributions

Private
contributions

Special
features

€ 322.7 million
local authority
construction
• €1.6 million of
cost;
associated
annual operating
landscaping
costs could not
• all land used
be obtained
by the tram
network, which
was in the
public domain
• € 201.7 from
central
government
towards capital
cost obtained
through PFI
process
British Rail
• disused tracks
• London
transport
executive
• sets fares and
agrees service
levels

private
consortium
• construction,
maintenance
and running
costs
• cost of private
property,
which had to
be purchased
(ca. € 18.5
million)

the project was a
reaction to the
economic and
population
growth in
Croydon; a
feasibility study
of greater
London had
already identified
the area as a
suitable
candidate for a
new light rail
service; the
process actually
began before the
UK government
announced its
Private Finance
Initiative

GREAT BRITAIN
CROYDON
TRAMLINK;
GREATER
LONDON

new tram
• local authority
network for
• London
growing borough
transport
executive
• British Rail
(later became
privatised as
Railtrack)

• developer and
operator
consortium

design build
completed in
operate maintain 2000
(DBOM)
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Case Study
Name

What is it?

DOCKLANDS
LIGHT RAILWAY,
LONDON

new light rail
network as
catalyst for
urban
redevelopment

Public
partners
• development
corporation
• London
transport
executive
• light rail
provider
• UK
government
• local
authorities

Private
partners

Type of
development

Stage of
development

• light rail
operator
• design build
maintain
consortium for
network
extension
• developers

transit joint
development
with some transit
oriented dev.
elements; also
design / build /
maintain

original route
and three
extensions
completed; two
more extensions
planned

Total project
cost

100

Public
contributions

Private
contributions

Special
features

original routes: € London transport
executive
153.9 million
3 extensions and • responsible for
applying for
upgrades: €
initial financial
1203.3 million
help to UK
parliament; let
the contract for
the first two
routes
UK government
• cost of first two
routes
• € 374.4
towards
extensions
• light rail
provider
• owns assets
and
infrastructure
of the network
(through UK
government
funding)
• lets contracts
for further
construction
and service
operation
• local authority
• € 16.1 million
for extension
into its area

light rail operator
• holds
franchise for
operating and
maintaining
(most of) the
system
design build
maintain
consortium for
network
extension
• € 229 million
towards capital
cost of one
extension
• receives
annual access
fee for use of
the extension
• maintains
extension
during terms of
franchise
private
developers
• €172.6 million
towards a new
stop and cost
of one of the
extensions

the Docklands
Light Rail
company
developed over
a number of
years and
different
financing
models are
incorporated in
the entire
project;
first part was
publicly financed
to function as
urban
development
catalyst

Case Study
Name
DONCASTER

What is it?
redevelopment
of existing train
and bus station
to create
integrated
interchange
including
extension of
neighbouring
shopping centre

Public
partners
• passenger
transport
executive
• local council

Private
partners
• developer

Type of
development
transit joint
development

Stage of
development
in planning

Total project
cost
€ 193.6 million
estimated for
entire project
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Public
contributions

Private
contributions

Special
features

passenger
transport
executive and
local council
• project
development
cost (PFI
process,
design
competition,
contract
preparation) €
4.8 million
• land
• passenger
transport
executive
• pay service
charge to
developer for
using new bus
station

developer
• capital cost of
the project
• service and
maintenance
of the new bus
station

done as PFI
process;
extension of the
shopping centre
was made part
of the project to
make it more
attractive to the
developer

Case Study
Name
SALFORD QUAYS,
MANCHESTER

What is it?

Public
partners

Phase 2
• local council
extension of
• passenger
tram network to
transport
serve partially
authority
completed urban
redevelopment
area

Type of
development

• private
consortium
• developers

• design build
operate
maintain
(DBOM)
• (some transit
oriented
development)

• national rail
company

transit joint
development

Stage of
development

Total project
cost

Public
contributions

Private
contributions

Special
features

Phase 2 tram
extension
completed in
2000

€ 258 million for
Phase 3
extension

passenger
transport
authority
• provides
concession for
DBOM
contracts
• €40.3 million
contribution to
project cost
local authority
• land to a value
of € 4.9 million
• channelled
€16.1 million
from European
Regional
Development
Fund and
€27.4 million
subsidies from
UK
government

private
consortium
• DBOM of
Phase 2
extension as
well as
operation of
entire network
• private
developers
• some
contributions
in cash and in
kind for Phase
2

tram extension
was started and
completed when
redevelopment
of the Salford
Quays had
already begun
and several
projects were
already
completed

completed

€ 82.5 million

local council:
• € 21 million
(new
pedestrian link
and urban
spaces)
• rail
infrastructure
company
• €41 million
(new platform
and tracks)

national rail
company
• € 20 million
(new station
buildings and
platform
canopies)

the council had
to provide the
new pedestrian
link and urban
spaces as a
conditions for the
private
developers to
invest in the new
quarter on the
“other” side of
the station
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Private
partners

NETHERLANDs
redevelopment
• local authority
‘S
HERTOGENBOSCH of railway station • rail
including major
new pedestrian
link across rail
tracks and high
quality urban
spaces on both
ends

infrastructure
company

Case Study
Name

What is it?

associated
‘S
HERTOGENBOSCH urban

Public
partners
• local authority

Private
partners

Type of
development

Stage of
development

Total project
cost

Public
contributions

Private
contributions

Special
features

• developer

transit oriented
development

first phase
completed;
subsequent
phases in
development /
planning

total volume of
local authority
existing and
• as partner in a
planned
new
investment is not
development
known
company
accepted the
up-front risk of
purchasing
land for
development

developer
• as partner in
development
company
undersign
financial risks
in later stages
of the projects

it is not unusual
for local
authorities to
form a private
company with
private investors;
the public
partner is legally
able to operate
without fully
having to
disclose all
financial
activities (only to
a closed council
committee)

• Developer

Transit joint /
oriented
development

In progress:
The PDI 20012010 involves
the construction
of 75 kilometres
of metro lines,
local railway and
tram lines and
77 new stations,
as well as 26
interchange
stations.

The expected
total cost of the
plan is 742,000
million PTA

• not known

The will of the
various actors of
the project of
integral
rehabilitation is
to use all spaces
abandoned or
deteriorated to
improve urban
life.

development
(Paleis Kwartier)

SPAIN
BARCELONA
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rail development • Local
associated with
authorities
redevelopment
• public
of the historical
transport
centre
operator

Metropolitan
Transport
Authority (local
body) plays the
role of financial
co-ordinator

Case Study
Name
BILBAO

What is it?
redevelopment
of derelict areas
including public
transport
measures and
environmental
developments

Public
partners
• Local
authorities

Private
partners
• Developers
• Investors

Type of
development
Transit joint
/oriented
development

Stage of
development
In progress

Total project
cost
• Not known
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Public
contributions

Private
contributions

Special
features

Principal investor
of the projects
(around 60 – 70
% of the total
amount)

Exchange
between RIA
2000 and private
owners. If the
land is in private
hands, building
rights are
conceded
without
purchase.
Publicly owned
land is obtained
by Ria 2000
(development
organisation),
cleaned up and
then sold for
development on
the basis of the
urbanisation
program. Ria
2000 sells it to
private
developers
(offices,
residences)

The main
objective of Ria
2000 and the
Abandoibarra’s
project is to give
more influence
to the cultural
aspects of
Bilbao. Local
and regional
authorities want
to increase
Bilbao’s standing
Europe.

Case Study
Name

What is it?

Public
partners

Private
partners

Type of
development

Stage of
development

Total project
cost

Public
contributions

Private
contributions

Special
features

• public
transport
provider
• land sold at
favourable
price
• design
guidelines
• PT services
(underground
station, rail
and bus
services)
county
• granted
planning
permission for
higher
buildings than
neighbouring
blocks to
increase floor
space

land owner
• land
• lead
negotiations
with project
partners to
enhance value
of his own
property
developers
• financed
above ground
structures and
land purchase

public transport
provider has an
explicit policy to
foster PPPs on
its nonoperational land
to increase
capital income
and ridership
numbers

USA
BALLSDON METRO provision of new • public
underground
transport
CENTRE,
stop
and
provider
W ASHINGTON DC
associated
developments
including large
new plaza

• county
authority

• land owner
• developers

transit joint
development

completed

not known
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Case Study
Name
BETHESDA,
W ASHINGTON DC
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FRIENDSHIP
HEIGHTS,
W ASHINGTON DC

What is it?

Public
partners

Private
partners

Type of
development

Stage of
development

Total project
cost

• developer

transit joint
development

completed

not known

provision of new • public
• developer
underground
transport
stop and
provider
associated
• county
developments
planning board

transit joint
development

completed

not known

Provision of new • public
underground
transport
stop and
provider
associated
• county
developments
authority

Public
contributions
public transport
provider
• land sold at
favourable
price
• design
guidelines
• underground
rail service
and escalators
to new
development
county authority
• some land
• relaxed
planning
procedure
public transport
provider
• land sold at
favourable
price
• design
guidelines
• entrance to
new
underground
rail stop
• county
planning board
• contributed to
design
process

Private
contributions
s.a.
developer
• all above
ground
buildings
including some
transit
associated
structures
• maintenance
of public plaza

developer
s.a.
• some land
• all buildings
including a redeveloped bus
terminal
• pays annual
fee for direct
access to rail
service to PT
provider

Special
features

Case Study
Name
ORENCO,
PORTLAND OR

What is it?

Public
partners

extension of
• county
existing light rail
administration
network to serve • city council
new mixed use
• public
development
transport
provider

Private
partners
• private
company
• developer
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Table E.1 Overview of PPP elements of case studies

Type of
development
transit oriented
development

Stage of
development
in 2000: half
completed

Total project
cost
not known

Public
contributions

Private
contributions

Special
features

county
administration
• granted tax
incentives to
private
company
city council
• carried out
very complex
purchase of
large number
of small land
parcels
• sold land to
developers at
cost price
• half of cost of
design
guidelines and
masterplan
development
PT provider
• rail service
extension fully
publicly funded

private company
• interested in
new
manufacture
site with good
tax incentives
• loaned € 5.9
million to city
council
(repayment
tied to
construction
progress of
their own new
factory)
• brought 1400
new
permanent
jobs and 2500
associated
jobs
• € 570,000 for
public park
developer
• acquired
loaned at cost
price
• agreed to
develop a
mixed use rail
oriented
central area
• sold on some
land to other
developers but
remained in
control of
overall design

urban
development
boundary made
high quality
denser
development
attractive;
air quality
requirements for
downtown areas
made rail
oriented
development
attractive

